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Thoroughly international.
Distinctively Australian
MACQUARIE AT A GLANCE

5 QS STARS
in teaching, employability, research,
internationalisation, facilities,
innovation, access and specialist subjects

AMONG TOP 2 PER CENT

9 SUBJECTS

of universities in the world

ranked in top 100 globally

(Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2014)

(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)

(QS Top Universities, 2015)

MGSM’S MBA RANKED 1
in Australia, 68 in the world
(Financial Times, 2015)

$6.7 MILLION

9400 STUDENTS

awarded in international and
domestic scholarships each year

in our practical experience program
since its inception

(including government scholarships)

MORE THAN 300

120 RESEARCHERS

companies on campus or in the adjacent
high-tech precinct, providing access to
internship and job opportunities

ranked in top 1 per cent in the world

MORE THAN 39,000

$1 BILLION

students from more than 100 countries

(Essential Science Indicators, 2014)

invested in infrastructure
and facilities in recent years

85 PER CENT
of our research is rated world standard
or higher by the Australian Government
(Excellence in Research for Australia, 2012)

THE ONLY
AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITY
with a private hospital
and train station on campus
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From the iconic Sydney Harbour to more than 100 beaches to
picturesque mountains to arts and cultural festivals, Sydney has
something for everyone.

A destination
like no other
STUDYING IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
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If you’re looking for a safe and friendly destination offering a
dynamic, multicultural experience while you study, look no
further than Sydney.
The oldest city in Australia, Sydney is the country’s economic and
financial hub, and is home to the regional headquarters of around
500 multinational companies. Wherever you choose to develop your
career, Sydney is the perfect place to start.
Australia is famous for its relaxed lifestyle, astounding landscapes,
and high standards – particularly in education and health care. First
inhabited by Indigenous people at least 50,000 years ago, Australia
has attracted people from more than 200 countries to study and
migrate. Wherever you come from, you are likely to find people
from your country who have made their home ‘Down Under’.
WELCOME TO OUR HOME
Located only 15 kilometres from Sydney’s central business
district, Macquarie is easily accessible by public transport. We
offer our students a full accommodation service, including free
airport pick-up when you first arrive. You’ll also be able to settle in
and make new friends before classes start during our international
orientation program.

MOST
LIVEABLE

CITY ON THE PLANET
(PwC ‘Cities of
Opportunity’, 2014)

4TH BEST
STUDENT CITY
IN THE WORLD

(QS ‘Best Student Cities
in the World’, 2015)

6TH SAFEST
CITY IN THE WORLD

(Economist Intelligence Unit’s
‘Safe Cities Index’, 2015)

PHOTO: TOURISM AUSTRALIA / CAMILLE NUTTALL

WE MAKE IT EASY
Macquarie University participates in the Australian Government’s
streamlined student visa processing system, available to only the
highest-quality education providers. This means that if you choose to
study at Macquarie, you will likely need to produce fewer documents
and expect faster processing times when applying for a visa.
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Macquarie University seeks students who have an enquiring
and open mind with a desire to make real and lasting impact
within society at community or global levels.

Your journey
starts here
WELCOME TO MACQUARIE
A world of opportunities opens up when you’re taught by researchers ranked in
the top one per cent globally and you’re given the chance to get real, practical
experience before you leave university.
That’s exactly what we offer at Macquarie University.
From our beginnings, we’ve nurtured the brightest minds to reach their full
potential. We pioneered interdisciplinary learning and welcomed students from
diverse backgrounds long before other universities saw their potential.
Today, we partner with global companies in dynamic sectors including information
technology and health care to expand our students’ opportunities beyond the
classroom through internships and executive training.
What that means for you is that at every step of your journey with us, you’ll be
encouraged to question the norm and empowered to break new ground. You’ll
be supported by world-leading academics as you reach your own potential – and
exceed it.
Macquarie is a centre where people with distinct perspectives interact and
extraordinary ideas take shape. A training ground for new generations, we help our
students grow into well-rounded world citizens and future leaders.
So ask yourself:
• Am I naturally curious and open to diverse intellectual perspectives?
• Am I excited by the possibility to grow academically and professionally?
• Am I ready to become a world citizen with a global passport?
If this sounds like you, then we can’t wait to see how far a Macquarie degree can
take you.
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Macquarie University is located just 15 kilometres from
Sydney’s city centre in one of the largest business and
technology precincts in the Southern Hemisphere.

Where are we?
OUR LOCATION IN SYDNEY

Manly
Beach
Macquarie
Technology
Park

Chatswood

Parramatta
Taronga Zoo

City
centre

Sydney
City
Campus*

DISTANCE

BY CAR

BY TRAIN

City centre

DESTINATION

15 km

20 min

30 min

Airport

25 km

40 min

65 min

Airport

Sydney

* For information on the Sydney City Campus see page 125
Maps not to scale

Bondi
Beach

PHOTO: BERNIE PHELAN
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1. Manly Beach
2. Bondi Beach
3. Macquarie Centre entertainment
and shopping precinct
4. Sydney city centre
5. Chatswood entertainment
and shopping district
6. Macquarie University train station
7. Taronga Zoo
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At Macquarie, you can build on your degree with practical experience,
internships and more, giving you unmatched career opportunities.

Pursue your dreams
WHERE CAN A MACQUARIE DEGREE TAKE YOU?
“At Macquarie there’s an emphasis
on skill sets and practical learning,
rather than just grades.”
James Rotanson
Bachelor of Arts – Media graduate from Indonesia
Digital designer and front-end developer, Co-op
Vice-Chancellor’s International Scholarship recipient
Born in Indonesia and completing his International Baccalaureate in
Singapore, James Rotanson came to Macquarie in 2012 to study Bachelor of
Arts – Media with the support of a Vice-Chancellor’s International Scholarship.
While at Macquarie, James worked hard to enhance his degree with an
impressive catalogue of extracurricular activities. This approach paid off when
Australian retailer Co-op offered him sponsorship and a full-time job before he
had even graduated.
“As an international student, I arrived with no networks or connections in
Australia,” James says. “I had to be smart and take as many opportunities
as possible. I worked at the uni, in design agencies and cafés, and got my
hands dirty with marketing, programming, event management and business
development leading a student group.”
James is proud to have made a design career a reality, and credits
Macquarie for preparing him for the Australian workforce.
“I can safely say the facilities at Macquarie exceed the
standards in the working world,” James says. “And the
guidance and direction I got from the professionals
teaching at Macquarie is something I’ve missed after
jumping into the real industry.”
James says students should be ready to develop
their self-discipline and initiative.
“At the end of the day, a university degree is
not a destination – it’s a learning experience
you build on every day,” he says.

Bachelor of Arts – Media (2015)
Media internship in Romania
Grapeshot (Macquarie student magazine)
AIESEC student group
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“At Macquarie, learning goes beyond the
classroom. Inter-cultural communication
is the very air you breathe.”
Sabine Keller
Master of International Communication graduate from Germany
Corporate and Government Affairs Associate, Janssen
Macquarie University International Scholarship recipient
Originally from Germany, Sabine Keller completed a Master of
International Communication at Macquarie University and is now living
and working as a Corporate and Government Affairs Associate at
Janssen, pharmaceutical companies of Johnson & Johnson in Sydney.
After completing a bachelor degree, the marketing/sales position
she got at a well-known company in Germany turned out not to be
what she expected. “Friends told me to stay with the company for two years
as it would open doors to me later,” she says. “But I really wanted to
follow my passion and do something I considered meaningful.”
Sabine was encouraged to explore study options in Australia and says
she was enchanted by the Master of International Communication. She
received the Macquarie University International Scholarship and also
participated in the prestigious Global Leadership Program (GLP).
“The GLP Think Tank sessions and practical experience exposed us to
some of the most controversial current issues in our world, and enabled
us to step up with credibility to help tackle them,” she says. “The
program really contributed to me growing as a person.”
As part of her studies, she completed an internship at Janssen,
a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson whose Australian headquarters
are located near the Macquarie campus. After graduation,
Janssen offered her a full-time position.
“My initial job tasks resembled some of the assignments I
had to complete at Macquarie, which shows how practical
the courses at Macquarie really can be,” she says.

Master of International Communication (2013)
Vice-Chancellor’s Commendation
for Academic Excellence
Global Leadership Program
Internship at Janssen
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Part of what makes Macquarie different is that we allow you the freedom to explore your
interests across a range of subjects, giving you an advantage when you start your career.

Study your way
MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY COURSES
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Over the following pages, you’ll find a
wide range of courses that will help you
reach your career goals. First is a list of all
of our courses by area of study. Next is a
more detailed section on certain featured
courses that will really give you the edge
for your future. For more information on
all of our courses, visit courses.mq.edu.au
Business

16

Macquarie University Graduate
School of Management

32

Education

36

Engineering and IT

42

Environment

50

Health and medical sciences

58

Law, security and intelligence

70

Media, creative arts
and communication

80

Science

88

Society, history and languages

94

Bachelor of Arts

102

Study Abroad and
Exchange programs

104

Higher degree research

106

Macquarie University
International College

110
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Academic entry
requirements
We want the best and brightest minds to succeed at Macquarie. All of our courses have specific entry requirements that you will need to
fulfil before being admitted, which you will find listed in the pages that follow. See page 114 for English language requirements.
UNDERGRADUATE
For direct admission into an undergraduate (bachelor) course, you
will need one of the following qualifications:
• A recognised secondary (high school) qualification
See below for a selection of accepted high school qualifications,
with indicative ATAR equivalencies.
• A recognised university foundation course
Macquarie accepts qualifications from most Australian
universities, as well as some approved international providers.
• A recognised two- or three-year diploma
Equivalent to Australian diploma or advanced diploma levels.
• At least one year of a university degree from
a recognised institution
Equivalent to Australian bachelor or masters degree levels.

The scores you have achieved in this qualification will be
converted into an Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR).
Each undergraduate course at Macquarie has a minimum ATAR
requirement for entry, which you will find in the following pages.
Remember that the ATAR for each course can change from
year to year.
DON’T MEET THE REQUIREMENTS?
If you haven’t quite met the requirements for your selected
course, don’t worry. Our goal is to help you to be the best you
can be, which is why we offer new pathway programs to suit
your needs. Macquarie University International College can help
prepare you for success in a Macquarie course and beyond. See
page 110 for details.
mq.edu.au/college

MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY INDICATIVE ATAR EQUIVALENCIES
ATAR

75

76

77

78

80

81

83

84

85

88

92

94

95

96

97

Australia Macquarie University
International College
(GPA out of 7)

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

5.3

5.3

5.3

6.1

6.1

International Baccalaureate
(IB) Diploma

27

28

28

29

29

30

30

31

31

33

35

36

37

38

39

France French Baccalaureate
(General)

10

10

10

10

11

11

11

11

12

12

13

13

14

15

15

Germany Abitur

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.2

3.2

3

3

2.8

2.6

2.4

2.2

2

1.6

1.4

1.2

Hong Kong Diploma
of Secondary Education

15

15

15

15

16

16

16

16

17

17

18

19

20

24

24

India All India Senior
School Certificate

60

60

60

60

65

66

67

68

70

71

73

74

75

76

76

Malaysia STPM (3 subjects)

8

8

8

8

11

12

13

14

15

15

16

17

19

19

19

Malaysia Malaysian Unified
Examination Certificate

21

21

21

21

20

20

19

18

17

15

13

11

9

9

9

Singapore Singapore A Levels

12.5

13

13.5

14

14.5

16

16

16

17

18

19

20

20

20

21

South Africa National
Senior Certificate

57

58

58

59

59

60

61

62

63

66

70

73

76

78

80

Thailand Certificate of Secondary
Education (Mathayom 6) GPA on
4-point scale

2.4

2.4

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

3

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.8

United Kingdom International
GCE A Levels (3 subjects)

DDD

CDD

CDD

CDD

CCD

CCC

CBB

ABB

ABB

AAB

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA

AAA

22

22

22

22

23

23

23

24

24

25

27

27

28

29

30

1510

1520

1560

1615

1620

1930

1930

8

8

8

8

8

9

9

United States ACT
Composite Score
United States SAT
Vietnam Approved High School
Average GPA from Grade 12

1490 1500
8

8

1640 1660 1760
8.1

8.5

8.5

1790 1900 1930
8.5

8.5

9

For further accepted qualifications, including those for China and South Korea, see mq.edu.au/undergrad-academic-requirements
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POSTGRADUATE (COURSEWORK)
The course listings in this guide will note the specific entry requirements for our postgraduate (masters) coursework degrees. In most
cases, entry requires a bachelor degree equivalent to level 7 on the Australian Qualifications Framework (aqf.edu.au/aqf-levels). Our
admissions team will determine whether your bachelor degree is equivalent to level 7 when you apply to Macquarie.
For some courses, your degree will need to be in a specific or related area. Others require a particular GPA (out of 4.0). The table below
provides indicative GPA equivalencies.

MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY INDICATIVE GPA EQUIVALENCIES
GPA (OUT OF 4.0)

2.25

2.5

Bangladesh
Canada
China

3.0

Cumulative/final GPA
CGPA 2
C grade

CGPA 2.5
halfway between B and C grade

CGPA 3.0
B grade

Pass, average,
middle or C

Equal distribution between Cs and Bs

Good/B average

Colombia

3.0–3.49

France

3.5–3.99

10

Germany

11

ausreichend

Hong Kong
India

2.75

gut/befriedigend
Accumulative GPA equivalent

45–49

50–54

Malaysia

55–59

60–64

Cumulative/final GPA

Mexico

70–79

80–89

Thailand

2.25

2.5

2.75

3.0

Vietnam

5

5 or 6

5 or 6

7

For further accepted qualifications, see mq.edu.au/postgrad-academic-requirements

WHAT’S AN ATAR?
An Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR)
is the primary ranking used to determine
admission of students to Australian universities.
It ranks the overall academic achievement of a
student in the final year of high school against
other students.
WHAT’S A GPA?
A grade point average (GPA) is a calculation
reflecting the overall grade of a student. Based
on units completed at Macquarie, it does not
take into account recognition of prior learning.
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Business
As a graduate in the business field, you’ll be sought after by leading companies and
NGOs across Australia and around the world. That’s because Macquarie equips you
with the skills that employers want.
Our interdisciplinary approach gives you the chance to combine courses and get
more hands-on experience through internships with some of Australia’s best
companies. We offer flexibility so you can choose to generalise or specialise in an
area that interests you – be it business, economics, commerce, accounting, finance,
actuarial studies, analytics, marketing or management.

WHY STUDY BUSINESS AT MACQUARIE?

NETWORKING
Access internships with global companies including Cochlear, CPA, Deloitte,
GlaxoSmithKline, Hitachi Australia, PwC and Toyota Financial Services

EMPLOYABILITY
We have developed specific programs in response to employers’ needs,
ensuring you graduate ready for work

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 100 in the world for accounting and finance;
top 150 in the world for business and management studies
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

BUSINESS
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

96

Feb

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

88

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,999

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Actuarial Studies
Macquarie’s actuarial studies degree is the longest-running program of its kind
in Australia and is accredited by the Actuaries Institute. An actuary’s work is
based on the application of mathematical, statistical, economic and financial
analysis to a range of practical problems in long-term financial planning and
management. If you complete a four-year double degree involving actuarial
studies with grades of credit or above in the relevant units, you are granted
exemption from Parts 1 and 2 of the Actuaries Institute’s professional exams.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BActStud

CRICOS CODE 067838M

Bachelor of Actuarial Studies with Bachelor of Science
With a major in either Statistics or Mathematics, this double degree option
gives you enhanced career options and allows you to complete all of the
units required for exemption from Parts 1 and 2 of the Actuaries Institute’s
professional exams, while gaining a competitive set of specialist skills.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BActStudBSc

CRICOS CODE 067842D

Bachelor of Applied Finance
Become a professional in the field of finance – a system of markets, banks,
laws, financial instruments and businesses, facilitating the flow of funds to
investments. You will graduate equipped to work in the finance sector both
in Australia and internationally. This degree has been approved by Australian
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) authorised assessors as meeting
ASIC training requirements in relation to RG 146 compliance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFin

CRICOS CODE 027342M

FEATURED ON PAGE 24

Bachelor of Applied Finance with Bachelor of Actuarial Studies
Gives you enhanced career options and deepens your understanding of the
financial and economic analysis needed in long-term financial management.
This degree is accredited by the Actuaries Institute. If you complete a
four-year double degree involving actuarial studies with grades of credit
or above in the relevant units, you are granted exemption from Parts 1 and
2 of the Actuaries Institute’s professional exams. This double degree has
been approved by Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC)
authorised assessors as meeting ASIC training requirements in relation to
RG 146 compliance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFinBActStud

96

Feb

4 years

$31,999

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

88

Feb
Aug

4 years

$31,999

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

88

Feb
Aug

4 years

$31,999

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

CRICOS CODE 067844B

Bachelor of Applied Finance
with Bachelor of Commerce – Professional Accounting
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with practical financial
skills and the ability to apply them in accounting-related careers. This
double degree has been approved by Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC) authorised assessors as meeting ASIC training
requirements in relation to RG 146 compliance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFinBCom-ProfAccg

CRICOS CODE 067845A

Bachelor of Applied Finance with Bachelor of Economics
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with practical financial
skills and the latest economic knowledge that can be applied to real industry,
social and governmental situations. This double degree has been approved by
Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) authorised assessors
as meeting ASIC training requirements in relation to RG 146 compliance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFinBEc

CRICOS CODE 030375J

Bachelor of Applied Finance with Bachelor of Laws
Equips you with a greater insight into the role of law in finance, which can be
applied in careers such as financial planning and mergers and acquisitions.
This double degree has been approved by Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) authorised assessors as meeting ASIC training
requirements in relation to RG 146 compliance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFinLLB

CRICOS CODE 028864K
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

BUSINESS
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

80

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

81

Feb
Aug

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Commerce
Gives you enhanced career options and allows you to combine your interests
in commerce and arts, as well as gain a commercial understanding of business
with complementary arts knowledge.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABCom

CRICOS CODE 067846M

Bachelor of Business Administration
This general management degree prepares you for a career in business
management. It allows you to develop the skills necessary for managing a
business including accounting, business, ethics, management, marketing and
strategy. It also offers opportunities to get real-world experience with leading
Australian organisations through internships, as well as the possibility of
studying overseas with partner universities.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBA

CRICOS CODE 027343K

FEATURED ON PAGE 24

Bachelor of Business Administration with Bachelor of Arts
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with business skills as well
as critical thinking and communication skills.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABA

81

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

83

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

81

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

94

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

85

Feb
Aug

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 067866G

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with knowledge about
how businesses operate, as well as an understanding of how people within
businesses operate.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABA-Psych

CRICOS CODE 031133G

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Commerce – Professional Accounting
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with a solid business
understanding and the skills to practise as a qualified accountant. This degree
satisfies the tertiary educational requirements for entry into the professional
programs for CPA Australia.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABCom-ProfAccg

CRICOS CODE 067850D

Bachelor of Business Administration with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you enhanced career options, equipping you with an understanding of
business law and preparing you for a managerial or legal career. It also qualifies
you for admission to the College of Law, which provides the practical training
required for accreditation for legal practice in New South Wales.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBALLB

CRICOS CODE 027346G

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
Gives you enhanced career options and allows you to develop ethical
awareness, as well as analytical, social and personal capabilities to become
a global business professional.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABPsychHons

CRICOS CODE 079304J

Bachelor of Business Analytics
This cross-disciplinary degree, developed in consultation with industry,
provides you with the critical skills needed to extract information and value
from data sources within a business environment. Develop broad-based
qualitative and quantitative skills, computing skills and business training
appealing to a variety of potential employers.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBusAnalytics

CRICOS CODE 079306G

FEATURED ON PAGE 25
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

BUSINESS
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

90

Feb

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Business Leadership and Commerce
A prestigious degree suitable for high-achieving students who wish to be
tomorrow’s business leaders. Develop advanced skills that will help you lead
people, work collaboratively, rapidly adapt to changing circumstances, come
up with innovative and creative solutions to business problems, communicate
clearly and effectively, and manage diversity and inclusive practice. These
skills are in high demand by employers.
MAJORS: Accounting, Business Information Systems, Decision Science,
Economics, Entrepreneurship, Finance, Human Resources, International
Business, Marketing.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBusLeadCom

FEATURED ON PAGE 25

CRICOS CODE 079307F

Bachelor of Commerce
Develop a comprehensive understanding of all business functions and a set
of practical skills that will enable you to succeed as a business professional.
All majors include a PACE unit, which is designed to broaden your specialist
knowledge by embedding practical experience into your degree. The unit
provides an experience with industry professionals either on or off campus.
MAJORS: Accounting, Business Information Systems, Decision Science,
Economics, Entrepreneurship, Finance, Human Resources, International
Business, Marketing.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BCom

80

Feb
Aug

CRICOS CODE 048246D

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 26

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with a
comprehensive understanding of commerce and business functions,
as well as a range of fundamental psychological concepts that will help
you understand human behaviour.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComBA-Psych

83

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

94

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 078005F

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Laws
Provides enhanced career options and equips you with a legal and
commercial understanding of business and trade, giving you a
competitive edge in your career.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComLLB

CRICOS CODE 018437A

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
Provides enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
human psychological processes and a comprehensive range of business skills
across a variety of commerce disciplines.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComBPsychHons

CRICOS CODE 079305G

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Science
Provides enhanced career options and allows you to understand the
intersection between technology industries and the fast-paced world of
business and finance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComBSc

CRICOS CODE 067856J
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

BUSINESS
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

80

Feb
Aug

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Commerce – Professional Accounting
Develop essential accounting and reporting knowledge, plus
business-related skills in assurance and audit, commercial law,
economics, financial management, information systems and statistics.
This degree satisfies the tertiary educational requirements for entry into
the professional programs for CPA Australia, Chartered Accountants
Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ), the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA) and the Institute of Public Accountants (IPA).

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BCom-ProfAccg

CRICOS CODE 067851C

FEATURED ON PAGE 26

Bachelor of Commerce – Professional Accounting
with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with a better
understanding of the role of commercial and corporate law while preparing
you to practise as a qualified accountant. This degree satisfies the tertiary
educational requirements for entry into the professional programs for
CPA Australia.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BCom-ProfAccgLLB

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

85

Feb

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 067855K

Bachelor of Economics
Understand how modern economies operate, the role of prices and markets
in allocating resources, and how economies trade and grow. Develop skills to
formulate an economic point of view that is informed and analytical.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEc

CRICOS CODE 001362K

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) with Bachelor of Commerce
Gives you enhanced career options and allows you to focus on specific
commercial aspects of engineering – such as economics, finance, human
resources, international business and marketing – as you gain the skills to
work as an engineer.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBCom

CRICOS CODE 087878D

Bachelor of Global Business
Combine a commercial understanding of global business, a major in an Asian
or European language, and an internship in an international company, either in
Australia or overseas.
MAJORS: Chinese Studies, Chinese-English Translation and Interpreting,
Croatian Studies, French and Francophone Studies, German Studies, Italian
Studies, Japanese Studies, Modern Greek Studies, Polish Studies, Russian
Studies, Spanish and Latin American Studies.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BGlobalBus

FEATURED ON PAGE 27

CRICOS CODE 080286G

Bachelor of Marketing and Media
Our unique blend of marketing strategy, brand management and digital
production will set you apart in the job market.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BMktgMedia

CRICOS CODE 074754A

95

Feb
Aug

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

BUSINESS
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

2.7

Feb
Aug

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

1.5 – 2.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of Accounting (CPA Extension)
Earn a widely recognised and respected postgraduate academic qualification
in accounting. With graduates who consistently rank higher in grade results
in the CPA program than non-Macquarie graduates, we provide extensive
academic support while you prepare for CPA external examinations.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAccCPA

FEATURED ON PAGE 28

CRICOS CODE 022767D

Master of Accounting (Professional)
Macquarie has Australia’s largest postgraduate accounting program and
provides a pathway for university graduates in any discipline to acquire
qualifications that are fully recognised by CPA Australia and Chartered
Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ).

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAccProf

2.7

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 28

CRICOS CODE 083773A

Master of Accounting (Professional) with Master of Commerce
Provides a pathway for university graduates in any discipline to acquire
qualifications that are fully recognised by CPA Australia and Chartered
Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ) and then go on to study
more advanced units in accounting and business.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAccProfMCom

2.7

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

3.0

Feb

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.7

Feb
Aug

1.5 years

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

N/A

Jan
Jul

1 – 1.5
years #

$43,232

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083774M

Master of Actuarial Practice
Secure a professionally accredited qualification in actuarial science and
complete part or all of Part I and II of the Actuaries Institute professional
qualifications. Recognition of this qualification internationally allows many
of our graduates to work in international financial centres such as London,
New York, Singapore and Shanghai.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MActPrac

CRICOS CODE 083775K

Master of Advanced Professional Accounting
No other educational institution in Australia offers a similar qualification
that so effectively meets the demands of the professional accounting,
corporate governance and finance job markets. Gain a postgraduate degree in
accounting, membership of CPA Australia (subject to meeting work experience
requirements) and the opportunity to gain Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA) accreditation.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAdvProfAcc

CRICOS CODE 077685G

Master of Applied Finance
A qualification with an unparalleled range of electives around a rigorous core
curriculum which offers genuinely applied finance, with an individualised
learning experience targeting real-world finance. This program is also offered
part-time as well as in Melbourne, Singapore and Beijing, and is taught by
highly experienced practitioners.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppFin

FEATURED ON PAGE 29

CRICOS CODE 083777G

Master of Banking and Finance
Gain theoretical knowledge along with practical capabilities and work experience
relevant to a career in banking and finance. Highly practical and designed to
meet employer needs, this degree is ideal for anyone wishing to work in the
sector but with limited prior knowledge in this area.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBkgFin

2.7

Feb
Aug

CRICOS CODE 087880K

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

1–2
years #

$30,740

FEATURED ON PAGE 29

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

BUSINESS
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

2.7

Feb
Aug

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of Commerce
This world-class, highly practical degree delivers a flexible, career-oriented
and relevant postgraduate business education in a range of disciplines
designed to meet employer needs.
SPECIALISATIONS: Accounting, Business Management and Organisations,
Corporate Governance, Economics, Finance, Financial Crime and Governance,
Human Resource Management, Marketing.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MCom

FEATURED ON PAGE 30

CRICOS CODE 083782M

Master of Economics
Graduate with a world-class specialisation in economics and explore the
theoretical and applied aspects of modern economics through a strong
global focus and a comprehensive, international outlook.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEc

2.7

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.7

Feb
Aug

1.5 – 2.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083784J

Master of International Accounting
Gain the relevant knowledge and skills required to work as an accountant
in Australia and internationally, as well as the research skills and practice
to be able to make professional judgements and solve complex accounting
problems. This program focuses on communicative competence as well as
strong technical skills, and provides extensive academic support in preparation
for the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) external exams.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntAccg

FEATURED ON PAGE 30

CRICOS CODE 087965E

Master of International Business D
Become an effective global professional and develop a solid grounding,
contemporary knowledge and skills in international business management
through core studies in accounting, economics, finance and marketing.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntBus

2.7

Gives you enhanced career options and helps you gain specialised knowledge
and skills in the field of international communication, preparing you to work in
the public or private sector.

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 31

CRICOS CODE 083791K

Master of International Business
with Master of International Communication

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntBusMIntComm

Feb
Aug

2.7

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.7

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083792J

Master of International Business
with Master of International Relations
Gives you enhanced career options and helps you pursue an international
career in diplomacy, in the NGO sector or in multinational corporations with
international operations. Gain work experience through an internship in an
approved institution (embassy, NGO or an international organisation) and gain
academic credits towards your degree.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntBusMIntRel

CRICOS CODE 083793G

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Visit the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

88
ATAR

$31,999
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BAppFin
CRICOS CODE
027342M
UAC CODE
300201

Bachelor of Applied Finance
Become a professional in the field of finance – a system of markets, banks, laws, financial
instruments and businesses, facilitating the flow of funds to investments. You will graduate
equipped to work in the finance sector both in Australia and internationally.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: financial analyst for accounting and consultancy firms, financial
economist, investment analyst, management consultant, market analyst, planning/policy analyst,
public administrator, researcher, statistician, stockbroker.
KEY FEATURES:
• This specialist undergraduate finance degree covers a broad range of current knowledge and
technical skills.
• Units apply current theory and analytical techniques to real-world finance industry situations.
• Your teachers are highly qualified and experienced lecturers who have a thorough
understanding of finance industry practices.
• This degree, and associated double degrees, has been approved by Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) authorised assessors as meeting ASIC training requirements in
relation to RG 146 compliance.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: corporate finance, derivative pricing, finance theory, financial
economics, portfolio management, risk management.

INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERNSHIPS

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

81
ATAR

$33,390
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBA
CRICOS CODE
027343K
UAC CODE
300204

Bachelor of Business Administration
This general management degree prepares you for a career in business management in Australia
and internationally. It develops the skills necessary for managing a business including accounting,
business, ethics, management, marketing and strategy.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: business analyst, business owner or manager, communications
manager, human resources manager, management consultant, marketing consultant, public
sector manager, sales manager.
KEY FEATURES:
• You have opportunities to get real-world experience with leading Australian organisations
through internships, as well as the option of studying overseas with partner universities.
• You will develop a broad skill set suitable for a range of roles with national and
multinational organisations.
• Flexible unit choices allow you to follow your interests.
• You can combine this degree with another to focus on areas such as accounting, law
or organisational psychology.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: accounting, business law, economics, finance, human resources,
international business, marketing, organisational behaviour, statistics, strategic management.

INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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DEVELOPED WITH INDUSTRY

Bachelor of Business Analytics
This cross-disciplinary degree, developed in consultation with industry, provides you with
the critical skills needed to extract information and value from data sources within a business
environment. Develop broad-based qualitative and quantitative skills, computing skills and
business training appealing to a variety of potential employers.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: applications modeller and developer, behavioural forecaster,
business analyst, business forecaster, business process improvement specialist, business process
modelling consultant, customer insights manager, data analyst, IT planning manager,
management consultant.
KEY FEATURES:
• Gain qualitative skills (graphic presentation and information communication),
quantitative skills (modelling and statistics), computing skills (business information/
intelligence systems and programming), and business training (accounting, business analytics,
forecasting and management).
• You will gain the broad-based training you need to appeal to a variety of employers.
• You will acquire an integrated body of core technical knowledge relating to business analytics
and information systems, and their applications within a business environment.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: data management, data mining, database systems, demography,
management, statistics, systems design.

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

85
ATAR

$33,390
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BBusAnalytics
CRICOS CODE
079306G
UAC CODE
300205
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

PRESTIGIOUS DEGREE

Bachelor of Business Leadership and Commerce
A prestigious degree suitable for high-achieving students who wish to be tomorrow’s business
leaders. Develop advanced skills that will help you lead people, work collaboratively, rapidly adapt
to changing circumstances, come up with innovative and creative solutions to business problems,
communicate clearly and effectively, and manage diversity and inclusive practice. These skills are
in high demand by employers.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: accountant, business analyst, human resources manager,
management consultant, marketing consultant, public and community sector manager,
sales manager.
MAJORS: Accounting, Business Information Systems, Decision Science, Economics,
Entrepreneurship, Finance, Human Resources, International Business, Marketing.
KEY FEATURES:
• Developed in response to employers’ needs, this degree combines personal leadership
development with a traditional professional degree.
• The degree is designed for students who demonstrate both high potential and motivation
to extend their commerce/business discipline learning to encompass the theory and
application of leadership.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: communication and influencing skills, global awareness, innovation
and creative thinking, leadership and applied leadership theory, management marketing,
managing relationships, organisational behaviour, organisational dynamics including change
management, personal development and management, problem solving, social responsibility.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
In addition to the ATAR score requirement, you are also required to submit a CV and will be
interviewed to confirm your suitability for entry into this degree.
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

4
YEARS FULL-TIME

90
ATAR

$33,390
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BBusLeadCom
CRICOS CODE
079307F
UAC CODE
300206
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
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GLOBAL EMPLOYABILITY

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

80
ATAR

$33,390
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BCom
CRICOS CODE
048246D
UAC CODE
300210
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Bachelor of Commerce
Gain a comprehensive understanding of all business functions with practical skills to succeed
as a business professional.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: accountant, auditor, business analyst, economic policy adviser,
financial analyst, human resources manager, investment manager, management consultant,
market researcher, marketing professional, stockbroker, taxation consultant.
MAJORS: Accounting, Business Information Systems, Decision Science, Economics,
Entrepreneurship, Finance, Human Resources, International Business, Marketing.
KEY FEATURES:
• Develop core skills in all major business areas in your first year, then develop specialist
knowledge in your chosen major or combine two majors to expand your options.
• The degree provides a blend of theory and applied knowledge. You’ll graduate with critical
thinking, analytical, problem-solving and communication skills that are sought after
by employers.
• The Marketing major is accredited with the Australian Marketing Institute. The Human
Resources major is accredited with the Australian Human Resources Institute.
• You’ll add practical experience to your study with a PACE unit, where you can learn in real-life
community, government or industry settings.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: accounting information for decision making, finance, marketing
fundamentals, microeconomic principles, principles of management, quantitative business
decisions, statistical data analysis.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

80
ATAR

$33,390
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BCom-ProfAccg
CRICOS CODE
067851C
UAC CODE
300229
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Bachelor of Commerce – Professional Accounting
Meet the requirements for professional accreditation in accounting – a field that focuses on the
collection, measurement, analysis and communication of information for planning, reporting
and decision making.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: accountant, auditor, business analyst, consulting firm manager,
financial institution manager, forensic accountant, government policy planner/analyst,
merchant banker.
KEY FEATURES:
• The professional accounting sequence meets the tertiary education requirements of CPA
Australia, Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ), the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) and the Institute of Public Accountants (IPA).
• Gain essential accounting and reporting knowledge, as well as a range of business-related
skills in assurance and audit, commercial law, economics, financial management, information
systems and statistics.
• Understand the challenges and issues facing the world and the accounting profession at
present, as well as develop the capacity to be an engaged and ethical local and global citizen.
• Double-degree options are available to give you enhanced career opportunities and a distinct
advantage in return for an additional year’s study.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: auditing and assurance, business and corporate law, economic policies
and regulations, finance, financial reporting, information systems, international accounting,
management and control, professional issues, statistical analysis, sustainability issues, taxation.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERNSHIPS

Bachelor of Global Business
Combine a commercial understanding of global business, a major in an Asian or European
language, and an internship in an international company, either in Australia or overseas.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: business journalist, global business analyst, global communications
manager, international marketer, international relations manager, interpreter and translator
(Chinese-English), management consultant, operations analyst, political adviser, public service
(including trade facilitation, diplomatic and foreign affairs).
MAJORS: Chinese Studies, Chinese-English Translation and Interpreting, Croatian Studies,
French and Francophone Studies, German Studies, Italian Studies, Japanese Studies, Modern
Greek Studies, Polish Studies, Russian Studies, Spanish and Latin American Studies.
KEY FEATURES:
• Gain a well-rounded understanding of business at an international level by combining business
skills, entrepreneurship and global trade law.
• Our focus on inter-cultural language learning ensures you develop a deeper understanding of
your chosen language in a global business context.
• Targeted at high-achieving students, this degree combines a commercial understanding
of global business, a major in an Asian or European language, and an internship in an
international company, either in Australia or overseas.*
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: entrepreneurship and new ventures management, introduction to
global business, marketing fundamentals, principles of management.
*Internships organised by the University are competitive, so you may need to source
your own internship.

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

85
ATAR

$33,390
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BGlobalBus
CRICOS CODE
080286G
UAC CODE
300207
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

WHAT’S RPL?
Recognition of prior learning (RPL) is
general recognition, given in the form of
Macquarie credit points, for accredited
tertiary-level studies undertaken at other
institutions. In some cases, informal
learning experiences can also be used for
credit points. If granted, RPL can reduce
the time needed to complete your degree.
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PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

1.5 – 2.5
YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.7
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MAccCPA
CRICOS CODE
022767D
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Accounting (CPA Extension)
Obtain a widely recognised and respected university qualification and receive extensive academic
support while you prepare for the CPA external examinations. Our graduates consistently rank
higher in grade results in the CPA program than non-Macquarie graduates. We are registered with
CPA Australia as a CPA Program tuition provider. You will also have access to communication,
presentation skills and career-related workshops.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: auditing, chartered or CPA accounting, financial analysis,
financial control, government accounting, merchant banking, risk management, system design
and analysis, taxation.
KEY FEATURES:
• All units are accredited by CPA Australia and Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand
(CAANZ) as meeting the educational entry requirements for their professional programs.
• Path for university graduates in any discipline to acquire accounting qualifications that are fully
recognised by CPA Australia and CAANZ.
• Graduates with a bachelor degree in any discipline can earn a widely recognised and respected
postgraduate academic qualification in accounting.
• Provides extensive academic support while completing the CPA Program.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: accounting standards and practice, auditing and assurance services,
business and corporation law, contemporary accounting practice, corporate accounting,
economic analysis, financial management and policy, forensic accounting, information systems in
business, international accounting, principles of accounting, quantitative methods, taxation law.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.7
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MAccProf
CRICOS CODE
083773A
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Master of Accounting (Professional)
Macquarie University has Australia’s largest postgraduate accounting program and provides
a pathway for university graduates in any discipline to acquire qualifications that are fully
recognised by CPA Australia and Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ).
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: accounting, auditing, company secretarial, financial
planning, taxation.
KEY FEATURES:
• The units in this degree have been designed to meet the educational requirements of
CPA Australia, CAANZ and other international accounting bodies.
• Our teaching staff are experts in their field. Some of them also act as consultants to CAANZ
and CPA Australia.
• This degree can be combined with the Master of Commerce to give you a 2.5-year course to
explore other areas of interest and qualify with an accredited accounting degree.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: accounting standards and practice, auditing and assurance services,
business and corporation law, capital markets and portfolio management, Chinese trade and
investment law, corporate accounting, economic analysis, international trade and governance,
investigative techniques, managerial accounting, principles of accounting, taxation law.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

Master of Applied Finance
With an unparalleled range of electives around a rigorous core curriculum, the Master of Applied
Finance offers genuinely applied finance, with an individualised learning experience targeting your
own career plans.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: senior positions within banking, corporate finance, investment
management, project finance, risk management, stockbroking and venture capital.
KEY FEATURES:
• Recognised as the first Australian educational partner of the CFA Institute, this degree is accredited
by the Professional Risk Managers’ International Association (PRMIA). In some instances,
exemption may be granted from PRM exams I and II.
• Meets the education components of the criteria for membership of the Finance and Treasury
Association Limited at Certified Finance and Treasury Professional (CFTP) level and the
Financial Services Institute of Australasia (FINSIA). Graduates are potentially eligible for Senior
Associate Membership of FINSIA (conditions apply).
• Gives you strong industry connections through educational partnerships with the Chartered
Alternative Investment Analyst (CAIA) Association, Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute
and PRMIA, as well as an outstanding alumni network.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: case studies in applied finance, corporate treasury management,
ethical risk in finance, financial risk management, investment and credit analysis, mergers and
acquisitions, modelling prices and risk, portfolio management and valuations, private wealth
management and hedge funds, quantitative and economic analysis.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent and 18 months full-time
equivalent relevant professional work experience.

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

N/A
GPA

$43,232
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MAppFin
CRICOS CODE
083777G
INTAKES FOR 2016
Term 1 (January)
Term 3 (July)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERNSHIPS

Master of Banking and Finance
Gain theoretical knowledge along with practical capabilities and work experience relevant to a
career in banking and finance. Highly practical and designed to meet employer needs, this degree is
ideal for anyone wishing to work in the sector but with limited prior knowledge in this area.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: corporate finance, credit risk assessment, entry-level positions at
financial institutions, insurance, risk management, stockbroking and investment advising, wealth
management and financial advising.
KEY FEATURES:
• Professional development is integrated into this degree, and you can choose to undertake
an internship for practical work experience.
• Explore your areas of interest through a selection of specialised elective streams.
• Simulations modelled on real-life situations promote integration of knowledge, skills
and critical thinking.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: business valuation, capital markets, corporate financial modelling
and forecasting, enterprise risk management, financial statement analysis and modelling,
intermediate macroeconomics, investing in emerging markets, legal governance for business
enterprises, quantitative methods.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME#

2.7
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MBkgFin
CRICOS CODE
087880K
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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WORLD-CLASS DEGREE

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.7
GPA

$35,616
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MCom
CRICOS CODE
083782M
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Commerce
This world-class degree delivers a flexible, career-oriented and relevant postgraduate business
education in a range of disciplines. It is highly practical, designed to meet employer needs and to
equip you with professional career skills.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: corporate governance, financial crime, finance
management, general management, management accountancy, management
consultancy, market analysis,marketing and product development.
SPECIALISATIONS: Accounting, Business Management and Organisations, Corporate Governance,
Economics, Finance, Financial Crime and Governance, Human Resource Management, Marketing.
KEY FEATURES:
• Develop your knowledge across a broad area of business and commerce, or elect to complete
one or two specialisations to develop depth of knowledge in those areas.
• Create a program that takes into account knowledge and skills from your prior working
experience or recent undergraduate studies.
• Earn credit towards the completion of your degree through a supervised workplace internship.
• Can be combined with the Master of Accounting (Professional) to give you a 2.5 year course to
explore other areas of interest and qualify with an accredited accounting degree.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: actuarial modelling, business and corporation law, econometrics and
business statistics, intermediate macroeconomics, intermediate microeconomics, statistical
modelling in finance and insurance, stochastic methods in finance and insurance.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

ACCESS TO WORK PLACEMENTS

1.5 – 2.5
YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.7
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntAccg
CRICOS CODE
087965E
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of International Accounting
Gain the relevant knowledge and skills required to work as an accountant in Australia and
internationally, as well as the research skills and practice to be able to make professional
judgements and solve complex accounting problems. This program focuses on communicative
competence as well as strong technical skills.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: auditing, chartered accounting (CPA or ACCA), financial analysis,
financial control, government accounting in Australia and internationally, merchant banking, risk
management, system design and analysis, taxation.
KEY FEATURES:
• Use our connections to find internships and work placements.
• Extensive academic support for the internationally recognised Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants (ACCA) external examinations.
• All units are supported by an online environment that provides access to lecture notes
and recordings, readings and more.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: advanced audit and assurance, competition and consumer law,
contemporary accounting practice, corporate accounting, current issues in accounting and
corporate governance, economic analysis, managerial accounting, forensic accounting,
international trade and governance, principles of accounting, taxation law.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERNSHIPS

Master of International Business
Provides the opportunity to acquire contemporary knowledge and skills in core business
disciplines with an international focus. It provides graduates with the capabilities to become
effective global professionals.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: export and import, international licensing or franchising,
international marketing, joint venture project management, policy consulting.
KEY FEATURES:
• Develop a solid grounding in international business management through core studies in
accounting, economics, finance and marketing.
• Earn credit towards the completion of your degree through a supervised workplace internship.
• You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: intermediate macroeconomics, international accounting, international
business strategy, international financial management, international marketing, international
trade, leading and managing in culturally diverse environments, principles of accounting,
principles of finance.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.7
GPA

$35,616
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntBus
CRICOS CODE
083791K
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

“Macquarie’s degrees are well structured
and recognised. The best thing about
my degree is the varied range of subjects
offered – they are exactly what I wanted
to study and are all very interesting.
Economics is one of the fields that
will never die out – it’s central to the
understanding of business, trade, markets
and governments. My goal is to work as
an economist or economic adviser and my
focus is on the World Bank.”
Upasana Shah
Master of Economics student from India
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M
Established more than 45 years ago, the Macquarie University Graduate School
of Management (MGSM) is Australia’s leading management school with a global
reputation for excellence in management education. Our programs prepare you
to operate at the frontier of business, providing a framework and a foundation for
success in leadership across any function in any country.
MGSM’s mission and practice ensure that you experience contemporary,
experiential teaching, learning and research, equipping you to thrive in
real-world management settings.
MGSM has the prestigious Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)
accreditation and is recognised internationally for outstanding academic quality that
greatly strengthens the career development and remuneration of our graduates.

WHY STUDY AT MGSM?

EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING
MGSM’s faculty have a diverse mix of corporate and academic experience, so you
have an opportunity to engage your academic learning in practical applications

LEADING
PARTNERS
We partner with domestic and global corporates and renowned universities to
deliver curricula that are grounded in industry and reality

PHOTO: SUPPLIED

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Our MBA was ranked Australia’s number 1 MBA program by the Financial Times
in 2015 and number 49 in the world by The Economist in 2014.
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

MGSM
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

N/A

Jan
Apr
Jun
Sep

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

1–2
years #

$38,000

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Australia’s number 1 MBA (Financial Times Global MBA Rankings, 2015) and
ranked among the world’s top 50 MBA programs (The Economist ‘Which
MBA?’ 2014), an MGSM MBA is a transformational experience. The program is
designed to extend your knowledge, skills and experience through the analysis
of problems and challenges facing industries and organisations. Covering all
key aspects of business management, the MGSM MBA curriculum is grounded
in industry reality – which, combined with a highly practical approach,
bridges the gap between theory and real-world application. As flexible as it is
practical, the MBA allows you to tailor your experience over the course of 16
units by selecting six elective units, enabling you to deepen your knowledge
within a certain field.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBA

CRICOS CODE 083781A

FEATURED ON PAGE 35

Master of Management
Designed to provide deep experiential learning within contemporary business
settings, the MGSM early career Master of Management provides you with an
opportunity to build your professional experience and apply your classroom
learning by working on real business problems with local and global
organisations. Delivered by the same faculty as the MBA, the curriculum
is grounded in industry reality – which, combined with a highly practical
approach, bridges the gap between theory and real-world application. You
will emerge as a qualified business manager, ready to take on positions of
responsibility within leading firms in Australia and overseas.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMgt

N/A

Jan
Apr
Jun
Sep

1–2
years #

$30,000

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 35

CRICOS CODE 083800C

Master of Social Entrepreneurship
MGSM and Macquarie University are proud to co-deliver Australia’s first
masters degree in social entrepreneurship. The course is for individuals
who are passionate about social justice, creating social impact and ensuring
environmental sustainability while making a profit. Studying this program will
empower and equip you to lead social change in innovative ways.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSocEnt

N/A

Jan
Apr
Jun
Sep

1.5 – 2
years #

$27,600

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

N/A

Jan
Apr
Jun
Sep

0.5 – 1
year#

$38,000

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083808F

Graduate Diploma of Management
Providing a deep insight into key elements of business management, this
degree consists of eight core units specifically chosen to ensure that you
develop the knowledge and skills you need to occupy senior leadership roles.
The program also enables you to pursue your own interests in specialised
areas of advanced knowledge in management. This diploma is designed for
ambitious professionals who occupy or are planning to occupy functional
leadership or senior management roles. This program can also serve as a
starting point if you want to pursue management studies at a graduate level
but may not yet meet the entry requirements for the MGSM MBA.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipMgt

CRICOS CODE 083764B

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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NUMBER 1 MBA IN AUSTRALIA

1–2

Master of Business Administration
Ranked as Australia’s leading MBA (Financial Times Global MBA Ranking, 2015), our MBA
is a transformational experience. Designed for professionals with senior management and
leadership potential who already hold positions of responsibility, this program extends your
existing knowledge, skills and experience through the analysis of problems and challenges
facing industries and organisations.
Covering all key aspects of business management, our MBA curriculum is grounded in industry
reality – which, combined with a highly practical approach, bridges the gap between theory and
real-world application. You will have the ability to tailor your program to suit your specific needs,
objectives and career aspirations by choosing six electives from a broad range of units.

YEARS FULL-TIME #

N/A
GPA

$38,000
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

KEY FEATURES:
• You can undertake this program full-time or part-time, or opt for a one-year accelerated course
pending academic approval.
• You’ll have the opportunity to develop valuable management skills through a 10-week
project-based internship.
• Our exchange agreements with universities around the world offer you the opportunity
to study part of your program abroad.
• Our faculty are dedicated solely to graduate education and are highly qualified, possessing
extensive industry experience.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: accounting for management, economic context of management,
financial management, information and decision analysis, marketing management, operations
management, organisational behaviour, strategic management.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.
• Two years full-time equivalent work experience at a managerial/professional level.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MBA
CRICOS CODE
083781A
INTAKES FOR 2016
Term 1 (January), Term 2
(April), Term 3 (June),
Term 4 (September)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

INTEGRATED INTERNSHIP

Master of Management
The MGSM Master of Management is designed with the early career professional in mind and
develops the skills, knowledge, experience and business connections you need to pursue a career
in management. The program provides deep experiential learning within contemporary business
settings and incorporates a compulsory management professional placement component. The
professional placement takes a holistic approach to developing the skills you need to be successful in
global, diverse, dynamic and challenging work environments.
KEY FEATURES:
• You can undertake this program full-time or part-time, or opt for a one-year accelerated course
pending academic approval.
• With the early career professional in mind, this program consists of 16 units of study, including
six elective units.
• Compulsory professional experience equivalent to two units of study, as well as further
internship opportunities.
• If you have an undergraduate business degree, you may be able to complete the program in as
little as 18 months.
• Taught by the same faculty that teaches the MBA program.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: data-based decision making, economics and markets, financial markets
and valuation, financial statements and analysis, marketing and customer value, operations and
value stream design, people and organisations, strategy frameworks and evaluation.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

#

You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

N/A
GPA

$30,000

INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MMgt
CRICOS CODE
083800C
INTAKES FOR 2016
Term 1 (January), Term 2
(April), Term 3 (June),
Term 4 (September)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
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“For me, Macquarie is a role model for
quality education. The lecturers and tutors
are very supportive. They acknowledged
that English is my second language and
provided effective strategies and feedback to
improve my learning. The practicums gave me
opportunities to learn about different cultures
and the Australian schooling system, as well
as to develop my own teaching strategies.”
Suet Mie Lee
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood Education)
(Birth to 12) graduate from Malaysia
Early childhood teacher, Banksia Cottage Childcare Centre
at Macquarie University
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Education
Educators shape the future. They change destinies, enrich lives and empower individuals
to realise their full intellectual and social potential. Our University-wide teacher
education program gives you a broad world view, an understanding of your chosen area
of study within a wider social context, and qualifications that enhance your employment
opportunities in primary and secondary teaching, as well as special education.
Macquarie is a leader in education as well as early childhood teaching and research.
Our teaching academics are experts in the field, frequently providing specialist
opinions and media commentary, while our Mia Mia Child and Family Study Centre – a
world-renowned long day care centre – offers a unique range of learning and research
opportunities for students.

WHY STUDY EDUCATION AT MACQUARIE?

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Give your career an edge in early childhood education,
one of Australia’s fastest-growing job markets

IMPROVED
SKILLS
Develop your skills in advanced practices in learning and teaching,
as well as educational leadership

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 100 in the world for education
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

EDUCATION
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

$29,680

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
6.5 in Writing
7.5 in Listening
7.5 in Speaking

$29,680

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
6.5 in Writing
7.5 in Listening
7.5 in Speaking

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
6.5 in Writing
7.5 in Listening
7.5 in Speaking

$29,680

7.5 overall
7.0 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
8.0 in Listening
8.0 in Speaking

$29,680

7.5 overall
7.0 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
8.0 in Listening
8.0 in Speaking

$29,680

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
6.5 in Writing
7.5 in Listening
7.5 in Speaking

$29,680

7.5 overall
7.0 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
8.0 in Listening
8.0 in Speaking

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Education (Primary)
Offers an academic, research-based approach to teacher education and
provides the principal pathway to primary school teaching for those who
haven’t completed a previous degree. Combine your discipline-based studies
with your study of education to graduate as a professional who is flexible and
responsive to academic needs. Graduates are eligible for accreditation to
teach in government and non-government schools in Australia. This degree
is recognised nationally and internationally by education providers.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABEdPrim

75

Feb

4 years

CRICOS CODE 075047J

Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Education (Secondary)
Teacher education is a University-wide program, with integrated academic,
educational and professional studies. You can undertake preparation for
secondary teaching in business studies, economics, English, geography,
history, languages and mathematics as first teaching subjects. Graduates are
eligible for accreditation to teach in government and non-government schools
in Australia. This degree is recognised nationally and internationally
by education providers.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABEdSec

75

Feb

4 years

CRICOS CODE 081342G

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology with Bachelor of Education (Primary)
Includes the required education and professional units for teaching at a
primary-school level and prepares you for employment in psychologyrelated areas. Note: It does not allow the use of the title ‘psychologist’. You
will gain practical experience when you are supervised and assessed by an
experienced classroom teacher who acts as a mentor.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-PsychBEdPrim

83

Feb

4 years

CRICOS CODE 079889A

Bachelor of Education (Primary)
This graduate-entry degree prepares you to teach in primary school
(kindergarten to Year 6) or in associated fields such as curriculum
development, educational planning, educational research and
policy development, as well as educational roles in industry. Macquarie is a
leader in educational research, giving you access to the latest techniques and
tools to start your career. School-based professional experience units offer
comprehensive practical learning.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEdPrim

N/A

Feb

2 years

CRICOS CODE 047324C

Bachelor of Education (Secondary)
Designed for graduates who hold a recognised bachelor degree or equivalent,
this course provides a professional high school secondary teaching
qualification. The bachelor degree or equivalent must contain an appropriate
academic major (or at least six undergraduate units of study). School-based
professional experience units offer comprehensive practical learning.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEdSec

N/A

Feb

2 years

CRICOS CODE 080287F

Bachelor of Science with Bachelor of Education (Secondary)
This double degree prepares you to become a qualified secondary teacher
specialising in a science-related discipline area, including mathematics. You
will study with science academics, giving you expert knowledge in your field.
Your education studies focus on developing your knowledge of teaching and
learning methodologies as well as give you extensive professional experience.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BScBEdSec

75

Feb

4 years

CRICOS CODE 081340J

Bachelor of Teaching (Early Childhood Education) D
Specialist early childhood teachers work with children, families and communities
to provide quality educational experiences for young children. Early childhood
teachers are also sought for consultancy and professional development work in
children’s services.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BTeach-ECE

CRICOS CODE 083745E

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

75

Feb
Aug

4 years

FEATURED ON PAGE 40
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

EDUCATION
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

Course
duration

(min-max)

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

(AUD)

2.5

Feb

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

7.5 overall
7.0 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
8.0 in Listening
8.0 in Speaking

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$26,500

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

Graduate Diploma of Special Education
Provides a coherent program of study and professional experience to prepare
you for the professional duties of a qualified special educator working in either
inclusive or specialised settings.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipSpecEd

(or equivalent)

CRICOS CODE 083011K

Master of Applied Linguistics and TESOL D
Study with one of the world’s most highly regarded linguistics departments,
which features four research centres. This degree is designed to provide a
strong theoretical and practical foundation in the field of teaching English
as a second or foreign language. Much of the content of the program is
also relevant to teachers of other languages and covers theoretical and
methodological issues relevant to applied language study.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppLing

FEATURED ON PAGE 41

CRICOS CODE 083778G

Master of Early Childhood
Enhance your professional knowledge and research skills with advanced
studies including specialisations in child development, curriculum areas
and educational leadership. As a postgraduate degree, this program aims
to develop graduates who are ethical, autonomous and critically reflective
master educators.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEChild

N/A

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083783K

Master of Education D
This course is suitable if you are a teacher or other professional who requires
a strong knowledge of education. It is structured in such a way as to be
equally beneficial to anyone involved in learning and teaching, educational
development and design, or administration and support in higher education,
government, non-government organisations, or industry. Note: This is not a
teaching qualification.
SPECIALISATIONS: Advanced Practices in Learning and Teaching,
Higher Education, ICT in Education.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEd

FEATURED ON PAGE 41

CRICOS CODE 083785G

Master of Educational Leadership D
If you aspire to lead or have a leadership role, this course is for you. Enhance
your professional practice with the development of specialist skills and
knowledge, based on the most up-to-date research, theory, principles and
practices of leadership, which can be applied to enhance the effectiveness of
your own organisation.
SPECIALISATIONS: Early Childhood, School Education.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEdLead

N/A

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$26,500

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083786G

2.5

Feb

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

7.5 overall
7.0 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
8.0 in Listening
8.0 in Speaking

2.5

Feb
Aug

3 years #

$26,500

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

$30,740

7.5 overall
7.0 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
8.0 in Listening
8.0 in Speaking

Master of Special Education
Provides a coherent program of study and professional experience to prepare
you for the advanced professional duties of a qualified special educator
working in either inclusive or specialised settings.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSpecEd

CRICOS CODE 083809E

Master of Translation and Interpreting Studies
with Master of Applied Linguistics and TESOL D
This double degree option is designed to develop your existing linguistics
skills and to help you develop as a translator or interpreter. Well suited to
language professionals working in the area of language teaching, curriculum
development, education assessment and program evaluation, teacher
training, policy development, management, or community services where
language and communication are critical issues.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTransInterMAppLing

CRICOS CODE 083812K

Master of Teaching (Birth to Five Years)
This degree enables graduates from diverse backgrounds to obtain a
professional qualification as a teacher of young children. It meets the growing
demand for early childhood teachers with university qualifications and reflects
the increasing professionalisation of the early childhood sector.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTeachBFY

2.5

Feb

CRICOS CODE 058390B

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

1–2
years #
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WORLD TOP 100 IN EDUCATION

4
YEARS FULL-TIME

75
ATAR

$29,680
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BTeach-ECE
CRICOS CODE
083745E
UAC CODE
300418 – on campus
300419 – by distance
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.5 overall, 7.0 in Reading,
7.0 in Writing, 8.0 in Listening,
8.0 in Speaking

Bachelor of Teaching (Early Childhood Education)
Secure a career within this in-demand field as a teacher working with children aged from birth to
five years within prior-to-school settings such as childcare or preschools. Develop the necessary
skills and extensive professional training to work with children, families and communities to
provide quality educational experiences for young children. Early childhood teachers are also
sought for consultancy and professional development work in children’s services.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: educational officer in government and community programs,
long day care centre teacher, preschool teacher, teacher/director in prior-to-school settings
KEY FEATURES:
• Learn from the best – Macquarie is recognised as a leader in early childhood education.
• Get practical training and experience in prior-to-school services.
• Recognition of prior learning is given if you hold a Diploma of Children’s Services or equivalent.
• You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: child development preschool to adolescence, early childhood
pedagogies and curriculum, health and wellbeing, history and philosophy of early childhood,
infancy and early development, management and leadership – the sociopolitical context of
teaching, play and inquiry in early childhood, the arts in early childhood contexts.
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WORLD TOP 100 IN LINGUISTICS

Master of Applied Linguistics and TESOL
Secure a highly regarded qualification from one of the world’s top 100 universities in linguistics
(QS, 2015) covering theoretical and methodological issues relevant to practitioners whose work is
concerned with applied language study and teaching English as a second or foreign language.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: language teacher or roles that require in-depth understanding of
language and effective communication with colleagues, clients, patients or students.
KEY FEATURES:
• Allows you the opportunity to study with one of Australia’s largest and most diverse linguistics
departments, which features four research centres.
• Recognised and endorsed by leading employment-related bodies National ELT Accreditation
Scheme (NEAS); Board of Studies, Teaching and Educational Standards NSW (BOSTES); and the
Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP).
• Work experience is not required; however, relevant experience may result in recognition of
prior learning credit.
• You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: communicative grammar, exploring discourse in context and action,
language teaching methodologies, language testing and evaluation, linguistics and language
teaching, planning and programming in TESOL, pragmatics and inter-cultural communication,
research methods in language study, second language acquisition.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$26,500
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MAppLing
CRICOS CODE
083778G
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Master of Education
Enhance your knowledge, skills and professional development. This course will benefit anyone
who is involved in learning and teaching, educational development and design, or administration
and support in educational contexts. These could include schools, vocational education and
training providers, universities and other higher education providers, government, nongovernment organisations, or industry. Note: This is not a teaching qualification.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: This degree is designed to assist career advancement of teachers
and those working in education and policy development in the public or private sector.
SPECIALISATIONS: Advanced Practices in Learning and Teaching, Higher Education, ICT in
Education.
KEY FEATURES:
• Provides professional development of teachers and others with an interest in education studies.
• You can apply for up to four units of credit based on previous postgraduate studies, professional
development and training, and work experience.
• You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: current topics in education, curriculum studies, educational
institutions as organisations, higher education contexts and futures, innovation and change in
educational organisations, introduction to educational research, learning and teaching in higher
education, performance and regulation in higher education.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in education, or Australian
level 7 qualification or recognised equivalent with 18 months full-time equivalent work
experience relevant to the chosen specialisation.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

N/A
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MEd
CRICOS CODE
083785G
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
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Engineering
and IT
We combine a strong research-based curriculum with practical skills acquisition and
industry exposure to make you truly valuable to the marketplace. Our engineering
programs provide you with a solid foundation in science and engineering skills,
enabling you to progress into your engineering specialty studies according to your
interests and career goals.
Our IT courses are developed in consultation with industry and satisfy the standard
for the professional level of the Australian Computer Society. We offer flexible courses
that give you the opportunity to specialise in fields such as information systems and
business analysis, software technology solutions, web design and development, and
data science.

WHY STUDY ENGINEERING AND IT AT MACQUARIE?

BUILT-IN
RELATIONSHIPS
Campus located in one of the Southern Hemisphere’s
largest high-tech precinct

MENTORING
NETWORK
Fellow students and recent graduates
will assist you through your studies

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 300 in the world for computer science and information systems
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

ENGINEERING AND IT
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

75

Feb
Aug

3 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

4 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of e-Business
This interdisciplinary degree qualifies you as a professional in e-business –
the application of information technology to support business activity over
the internet. It covers the areas of both information technology (databases,
information systems, networks, web technology) and business (accounting,
economics, marketing). You will gain a comprehensive understanding of the
information technology skills necessary for a wide range of business activities
over the internet.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BeBus

CRICOS CODE 043333A

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
This flexible degree has a strong focus on practical learning, which is enhanced
by a campus located in one of Australia’s leading high-tech precincts.
MAJORS: Computer Engineering, Electronics Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, Mechatronic Engineering, Software Engineering,
Telecommunications Engineering, Wireless Engineering.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHons

FEATURED ON PAGE 46

CRICOS CODE 087876F

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) with Bachelor of Arts
Equips you with highly developed communication, critical analysis and
creative problem-solving skills while preparing you to work as an engineer.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBA

80

Feb
Aug

5 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

81

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

5 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

75

Feb
Aug

3 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 087877E

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) with Bachelor of Commerce
Allows you to focus on specific commercial aspects of engineering such as
economics, finance, human resources, international business and marketing
as you gain the skills to work as an engineer.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBCom

CRICOS CODE 087878D

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) with Bachelor of Science
Enables you to broaden the scope of your technical studies and have that
knowledge recognised by employers.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBSc

CRICOS CODE 087879C

Bachelor of Information Technology
Allows you to develop skills to build and use information systems, manage
data, or build client-server web applications.
MAJORS: Data Science, Information Systems and Business Analysis, Software
Technology, Web Design and Development.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIT

FEATURED ON PAGE 46

CRICOS CODE 047327M

Bachelor of Information Technology with Bachelor of Laws
Suitable for those with an interest in the application of information technology
methods and technologies in a legal context, as well as the legal issues raised
by advances in information technologies for business and government.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BITLLB

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

77

Feb
Aug

3 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 052488G

Bachelor of Information Technology – Games Design
and Development
This specialist degree equips you with the skills necessary to design and create
video games and virtual worlds. You will graduate with developed programming
and other information technology skills, allowing you to successfully contribute
to games production projects. You will also have a deeper understanding of
games, enabling you to create truly innovative designs.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIT-GDD

CRICOS CODE 074078K
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

ENGINEERING AND IT
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

2.25

Feb
Aug

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

1–2
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of Engineering
Enhance and extend your engineering skill set in this robust practical
masters degree. Take your core competencies in electronics systems design
and delivery to a new level, focusing on applied capabilities for project
management, systems design and network performance measurement.
SPECIALISATIONS: Electronics Engineering.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEng

CRICOS CODE 085030B

FEATURED ON PAGE 48

Master of Information Technology
Develop your skills in a specialist IT area, build on the knowledge gained
in your undergraduate degree, and advance your career. Whether you
are an established or aspiring IT professional, this degree will strengthen
your understanding of underlying principles by applying them to practical,
industry-focused problems.
SPECIALISATIONS: Internetworking and Cyber Security, Management.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIT

2.75

Feb
Aug

CRICOS CODE 083790M

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

1–2
years #

$35,616

FEATURED ON PAGE 48

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band
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INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

4
YEARS FULL-TIME

80
ATAR

$34,980
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BEHons
CRICOS CODE
087876F
UAC CODE
300710
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
This comprehensive four-year course prepares you to work as a professional engineer. It provides
a strong foundation in basic sciences, mathematics and core areas of engineering. The course
is suitable for those interested in careers in electronics engineering, telecommunications
engineering, mechanical engineering and related fields, or the development of creative and
practical technological solutions for the benefit of society. There is a strong focus on
practical learning, which is enhanced by our campus location in one of Australia’s largest
high-tech precincts.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: automation and industrial instrumentation engineer; business
systems design manager; computer design and manufacturing specialist; computer, wireless
and mobile telephone networking engineer; electronics design and manufacturing specialist;
engineering researcher; mechanical design engineer; packaging and industrial design engineer;
product design engineer; radio frequency engineer; telecommunications and networking engineer.
MAJORS: Computer Engineering, Electronics Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Mechatronic
Engineering, Software Engineering, Telecommunications Engineering, Wireless Engineering.
KEY FEATURES:
• A common first year enables you to transfer easily between engineering majors.
• The Engineering Industry Partnership Program creates opportunities for you to engage with
our industry partners throughout your course.
• Focus on industry experience culminating in a 16-week final-year project.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: algorithms and data structures, circuits and devices, digital
fundamentals and numerical techniques, electromechanics, engineering principles
and practice, mathematics, modern mechanics, physics, systems design and engineering,
wireless technology and systems.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

75
ATAR

$34,980
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIT
CRICOS CODE
047327M
UAC CODE
300503

Bachelor of Information Technology
This IT degree allows you to develop skills to build and use information systems, manage data or
build client-server web applications. Choose a major related to your interest and gain robust skills
necessary for a successful and rewarding career.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: business analyst, database administrator, information technology
consultant, programmer, project leader, systems development manager, web developer.
MAJORS: Data Science, Information Systems and Business Analysis, Software Technology,
Web Design and Development.
KEY FEATURES:
• This degree satisfies the standard for the professional level of the Australian Computer Society.
• You will undertake a project in your final year to practise your knowledge and skills in a
software development life cycle.
• Graduate with real-world experience through Macquarie’s PACE (Professional and Community
Engagement) program.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: advanced system and network security, cryptography, electronic
commerce strategy, IT and the future of society, mobile data networks, network system design,
technology management.

INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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“Why did I come halfway around the
world to study engineering at Macquarie?
Well, I fell in love with the campus when I
participated in a FIRST Robotics
Asia-Pacific Invitational competition,
which Macquarie hosted. I couldn’t have
picked a better place to study engineering.
The community here couldn’t be more
supportive – I have been truly welcomed
into the Macquarie engineering family.”
Joey Diamond
Bachelor of Engineering student from USA
FIRST scholarship recipient
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CREATING LEADERS IN ENGINEERING

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.25
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MEng
CRICOS CODE
085030B
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Engineering
Enhance and extend your engineering skill set in this robust practical masters degree.
Take your core competencies in electronics systems design and delivery to a new level,
focusing on applied capabilities for project management, systems design and network
performance measurement.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers in the high-technology, precision manufacturing,
telecommunications, government and academic sectors. You will be prepared for work in
research, manufacturing, product development and production, as well as in operations roles
such as sales, marketing, technology management and support.
SPECIALISATIONS: Electronics Engineering.
KEY FEATURES:
• Enhance your understanding of systems engineering and fundamental engineering principles
and apply these to identify and solve problems.
• Develop increased competencies in your professional practice including project management,
documentation, sustainability, product life cycle, and social and ethical constraints.
• Project practice units will further develop your skills in self-learning, collaborative problem
solving and communication.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: advanced topics in computer networks, big data technologies,
cognitive radio, requirements engineering, strategic project management, systems design
and engineering.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in engineering (electrical,
electronics, telecommunications, computer or software), computer science, information
technology, applied mathematics, or a related discipline.

DEVELOPED WITH INDUSTRY

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.75
GPA

$35,616
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIT
CRICOS CODE
083790M
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Information Technology
Develop your skills in a specialist IT area, build on the knowledge gained in your undergraduate
degree and advance your career. Whether you are an established or aspiring IT professional, this
course will strengthen your understanding of underlying principles by applying them to practical,
industry-focused problems.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers within the information and communication
technologies industry.
SPECIALISATIONS: Internetworking and Cyber Security, IT Management.
KEY FEATURES:
• Developed in partnership with industry.
• Gain practical, industry-based experience through a session-long project in your second year.
• Gives you an edge over bachelor-qualified professionals in the job market.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: advanced system and network security, cryptography, electronic
commerce strategy, enterprise application integration, mobile data networks, network system
design, technology management.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent and equivalent of six credit
points in first-year computing units.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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Environment
Environmental resource management has become one of the issues of our time,
and demand for top-quality environmental scientists is high. Our commitment to
first-class interdisciplinary research has placed us at the forefront of environmental
science study, both in Australia and internationally.
We are home to many world-renowned researchers and academics, so at Macquarie
you study with people who are using their knowledge to make an impact on today’s
environmental issues. Our courses give you the skills to make practical, positive
change in areas like conservation, resource management, sustainability,
development and Earth sciences.

WHY STUDY ENVIRONMENT AT MACQUARIE?

GRADUATE
JOB READY
Develop field skills to complement laboratory
training for professional capabilities

MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
Highly qualified Earth and environmental scientists
are essential to solve our planet’s issues

PHOTO: ROB HARCOURT

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 100 in the world for Earth and marine sciences
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

ENVIRONMENT
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

76

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

84

Feb
Aug

3 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

78

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Biodiversity and Conservation
This broad and flexible course combines biology with environmental and
conservation management, providing a unique program of study. You will
develop a broad understanding of environmental processes as well as
research and professional skills for application in the management and
conservation of biological resources. This degree draws on Macquarie’s
exceptional research strength in ecology and environment.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBioCons

CRICOS CODE 067848J

Bachelor of Environment
Introduces environmental issues and details the science and technology
associated with environmental science. It also explores social science aspects
in relation to the environment as well as people’s perceptions and desires in
tackling environmental issues in the real world.
MAJORS: Biology, Climate Science, Environmental Earth Science,
Environmental Management, Spatial Information Science.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEnv

CRICOS CODE 067858G

Bachelor of Environment with Bachelor of Laws
Provides you with legal and scientific knowledge in addition to the
critical analysis skills required for employment in decision making,
policy implementation and legal consultancy across a spectrum of
environment-related fields and industries.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEnvLLB

CRICOS CODE 067859F

Bachelor of Marine Science
Provides the skills, knowledge and fieldwork needed to monitor the use of
marine resources, to solve problems and to conduct research. Aside from
fundamental knowledge in biological and environmental sciences, you will
gain relevant core skills in statistical analysis, report writing and project
planning.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BMarSc

CRICOS CODE 037278J
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

ENVIRONMENT
Postgraduate course

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

GPA*

Start
date

2.5

Graduate Diploma of Conservation Biology D
Focuses on the theory, practice and ethics of biodiversity conservation and
wildlife biology, from the level of wildlife populations to entire ecosystems.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipConsBiol

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

CRICOS CODE 086080F

Graduate Diploma of Environment
Introduces you to core skills and knowledge needed to address environmental
challenges. Provides access to Macquarie’s wide range of advanced
environmental study units.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipEnv

CRICOS CODE 083760F

Graduate Diploma of Sustainable Development
Considers a number of tools that play an important role in effecting changes
towards sustainable development. It aims to develop practical skills in strategic
planning and management, action research, education and capacity building,
community consultation, and facilitation and evaluation.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipSusDev

CRICOS CODE 083770D

Master of Conservation Biology D
Focuses on the theory, practice and ethics of biodiversity conservation and
wildlife biology, from the level of wild populations to entire ecosystems.
An emphasis is placed on the unique biodiversity of Australia and its
connections with the rest of the globe.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MConsBio

CRICOS CODE 086079K

Master of Environment
An interdisciplinary course suitable if you are seeking to move into the
environmental profession or are already working in the area and seeking to
expand your skills and knowledge.
SPECIALISATIONS: Environmental Management, Environmental Science,
Environmental Studies.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnv

FEATURED ON PAGE 54

CRICOS CODE 084700K

Master of Environmental Planning
Develop professional skills and knowledge in urban and regional planning
with a particular emphasis on environment. You will have opportunities to
undertake an applied planning project to put your theoretical knowledge into
practice. You will also have the option to pursue your interests in areas such
as environmental and resources management, sustainable development,
environmental law and policy, and social impact assessment.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnvPlan

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 077561G

Master of Geoscience D
An advanced course that prepares you to work in private industry and
government agencies across a range of sectors: minerals and mining, land use
management, petroleum, ecology and scientific research, and consulting.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MGeosc

CRICOS CODE 083788E

Master of Marine Science and Management
Offered in partnership with the Sydney Institute of Marine Science (SIMS);
the University of Technology, Sydney; the University of New South Wales;
and the University of Sydney. This interdisciplinary and cross-institutional
course is unique in Australia, and gives you in-depth knowledge in a range of
disciplines in marine science and management.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMarSciMgt

CRICOS CODE 083801B

FEATURED ON PAGE 54

Master of Sustainable Development
Focuses on how to effect changes towards sustainable development and
develops practical skills in leading change processes. You can enhance your
professional capabilities in a diverse range of disciplinary options including
the environment, international politics or organisational management,
according to your professional needs.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSusDev

2.5

Feb
Aug

CRICOS CODE 083810A

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

1–2
years #

$30,740

FEATURED ON PAGE 56

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band
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GLOBAL IMPACT

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MEnv
CRICOS CODE
084700K
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Master of Environment
An interdisciplinary course that’s suitable if you are seeking to move into the environmental
profession or are already working in the area and seeking to expand your skills and knowledge.
A major focus of the degree is to teach you how to work with people from different perspectives to
find environmental solutions.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: developer, environmental and sustainability educator,
environmental consultant, environmental manager, natural resource manager, planner.
SPECIALISATIONS: Environmental Management, Environmental Science,
Environmental Studies.
KEY FEATURES:
• Provides flexibility to transfer across specialisations.
• Offers opportunities to develop theoretical, practical and research skills.
• Provides access to government and industry linkages via guest lectures, case studies
and research projects.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: attitudes to the environment, biophysical environments, environment
and sustainability, environmental measurement and analysis, resource management.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

WORLD TOP 100 IN EARTH AND MARINE SCIENCES

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MMarSciMgt
CRICOS CODE
083801B
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Master of Marine Science and Management
Offered in partnership with the Sydney Institute of Marine Science (SIMS); the University of
Technology, Sydney; the University of New South Wales; and the University of Sydney. This
interdisciplinary and cross-institutional course is unique in Australia, and gives you in-depth
knowledge in a range of disciplines in marine science and management.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers in environmental impact assessment, environmental
management, marine research, policy development.
KEY FEATURES:
• Combines each participating institute’s strengths in marine science research and education.
• Provides a unique multidisciplinary learning environment.
• Gives you access to the diverse facilities of the four participating universities and the
Sydney Institute of Marine Science.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: biology research experience, coastal management, climate change
impacts, environmental measurement and analysis.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in science, marine science or
a related discipline.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

PHOTO: ROB HARCOURT
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LEADING GLOBAL CHANGE

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MSusDev
CRICOS CODE
083810A
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Sustainable Development
This professionally oriented course focuses on how to effect changes towards sustainable
development, and develops practical skills in leading change processes. You can enhance your
capabilities in a diverse range of disciplinary options from the environment to international
politics or organisational management, according to your professional needs.
Through its international case-study focus, the course addresses the needs of professionals
working in aid agencies, non-government organisations, government agencies, corporations
and international bodies concerned with sustainability issues.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers in business and industry, community development,
consultancy, education and universities, government, international aid, international
organisations, NGOs.
KEY FEATURES:
• Focuses on change-oriented processes for sustainable development, including organisational
change, education and capacity building, and strategic planning.
• Gives you the opportunity to study some units from the Macquarie Graduate School of
Management if you work in organisational sustainability.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: education for sustainable development, environmental decision
making, environmental management practice, research methods for sustainable development,
sustainable development: introductory principles and practices.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.
• Three years relevant work experience.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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“Macquarie is among the few universities
that offer a degree in environmental
planning rather than just urban planning.
The academics here have proven
knowledge and skill, and help us strive
to be better. The beautiful campus also
shows the University’s commitment to
environmental sustainability. I am aiming
to become an environmental planner
and help shape our cities towards a
sustainable path.”
Joina Matthew
Master of Environmental Planning
student from Kuwait
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Health and
medical sciences
Macquarie is the place to be for health. We’re investing heavily in your future through
the Macquarie University Hospital and the Australian Hearing Hub. You can choose
a path in audiology, biomedical engineering, chiropractic science, clinical science,
health sciences, medical sciences, pathology, physiotherapy, psychology, public health,
speech and language sciences, or surgery. As a Macquarie graduate, you’ll possess
skills that will allow you to help drive innovation and improve the lives of people with
various health conditions.

WHY STUDY HEALTH AND MEDICAL
SCIENCES AT MACQUARIE?

WORLD-CLASS
FACILITIES
Our laboratories and teaching hospital
will help you develop the skills you need

FAST TRACKED
Fast-tracked courses allow you to complete
your degree sooner

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 100 in the world for psychology
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

83

Feb
Aug

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
One of Macquarie’s largest undergraduate courses, this degree provides an
excellent foundation in practical and theoretical research techniques for
those who wish to pursue a career in psychology. This degree is accredited by
the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC), which enables you to
pursue further study in psychology or a research degree.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-Psych

CRICOS CODE 001359E

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
with Bachelor of Education (Primary)
Includes the required education and professional units for teaching
at a primary-school level and prepares you for employment in
psychology-related areas. You will gain practical experience when you
are supervised and assessed by an experienced classroom teacher who
acts as a mentor. Note: It does not allow the use of title ‘psychologist’.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-PsychBEdPrim

83

Feb

4 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
6.5 in Writing
7.5 in Listening
7.5 in Speaking

83

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

81

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

94

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

3 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2 years

$42,999
(Year 1)
$50,817
(Year 2)

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

CRICOS CODE 079889A

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology with Bachelor of Human Sciences
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding
of human psychological process and community services, public health and
allied health. It also provides the academic background for postgraduate
study in physiotherapy and audiology.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-PsychBHumanSc

CRICOS CODE 083741J

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
psychology, cognitive processes and psychological assessment, allowing you
to specialise in your work as a legal practitioner.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-PsychLLB

CRICOS CODE 037283A

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with knowledge about
how businesses operate, as well as an understanding of how people within
businesses operate.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABA-Psych

CRICOS CODE 031133G

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
Gives you enhanced career options and allows you to develop ethical
awareness, as well as analytical, social, and personal capabilities to become
a global business professional.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABPsychHons

CRICOS CODE 079304J

Bachelor of Chiropractic Science
Offers fundamental health science training, teaching a wide range of
diagnostic and chiropractic manipulative skills in the context of anatomical,
physiological and biomedical sciences. This course provides the prerequisite
academic background to enable you to apply for entry into the Master of
Chiropractic, which is required for professional registration within Australia.
Note: The University is considering the transfer of the Department of
Chiropractic to another institution. This could mean that if you commence in
2016, you may complete your study at an alternative location and might be
awarded your degree from the new institution rather than Macquarie.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BChiroSc

CRICOS CODE 028866G

Bachelor of Clinical Science
Designed to help you gain the professional skills you’ll need for a future career
in the medical, allied health or medical research professions. You’ll learn the
fundamentals of biomedical science before applying your knowledge to a
human body system approach, in which pathology is taught alongside normal
physiology and anatomy. Provides targeted preparation for those wishing to
sit the Graduate Medical School Admissions Test (GAMSAT).

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BClinSc

CRICOS CODE 087679M

ATAR
not yet
set

Feb

FEATURED ON PAGE 66
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
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HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

83

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

94

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

85

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

94

Feb
Aug

4 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with a comprehensive
understanding of commerce and business functions, as well as a range
of fundamental psychological concepts that will help you understand
human behaviour.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComBA-Psych

CRICOS CODE 078005F

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
Provides enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
human psychological processes and a comprehensive range of business skills
across a variety of commerce disciplines.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComBPsychHons

CRICOS CODE 079305G

Bachelor of Medical Sciences
This interdisciplinary course provides you with a broad background in the
sciences needed for research in medical, biomedical and related health
professions. Throughout the course, you are supported and advised by
academic mentors with expertise in the medical sciences.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BMedScs

CRICOS CODE 020161F

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
This specialist course provides the best possible pathway towards becoming
a professional psychologist. You’ll gain practical experience through a
placement with an organisation that deals with issues relevant to psychology.
Continuation with the fourth-year psychology honours program is subject to
meeting entry criteria. This degree may also enable you to progress towards
registration as a psychologist.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPsychHons

FEATURED ON PAGE 66

CRICOS CODE 021498F

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours) with Bachelor of Human Sciences
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
human psychological processes and community services, public health and
allied health. Continuation with the fourth-year psychology honours program
is subject to meeting entry criteria. This degree may also enable you to
progress towards registration as a psychologist.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPsychHonsBHumanSc

94

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

6 years

$34,980

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

83

Feb
Aug

3 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

83

Feb
Aug

3 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083743G

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours) with Bachelor of Laws
Enhance your career options with this double degree, which equips you with
an understanding of psychology, cognitive processes and psychological
assessment, allowing you to specialise in your work as a legal practitioner.
Continuation with the psychology honours program is subject to meeting
entry criteria. This degree may also enable you to progress towards
registration as a psychologist.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPsychHonsLLB

CRICOS CODE 079890G

Bachelor of Science – Psychology
Provides a firm grounding in practical and theoretical research techniques
and explores the biology of behaviour and the human mind. Gain relevant
workplace experience through PACE (Professional and Community
Engagement) in a community setting that is relevant to psychology.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSc-Psych

CRICOS CODE 031331B

Bachelor of Speech, Hearing and Language Sciences
Speech, hearing and language sciences provide a firm grounding in studies
that are fundamental to a number of professions including clinical work
in audiology and speech pathology; involvement in speech, hearing and
language research; forensic speech science; and the development of
associated speech and hearing technologies.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSpHLSc

CRICOS CODE 027352J
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Postgraduate course

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

Monthly

0.5 year

$16,689

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Monthly

0.5 year

$16,689

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Monthly

1 year

$52,542

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Monthly

1 year

$52,542

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

2.5

Feb

1.5 – 3
years #

$42,400

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

GPA*

Start
date

N/A

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Graduate Diploma of Specialised Medicine
Develop knowledge, decision-making skills and competency in a variety of
specialisations in medicine. Two required units involve workplace learning
with competency-based assessment and coursework. You can then choose
two further units that cover professional ethics, safety and care in a hospital,
medical education, evidence-based practice, and medical research.
SPECIALISATIONS: Cardiology, Dermatology, Endocrinology,
Gastroenterology, Intensive Care Medicine, Medical Oncology.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipSpMed

CRICOS CODE 083768J

Graduate Diploma of Specialised Surgery
Develop knowledge, decision-making skills and competency in a variety of
specialisations in surgery. Two required units involve workplace learning that
consists of competency-based assessment, coursework and research units.
SPECIALISATIONS: Breast and Endocrine Surgery, Cardiothoracic,
Cerebrovascular Neurosurgery, Craniomaxillofacial Surgery, Neuro-oncology,
Orthopaedics: Knee and Arthroplasty, Orthopaedics: Hand Surgery,
Orthopaedics: Sports Medicine, Orthopaedics: Upper Limb, Spinal Surgery.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipSpSurg

CRICOS CODE 083769G

Master of Advanced Medicine
Ideally suited to those who have completed a relevant college training
program (or equivalent) and who wish to acquire a university qualification
demonstrating mastery of clinical competence in a particular specialisation,
acquisition of lifelong learning skills and a capacity for leadership.
SPECIALISATIONS: Cardiology, Dermatology, Endocrinology,
Gastroenterology, Intensive Care Medicine, Medical Oncology, Respiratory.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAMed

CRICOS CODE 070505F

Master of Advanced Surgery
Ideally suited for those who have completed the Specialist Education Training
(SET) program of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS) (or
equivalent) and who wish to acquire a university qualification demonstrating
mastery of surgical competence in a particular specialisation, acquisition of
lifelong learning skills and a capacity for leadership.
SPECIALISATIONS: Breast and Endocrine Surgery, Cardiothoracic,
Cerebrovascular Neurosurgery, Craniomaxillofacial Surgery, Neuro-oncology,
Orthopaedics: Knee and Arthroplasty, Orthopaedics: Hand Surgery,
Orthopaedics: Sports Medicine, Orthopaedics: Upper Limb, Spinal Surgery.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MASurg

CRICOS CODE 060660M

Master of Chiropractic
Prepares you to assume the full diagnostic and clinical management
responsibilities of a primary contact health practitioner. You are required
to participate in a year-long, part-time internship working in a chiropractic
clinic. Note: The University is considering the transfer of the Department of
Chiropractic to another institution. This could mean that if you commence in
2016, you may complete your study at an alternative location and might be
awarded your degree from the new institution rather than Macquarie.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MChiro

CRICOS CODE 084699J

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

3.0

Feb

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

2 years

$42,400

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of Clinical Audiology
Utilises the Macquarie University Speech and Hearing Clinic and the Australian
Hearing Hub, which brings together researchers, government and hearing
technology companies. Develop skills in assessment strategies, rehabilitation
and habilitation of people with hearing impairment, and the client-focused
management of hearing impairment and related pathologies. Complete a
minimum of 250 clinical experience hours as defined by the professional body,
Audiology Australia, and satisfy the core knowledge and competencies to
secure your admission to Audiology Australia.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinAudiology

CRICOS CODE 027373D

FEATURED ON PAGE 67

Master of Clinical Neuropsychology
Become a high-calibre practitioner capable of working within a range of
clinically oriented areas. Access supervised placement experiences at the
Macquarie University Psychology Clinic. This degree is accredited by the
Australian Psychology Accreditation Council. Completion of the degree
leads to registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia
and endorsement as a clinical neuropsychologist in Australia. A national
examination may be required.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinNeuroPsych

N/A

Feb

2 years

$35,616

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Feb

2 years

$35,616

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Apr

1–2
years #

$52,033

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 027374C

Master of Clinical Psychology
Equips you to become a high-calibre clinical psychologist. Assume full
independent professional responsibility through supervised practical
placements and access to the Macquarie University Psychology Clinic as well
as other research and training facilities including the Centre for Emotional
Health Clinic. Completion of the degree leads to registration as a psychologist
with the Psychology Board of Australia and endorsement as a clinical
psychologist in Australia. A national examination may be required.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinPsych

CRICOS CODE 001396M

Master of Clinical Sciences
Develop your clinical skills under the guidance of an experienced mentor.
Teaching is conducted through seminars, online learning activities, simulation
and anatomy lab work. You will also have the opportunity to observe clinical
work in the Macquarie University Hospital and associated clinics. Our hospital
also houses a state-of-the-art medical education centre.
SPECIALISATIONS: There is a range of specialisations available for this
degree. Contact the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences for more
information at fmhs.enquiries@mq.edu.au

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinSci

FEATURED ON PAGE 67

CRICOS CODE 078627J

Master of Medicine
Acquire a university qualification demonstrating mastery of medical
competence to support your career goals and lifelong learning skills.
The program combines hands-on medical skills with rigorously assessed
competencies through a comprehensive approach to developing medical
expertise and with technical input from the academic medical staff.
SPECIALISATIONS: There is a range of specialisations available for this
degree. Contact the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences for more
information at fmhs.enquiries@mq.edu.au

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMed

N/A

Monthly

CRICOS CODE 083802A

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

1–2
years #

$52,542

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band
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HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Postgraduate course

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

Feb

2 years

$35,616

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Feb

1 year

$35,616

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

GPA*

Start
date

N/A

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of Organisational Psychology
Pursue a career as an organisational psychologist in consultancy firms, large
companies or government departments in areas such as human resource
management, training, job design, workplace and career counselling,
rehabilitation, and occupational health and safety. The degree is accredited
by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC). Completion of this
degree leads to registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of
Australia and endorsement as an organisational psychologist in Australia.
A national examination may be required.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MOrgPsych

CRICOS CODE 030053E

Master of Professional Psychology
Gain the necessary theoretical and practical training to meet the
requirements for registration as a psychologist after an additional year of
supervised practice. A national examination is required. This degree has
conditional accreditation from the Australian Psychology Accreditation
Council (APAC).

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MProfPsych

CRICOS CODE 083807G

Master of Radiopharmaceutical Science
This course has been developed in collaboration with professional
radiopharmaceutical scientists to train graduates with a chemistry or
biomolecular sciences background in the uses of radiopharmaceuticals in
diagnostic and therapeutic medicine.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MRadiopharmSc

FEATURED ON PAGE 68

CRICOS CODE 084701J

Master of Speech and Language Pathology
Build on your fundamental knowledge of linguistics and psychology to obtain
a professional qualification that enables you to work clinically with individuals
with developmental and acquired communication and swallowing disabilities.
This degree is fully accredited by Speech Pathology Australia.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSpchLngPath

3.0

Feb

CRICOS CODE 037303B

2 years

$42,400

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 68

Master of Surgery
Acquire a university qualification demonstrating mastery of medical
competence to support your career goals and lifelong learning skills. Designed
as a combination of units to develop hands-on surgical skills with rigorously
assessed competencies, as well as practice of surgery in a framework of
ethics, education and research.
SPECIALISATIONS: There is a range of specialisations available for this
degree. Contact the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences for more
information at fmhs.enquiries@mq.edu.au

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSurg

N/A

Monthly

CRICOS CODE 060661K

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

1–2
years #

$52,542

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band
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HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

N/A

Monthly

1.5 – 3
years #

$52,542

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

N/A

Monthly

1.5 – 3
years #

$52,542

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

3 years

$42,400

7.0 overall
7.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Doctor of Advanced Medicine
A professional doctorate program intended for Australian and international
doctors with a sub-specialty interest. This course is intended to extend
the depth of your understanding and acculturation in medical leadership,
developing your capability to make a substantial contribution to knowledge
in the field of medicine.
SPECIALISATIONS: Cardiology, Dermatology, Endocrinology,
Gastroenterology, Intensive Care Medicine, Medical Oncology.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DAdvMed

CRICOS CODE 081724D

Doctor of Advanced Surgery
A professional doctorate program intended for Australian and international
surgeons with a sub-specialty interest. You will engage in an intensive,
competency-based learning experience in a specialty or sub-specialty
of surgery.
SPECIALISATIONS: Breast and Endocrine Surgery, Cardiothoracic,
Cerebrovascular Neurosurgery, Craniomaxillofacial Surgery, Neuro-oncology,
Orthopaedics: Knee and Arthroplasty, Orthopaedics: Hand Surgery,
Orthopaedics: Sports Medicine, Orthopaedics: Upper Limb, Spinal Surgery.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DAdvSurg

CRICOS CODE 077336F

Doctor of Physiotherapy
The only three-year masters-level, professional-entry physiotherapy degree
in New South Wales. Learn more advanced clinical knowledge and skills, and
develop skills in business, management, leadership and advocacy. You will
undertake an extensive, innovative and integrated clinical education program
that requires you to design and execute a substantial research project.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DrPhysio

2.5

Aug

CRICOS CODE 075265K

“At Macquarie, we get to learn from the
best – the lecturers and their experiences
help shape us as good clinicians. We have
access to amazing facilities that mimic
high-end private practices. Everything at
the University is built with the students
in mind, and it really aids our education.
I’ve wanted to be a physiotherapist since
I was 12 years old, and Macquarie is
helping me reach that dream.”
Brooke Hutchings
Doctor of Physiotherapy student from Canada

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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FAST-TRACKED DEGREE

2

Bachelor of Clinical Science

YEARS FULL-TIME

New course
ATAR

$42,999
$50,817

(Year 1)

(Year 2)

INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BClinSc
CRICOS CODE
087679M
UAC CODE
300670
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band

Designed to help you gain the professional skills you’ll need for a future career in the medical,
allied health or medical research professions. You’ll learn the fundamentals of biomedical science
before applying your knowledge to a human body system approach, in which pathology is taught
alongside normal physiology and anatomy.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE (AFTER FURTHER STUDY): dentist, doctor, health and medical
researcher, health policy designer, pharmaceutical or biotechnology specialist, physiotherapist,
veterinary surgeon.
KEY FEATURES:
• This is a fast-tracked degree, allowing you to complete your studies in two years by utilising
the University’s two regular sessions, as well as two shorter periods between these sessions.
• The course provides targeted preparation for those wishing to sit the Graduate Medical School
Admissions Test (GAMSAT).
• The course units are focused on developing the professional practice skills needed for a career
in health or medical research.
• You can gain practical experience in a healthcare setting or medical research facility through
the capstone/PACE (Professional and Community Engagement) unit.
• You’ll be taught by leaders in clinical practice and medical research in our state-of-the art
on-campus facilities.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: biological, chemical and physical science; clinical sciences; disease
processes; evidence-based health care; professional practice; research design and skills; skills for
healthcare and medical research settings; societal, cultural and global influences in health care;
structure and function of the human body.

WORLD TOP 100

4
YEARS FULL-TIME

94
ATAR

$34,980
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BPsychHons
CRICOS CODE
021498F
UAC CODE
300126
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
This prestigious four-year degree is highly respected and prepares you for entry into the
psychology profession or higher degree research training. During your final honours year, you
will complete a research thesis and advanced coursework units in psychology, enabling you to
apply for entry to professional masters programs in specialist fields such as clinical psychology,
clinical neuropsychology or organisational psychology. Continuation with the fourth year
honours program is subject to meeting entry criteria.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: cognitive science researcher, criminology researcher, educational
researcher, health department researcher, human resources consultant, psychologist, psychology
researcher, training consultant.
KEY FEATURES:
• Secure workplace experience through PACE (Professional and Community Engagement) in a
community setting that is relevant to psychology.
• This is one of Macquarie’s most prestigious degrees, in which honours students are aligned
• with world-class research supervisors.
• You may progress towards registration as a psychologist, through either a one-year Master of
Professional Psychology or a two-year Master of Clinical Neuropsychology, Clinical Psychology
or Organisational Psychology.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: biopsychology and learning, cognitive processes, developmental
psychology, principles of psychological assessment, psychopathology, research methods in
psychology, social and personality psychology.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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250 HOURS OF CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

Master of Clinical Audiology
Develop skills in assessment strategies, rehabilitation and habilitation of people with
hearing impairment, and the client-focused management of hearing impairment and related
pathologies. Clinical training is provided as a formal part of the course with cooperation
from audiological institutions.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: audiologist in private practices, hearing and speech clinics,
hospitals, medical centres, physician practices, schools, universities and community
outreach settings.
KEY FEATURES:
• Utilises the Macquarie University Speech and Hearing Clinic and the Australian Hearing Hub,
which brings together researchers, government and hearing technology companies.
• Complete a minimum of 250 clinical experience hours as defined by the professional body,
Audiology Australia, and satisfy the core knowledge and competencies to secure your
admission to Audiology Australia.
• Learn from a wide variety of guest lecturers who are experts in their fields.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: adult hearing assessment, complex case management, hearing devices,
objective assessment strategies, principles of management of childhood deafness, speech
perception and production, strategies of aural rehabilitation, theoretical bases of audiology.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in audio engineering, audio
production, biological sciences, biomedical sciences, creative technology, health sciences,
medical sciences, music studies, neurosciences, nursing, physiology, psychology, sound and
music, speech and hearing, speech pathology, behaviour sciences, veterinary sciences, teaching
or a related discipline.
• Applications for this course are competitive. Satisfying the admission criteria does not
guarantee a place in the course.

2
YEARS FULL-TIME

3.0
GPA

$42,400
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MClinAudiology
CRICOS CODE
027373D
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band

STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES

Master of Clinical Sciences
Develop your clinical skills under the guidance of an experienced mentor. Teaching is conducted
through seminars, online learning activities, simulation and anatomy lab work. You will also have
the opportunity to observe clinical work in the Macquarie University Hospital and associated
clinics. Our hospital also houses a state-of-the-art medical education centre.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: medical or surgery specialty for international medical graduates.
SPECIALISATIONS: There is a range of specialisations available for this degree. Contact the
Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences for more information at fmhs.enquiries@mq.edu.au
KEY FEATURES:
• You will have access to a surgical skills centre regarded as the most modern anatomy
laboratory in the world.
• Experience the excellent clinical care provided to patients at the Macquarie University Hospital.
• You will have a high level of patient contact under direct supervision, mentored by specialists.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: hospital care, integrated clinical sciences, professional practice,
specialist skills.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian MBBS or recognised equivalent registrable qualification.
• Full registration as a medical practitioner in jurisdiction of residence or citizenship.
• Certificate of Good Standing with registration authority in jurisdiction of residence
or citizenship.
• Eligibility for medical registration in Australia.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

N/A
GPA

$52,033
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MClinSci
CRICOS CODE
078627J
INTAKES FOR 2016
Study Period 4 (April)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
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PATHWAY TO PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION

1–2

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$35,616
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MRadiopharmSc
CRICOS CODE
084701J
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Master of Radiopharmaceutical Science
This course has been developed in collaboration with professional radiopharmaceutical
scientists to train graduates with a chemistry or biomolecular sciences background in the
uses of radiopharmaceuticals in diagnostic and therapeutic medicine.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers in specialist medical laboratory management, hospitals
and health services.
KEY FEATURES:
• Opportunities to independently perform many common analytical techniques covering the
application of chemistry to medicine.
• Develop an advanced understanding of requirements for gaining accreditation of laboratories
and control processes therein.
• Part of the pathway to professional certification through Australasian College of Physical
Scientists and Engineers in Medicine (ACPSEM).
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: application of nuclear science to medicine, chemical analysis,
laboratory quality systems, major research project in biotechnology, medicinal chemistry,
organic synthesis.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

2
YEARS FULL-TIME

3.0
GPA

$42,400
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MSpchLngPath
CRICOS CODE
037303B
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band

Master of Speech and Language Pathology
Build a career in speech pathology which enables you to work clinically with individuals with
developmental and acquired communication and swallowing disabilities. The course builds on
fundamental knowledge from linguistics and psychology. Comprehensive supervised clinical
placements provide you with opportunities to develop skills in assessment, intervention, service
delivery and other aspects of professional practice.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: speech pathologist in a variety of settings including community
health centres, hospitals, private practice, research centres and schools.
KEY FEATURES:
• This degree is fully accredited by Speech Pathology Australia.
• Offers extensive clinical practicum experiences, ensuring that you have maximum exposure to
individuals demonstrating the full range of communication and swallowing disabilities.
• Includes on-campus placements at Macquarie University Hospital and the Speech and Hearing
Clinic in the Australian Hearing Hub.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: clinical linguistic analysis, complex communication needs,
developmental and acquired language disorders, developmental and acquired speech and
swallowing disorders, disorders of voice and fluency, evidence-based practice, medical/surgical
speech pathology, neuroanatomy and physiology for speech pathologists.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.
• Recent successful completion of specified prerequisite units at tertiary level.
• Applications for this course are highly competitive. Satisfying the admission criteria does not
guarantee a place in the course.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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Law, security
and intelligence
As a pioneer of interdisciplinary law study in Australia, Macquarie prepares you to
look beyond law as a set of rules and procedures. You’ll be challenged to think around
problems and provide more innovative solutions – skills highly valued by employers.
With the option to combine your law degree with other areas of study, you can open
the way to a variety of careers including legal practice, private industry, government,
education and community services. Our criminology study options will give you the
tools and knowledge you need for a career in the ever-changing policing, intelligence
and security sector. Our security studies, policing and intelligence units are taught by
senior academics and leading industry professionals, allowing you to build professional
contacts with experts in Australia and internationally.

WHY STUDY LAW, SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE
AT MACQUARIE?

CAREER
CHOICES
Combine law studies with disciplines including
commerce, finance, IT, media or psychology

PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE
Gain valuable and relevant workplace experience through PACE
(Professional and Community Engagement)

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 150 in the world for law
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

LAW, SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Applied Finance with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with a greater insight
into the role of law in finance, which can be applied in careers such as
financial planning and mergers and acquisitions. This double degree has
been approved by Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC)
authorised assessors as meeting ASIC training requirements in relation to
RG 146 compliance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFinLLB

CRICOS CODE 028864K

Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Laws
Allows you to combine the problem-solving and research skills from a law
degree with the creative and communication skills of arts.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BALLB

CRICOS CODE 001371J

Bachelor of Arts – Media with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you an understanding of the fundamentals of law, contemporary media
theory and production techniques to work across industries.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-MediaLLB

CRICOS CODE 072062A

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
psychology, cognitive processes and psychological assessment, allowing you
to specialise in your work as a legal practitioner.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-PsychLLB

CRICOS CODE 037283A

Bachelor of Business Administration with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
business law and prepares you for a managerial or legal career. It also qualifies
you for admission to the College of Law, which provides the practical training
required for accreditation for legal practice in New South Wales.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBALLB

CRICOS CODE 027346G

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Laws
Provides enhanced career options and equips you with a legal and commercial
understanding of business and trade, giving you a competitive edge in your career.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComLLB

CRICOS CODE 018437A

Bachelor of Commerce – Professional Accounting
with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with a better
understanding of the role of commercial and corporate law while
preparing you to practise as a qualified accountant.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BCom-ProfAccgLLB

CRICOS CODE 067855K

Bachelor of Environment with Bachelor of Laws
Provides you with legal and scientific knowledge in addition to the
critical analysis skills required for employment in decision making,
policy implementation and legal consultancy across a spectrum of
environment-related fields and industries.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEnvLLB

CRICOS CODE 067859F

Bachelor of Information Technology with Bachelor of Laws
Suitable for those with an interest in the application of information technology
methods and technologies in a legal context, as well as the legal issues raised
by advances in information technologies for business and government.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BITLLB

CRICOS CODE 052488G

Bachelor of International Studies with Bachelor of Laws
Allows you to combine your study of languages, and European and Asian
cultures, with your interest in law.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIntStudLLB

CRICOS CODE 059055J
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

LAW, SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

97

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Laws
As a Macquarie graduate, you will understand how the legal system works in a
globalised world. The hallmark of Macquarie’s law degrees is the emphasis on
interdisciplinary study of the law in its broader context. You are taught to look
beyond law as a set of rules and procedures or as a technical qualification.
Learn about social, political, historical, cultural and economic factors that
have influenced the law’s development, as well as how the law is likely to
change in the future.
MAJORS: Corporate and Criminal Law; Criminology; Environmental Law and
Management; International Law and Global Governance; Media, Technology
and the Law; Public Policy, Law and Governance; Social Justice.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/LLB

FEATURED ON PAGE 76

CRICOS CODE 080288E

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours) with Bachelor of Laws
Enhance you career options with this double degree, which equips you with
an understanding of psychology, cognitive processes and psychological
assessment, allowing you to specialise in your work as a legal practitioner.
Continuation with the psychology honours program is subject to meeting
entry criteria. This degree may also enable you to progress towards
registration as a psychologist.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPsychHonsLLB

96

Feb
Aug

6 years

$34,980

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

75

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

CRICOS CODE 079890G

Bachelor of Science with Bachelor of Laws
Equips you with knowledge of scientific and legal principles while building
problem-solving and critical thinking skills.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BScLLB

CRICOS CODE 001372G

Bachelor of Security Studies
This practice-oriented degree examines security, risk analysis and policy
responses in the network society, preparing you to meet the needs of a rapidly
changing sector. You will examine security from a range of perspectives
including risk management strategies, emergency response, national
resilience, business continuity planning, law enforcement and the use of
military force.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSecStud

FEATURED ON PAGE 76

CRICOS CODE 083744F

Bachelor of Social Science with Bachelor of Laws
Allows you to study the fundamentals of the legal system and gain skills in
social research and applied social science.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSocScLLB

CRICOS CODE 040598M

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

LAW, SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

N/A

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.3

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

N/A

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

3 years

$35,616

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

Graduate Diploma of International Security Studies D
Provides contemporary and in-depth study in the areas of security studies,
intelligence analysis, transnational crime, international law and political violence.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipIntSecStud

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

CRICOS CODE 083761E

Graduate Diploma of Laws D
Provides focused foundational knowledge and training of skills to prepare you
for further postgraduate study in law, or to provide training for individuals in
allied professional fields such as in government, advocacy, or management or
compliance roles in private and commercial settings.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipLaw

CRICOS CODE 083763C

Graduate Diploma of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism D
Covers a wide range of issues related to policing, intelligence, counter
terrorism and cybersecurity in international and national contexts.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipPICT

CRICOS CODE 083765A

Graduate Diploma of Politics and Public Policy D
Develop an understanding of the structure and processes of policy
formulation and implementation, and the changing landscape of policymaking
within an international and Australian context.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipPP

CRICOS CODE 083766M

Juris Doctor
If you have completed a non-law bachelor degree (or recognised equivalent)
and want an accredited postgraduate legal qualification that will prepare you
for a range of legal professions in Australia and globally, this is the course
for you. It continues Macquarie’s tradition of providing interdisciplinary
perspectives on the study of law. You will explore the law, discover its origins,
assess its effectiveness and consider the need for reform.
SPECIALISATIONS: Corporate and Commercial Law, Environmental Law,
International Law, Media and Technology Law, Social Justice.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/JD

CRICOS CODE 079539A

FEATURED ON PAGE 77

Master of International Law, Governance and Public Policy D
Learn about the broader context within which law reform and policy are
developed, implemented and evaluated at domestic and international levels.
You will have opportunities to extend your understanding of international law,
human rights, corporate responsibility, governance, and the rule of law and
policy in both public and private domains.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntLawGovPP

2.5

Feb

CRICOS CODE 083796E

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

1 year

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

LAW, SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE
Postgraduate course

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

Feb
Aug

1 year

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

GPA*

Start
date

N/A

2.5

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of International Security Studies D
In today’s environment, international security studies goes beyond the traditional
security challenges such as military conflict and can include challenges to
human, societal, economic and environmental security. This course explores the
strategies being developed to respond to these security and intelligence threats.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntSecStud

CRICOS CODE 083798C

Master of International Trade and Commerce Law
Available to law and non-law graduates looking to understand the legal
aspects of global trade and commerce. You will learn the legal, governance
and policy issues relevant to international and domestic trade and commerce,
fostering a broad and well-rounded understanding of the area.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntTradeComLaw

CRICOS CODE 045284M

FEATURED ON PAGE 77

Master of Laws
Enhance your understanding of law in a broad and interdisciplinary context.
You will receive advanced training in both legal skills and research, allowing
you to apply your comprehensive knowledge and expertise in private firms,
government agencies and non-government organisations.
SPECIALISATIONS: Corporate and Commercial Law, Environmental Law,
International Law, Media and Technology Law, Social Justice.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/LLM

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 year

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 78

CRICOS CODE 047337J

Master of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism D
Covers a wide range of policing, intelligence, counter terrorism and
cybersecurity issues in international and national contexts, including
intelligence analysis techniques, mapping terrorist networks and addressing
cybercrime. You will learn how to think critically about these issues, and
develop and implement strategies and tactics related to strategic policing
and counter terrorism, drawing on recent case studies.
SPECIALISATIONS: Counter Terrorism; Cyber-Security; General Policing,
Intelligence and Counter Terrorism; Intelligence; Policing.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPICT

N/A

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 78

CRICOS CODE 083803M

Master of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism
with Master of International Security Studies D
Develop the ability to critically evaluate and respond to major issues in
security, defence, cybersecurity, policing and government policy relating
to global security. This double degree balances a practical and applied
understanding of tactical issues, with a critical and evidence-based
understanding of the underlying trends that shape the contemporary global
strategic landscape.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPICTMIntSecStud

N/A

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083804K

Master of Politics and Public Policy
Develop your understanding of policy formulation, implementation and
evaluation. This course will give you a comprehensive understanding
of current debates in public policy, including evidence-based policy,
accountability, federal–state relations, globalisation, policy transfer,
political parties and citizen engagement.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPP

CRICOS CODE 083806G

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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WORLD TOP 150 LAW SCHOOL

4
YEARS FULL-TIME

97
ATAR

$33,390
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/LLB
CRICOS CODE
080288E
UAC CODE
300302
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band

Bachelor of Laws
As a Macquarie graduate, you will understand how the legal system works in a globalised world.
The hallmark of Macquarie’s law degrees is the emphasis on interdisciplinary study of the law
in its broader context. You are taught to look beyond law as a set of rules and procedures or as a
technical qualification. Learn about social, political, historical, cultural and economic factors that
have influenced the law’s development, as well as how the law is likely to change in the future.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: barrister, solicitor or employee in a wide variety of institutions
including community legal centres, consultancies, consumer goods manufacturers, diplomatic
service, education, financial institutions, health services, in-house counsel, legal practice,
media organisations, NGO advocacy bodies, pharmaceutical businesses, professional service
organisations, public service, regulatory bodies, start-ups, technology and telecommunications
companies, trade unions.
MAJORS: Corporate and Commercial Law; Criminology; Environmental Law and Management;
International Law and Global Governance; Media, Technology and the Law; Public Policy, Law and
Governance; Social Justice.
KEY FEATURES:
• Interact with practitioners from top Australian law firms, community legal centres,
governments, NGOs and a range of industries through a specially designed PACE
(Professional and Community Engagement) unit.
• Join distinguished alumni who include some of Australia’s leading judges, managing partners
of law firms, diplomats, members of parliament and senior executives in the private sector.
• A unit on alternative dispute resolution involves role-playing mediations and negotiations,
simulating scenarios you will encounter in professional life after graduation.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: civil procedure, constitutional and administrative law, contracts,
corporate law, criminal law, equity, evidence, international trade law, professional ethics,
property law, theoretical and moral reflections on legal institutions, torts.

BUILD EXPERT NETWORKS

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

75
ATAR

$31,270
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BSecStud
CRICOS CODE
083744F
UAC CODE
300135
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

Bachelor of Security Studies
This practice-oriented degree examines security, risk analysis and policy responses in the
network society, preparing you to meet the needs of a rapidly changing sector. You will examine
security from a range of perspectives including risk management strategies, emergency response,
national resilience, business continuity planning, law enforcement and the use of military force.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: border protection officer, counter terrorism liaison officer, cyber
safety adviser, fraud officer, intelligence analyst, military officer, operations officer, policy adviser,
policy analyst, project officer, risk analyst, security analyst, protective security consultant.
KEY FEATURES:
• Work with experts from Macquarie’s Department of Policing, Intelligence and Counter
Terrorism (PICT) and have opportunities to build professional relationships with experts
working in Australia and internationally.
• The degree combines academic study of security theories and issues with practical,
analytical and technical skills.
• You’ll use real-world analytical techniques to examine contemporary security challenges.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: all-hazards approaches to national security, business analytics,
business continuity, contemporary national and international security challenges, continuity
of government, counter terrorism, criminology, crisis response and emergency management,
cybersecurity, global politics, information security, intelligence analysis, law enforcement
operations, modern warfare, national security policy and strategy, peace and conflict, policing
and crime, political violence, risk analysis, security theory, theories of political coercion.

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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WORLD TOP 150 LAW SCHOOL

Juris Doctor
If you have completed a non-law bachelor degree (or recognised equivalent) and want an accredited
postgraduate legal qualification that will prepare you for a range of legal professions in Australia and
globally, this is the course for you. It continues Macquarie’s tradition of providing interdisciplinary
perspectives on the study of law. You will explore the law, discover its origins, assess its effectiveness
and consider the need for reform.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: many graduates will pursue careers as either barristers or
solicitors; however, a broad range of rewarding careers are open to law graduates including
community legal centres, diplomatic service, financial institutions, multinationals, NGO
advocacy bodies and public service.
SPECIALISATIONS: Corporate and Commercial Law, Environmental Law, International Law,
Media and Technology Law, Social Justice.
KEY FEATURES:
• Gain the analytical, writing and advocacy skills required in the legal environment.
• Includes workplace experience through our PACE (Professional and Community Engagement)
unit, which allows you to experience the law in practice.
• Offers dedicated graduate-level law units, ensuring you develop an advanced understanding
of the law.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: applied legal ethics, civil and criminal procedure, constitutional law,
dispute resolution processes and law, evidence, foundations of law, international law, research
methodologies in law.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent.

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

2.5
GPA

$35,616
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/JD
CRICOS CODE
079539A
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band

GRADUATE WITH SKILLS IN DEMAND

Master of International Trade and Commerce Law
Available to law and non-law graduates looking to understand the legal aspects of global trade and
commerce. You will learn the legal, governance and policy issues relevant to international and
domestic trade and commerce, fostering a broad and well-rounded understanding of the area.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers in multinational corporations; national businesses
engaging in international markets; and organisations dealing with finance, trade and
development issues.
KEY FEATURES:
• Develop an advanced and integrated understanding of a broad and complex body of legal
knowledge in the area of international trade and commercial law.
• Apply sophisticated legal research skills to the resolution of specific legal problems and to
the formulation and articulation of international law and policy reform and corresponding
application in domestic law.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: international business transactions, international commercial law,
international dispute settlement, international political economy, international trade and finance,
law of international organisations, research methodologies in law.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 8 honours qualification or recognised equivalent in law, business, commerce,
economics, international relations or related discipline; or Australian level 7 bachelor
qualification in law, business, commerce, economics, international relations or related
discipline and 18 months relevant professional experience or recognised equivalent.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

1
YEAR FULL-TIME

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntTrdeComLaw
CRICOS CODE
045284M
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
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WORLD TOP 150 LAW SCHOOL

1
YEAR FULL-TIME

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/LLM
CRICOS CODE
047337J
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Laws
Enhance your understanding of law in a broad and interdisciplinary context from one of the
top law schools in the world. You’ll receive advanced training in both legal skills and research,
allowing you to apply your comprehensive knowledge and expertise in private firms, government
agencies and non-government organisations.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: commerce, community services, education, government, legal
practice, private industry. Our graduates also find work in federal and state politics, government,
business management and consultancy roles.
SPECIALISATIONS: Corporate and Commercial Law, Environmental Law, International Law,
Media and Technology Law, Social Justice.
KEY FEATURES:
• Deepen your legal knowledge across five interdisciplinary areas.
• Upgrade your legal skills for practising in the private or public sector.
• Opportunity to undertake a research project on issues concerning governance, law and policy.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: anti-discrimination law, climate change law, competition law,
environmental law and sustainable development, heritage law and policy, intellectual property
law, international human rights law, law of international organisations, sustainable corporate
governance and financing, technology and e-commerce law.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 8 qualification in honours law or recognised equivalent; or Australian
level 7 bachelor qualification in law and 18 months relevant professional experience or
recognised equivalent.

STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL SKILLS

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

N/A
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MPICT
CRICOS CODE
083803M
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism
This degree covers a wide range of policing, intelligence, counter terrorism and cybersecurity
issues in international and national contexts, including intelligence analysis techniques, mapping
terrorist networks and addressing cybercrime. You will learn to think critically about these
issues, and develop and implement strategies and tactics related to strategic policing and counter
terrorism, drawing on recent case studies.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers in state and federal police services, military forces and
security industry-related companies – particularly private and public sector organisations who
deal with the analysis of risk and intelligence.
SPECIALISATIONS: Counter Terrorism; Cyber-Security; General Policing, Intelligence and
Counter Terrorism; Intelligence; Policing.
KEY FEATURES:
• Study the latest developments and analyse the challenges, threats and opportunities
confronting the Indo-Pacific region and the globe.
• Examine the impact of media and modern communications technology on policing,
terrorism, intelligence gathering and security.
• You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: Asia-Pacific security, border security and migration, cyber intelligence,
cybersecurity, foundations of modern intelligence, international policing systems, organised crime,
police leadership and governance, strategic law enforcement, terrorism issues, terrorist networks.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in relevant field.
• If you have relevant and significant work experience related to the field of security, you may be
able to finish the degree in a shorter timeframe.
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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“At Macquarie I was encouraged to
think creatively and outside the box.
While it might sound clichéd, this way
of thinking helps with innovation and it
develops the skills you need to think on
your feet and to solve problems you will
face in the real world. When I come up
against a tough legal dilemma at work,
the analytical methods I learned from
Macquarie lecturers and tutors help me
come up with great solutions.”
Andre Nguyen
Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Laws
graduate from Australia
In-house counsel, Kaplan International, London UK

80 GUIDE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS MEDIA, CREATIVE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION

“My Macquarie course convener helped
me find an internship at Janssen [a
subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson], whose
Australian headquarters are located
near the Macquarie campus. During my
internship I supported Janssen’s Corporate
and Government Affairs department in
developing a social media strategy. Janssen
offered me a position after graduation.
My initial tasks at Janssen actually
resembled some of the assignments I had
at Macquarie, which shows how practical
Macquarie’s courses really are.”
Sabine Keller
Master of International Communication
graduate from Germany
Corporate and Government Affairs Associate, Janssen
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Media, creative
arts and
communication
Our programs are designed to keep you up-to-date with emerging media and industry
practices while ensuring you have a strong understanding of traditional mass
communication. In the home of Australia’s first media department, you’ll learn from
award-winning experts and have access to industry-standard facilities, including our
multi-million-dollar media hub with professional screen, radio and dance studios,
as well as state-of-the-art digital workstations for all production areas. Immerse
yourself in writing, dance, music, screen production, management, games design or
communication, and set yourself up for a career in the new media landscape.

WHY STUDY MEDIA, CREATIVE ARTS AND
COMMUNICATION AT MACQUARIE?

BEST IN
COUNTRY
Our multi-million-dollar media hub features the best
university media facilities in Australia

INTERNSHIPS
Strong media-industry ties for strong
access to careers

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 100 in the world for communication and media studies
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

MEDIA, CREATIVE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

85

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Arts – Media
Learn the skills required to respond to a rapidly evolving media environment
from award-winning academics and practitioners. This course allows you
to study contemporary critical approaches to media theory with practical
production techniques. Access professional-quality studios for screen
production, drama, dance, music recording and radio production, as well
as five fully equipped computer labs that provide the creative and personal
space to develop quality projects.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-Media

FEATURED ON PAGE 84

CRICOS CODE 072063M

Bachelor of Arts – Media with Bachelor of Laws
Gives you an understanding of the fundamentals of law, contemporary media
theory and production techniques to work across industries.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-MediaLLB

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$ 33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

95

Feb
Aug

3 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 072062A

Bachelor of Marketing and Media
Our unique blend of marketing strategy, brand management and digital
production will set you apart in the job market.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BMktgMedia

CRICOS CODE 074754A
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

MEDIA, CREATIVE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

Course
duration

(min-max)

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

$30,740

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
6.5 in Listening
6.5 in Speaking

$30,740

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
6.5 in Listening
6.5 in Speaking

(AUD)

Graduate Diploma of Children’s Literature D
Our innovative postgraduate course considers children’s books and films
from the perspective of literary and cultural theory, as well as their social
and historical contexts.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipChildLit

N/A

0.5 – 1
year#

CRICOS CODE 084527G

Graduate Diploma of Creative Writing D
2.5

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
6.5 in Listening
6.5 in Speaking

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

Undertake intensive practical workshops across a range of genres including
children’s literature, creative non-fiction, short story, novel and poetry.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipCrWrit

Feb
Aug

(or equivalent)

CRICOS CODE 084528F

Master of Children’s Literature D
Macquarie is a world leader in the field of children’s literature. Gain practical
experience in analysing and critiquing a diversity of texts and genres, including
picture books, children’s films, graphic novels and young adult fiction from the
perspective of literary and cultural theory, as well as their social and historical
contexts. If creative writing is also your passion, you can elect to add units from
our acclaimed Master of Creative Writing to create a personalised course.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MChildLit

CRICOS CODE 084545E

Master of Creative Industries
Prepares you for a career in both media and creative industries by teaching you
a range of practical knowledge and skills such as creative entrepreneurship
and arts management, media and audience engagement strategies, digital,
music, sound, performance to screen, and media production. You will develop
the management and entrepreneurial skills to produce, publish, distribute and
promote media and creative projects in a real-world context.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MCrIndustries

FEATURED ON PAGE 84

CRICOS CODE 077335G

Master of Creative Writing D
Undertake intensive practical workshops across a range of genres including
children’s literature, creative non-fiction, short story, novella, novel and
poetry. You have opportunities to apply your skills in professional-context
projects, and to value-add to your writing with a suite of editing and publishing
units. If children’s literature is also your passion, you can select units from our
internationally acclaimed Master of Children’s Literature.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MCrWrit

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
7.0 in Writing
6.5 in Listening
6.5 in Speaking

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 084546D

Master of Future Journalism
Offers aspiring and experienced journalists the opportunity to develop
expertise required to expand their careers in the changing media landscape.
The course enhances your knowledge, understanding and skills to practise
professional journalism in a digital environment.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MFJ

FEATURED ON PAGE 86

CRICOS CODE 081910B

Master of International Business
with Master of International Communication
Gives you enhanced career options, helps you gain specialised knowledge and
skills in the field of international communication, and prepares you for working
in the public or private sector.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntBusMIntComm

2.7

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083792J

Master of International Communication
Develop the media communication, international relations and cultural
studies skills you need for an international communication career. This
degree is built on the research strengths of our academic staff and examines
the evolution of communication theories and strategies in response to
modernisation and social changes.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntComm

FEATURED ON PAGE 86

CRICOS CODE 083794G

Master of International Communication
with Master of International Relations
Learn the essentials of media communication, cultural studies and policy
development required in an increasingly globalised world. The strong
international focus combined with international internship opportunities will
give you a truly global perspective.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntComMIntRel

2.5

Feb
Aug

CRICOS CODE 083795F

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.

2.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band
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MULTI-MILLION-DOLLAR FACILITIES

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

85
ATAR

$31,270
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BA-Media
CRICOS CODE
072063M
UAC CODE
300139
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Bachelor of Arts – Media
Learn the skills required to respond to a rapidly evolving media environment from award-winning
academics and practitioners. This course allows you to study contemporary critical approaches to
media theory with practical production techniques. Access professional-quality studios for screen
production, drama, dance, music recording and radio production, as well as five fully equipped
computer labs that provide the creative and personal space to develop quality projects. In
addition to core units, you can focus on two or more media forms. Write, shoot and produce films;
compose feature stories for print and online publications; design interactive media environments;
manage a public relations campaign; or make and broadcast a radio show.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: account manager, advertising executive, animator, arts
administrator, broadcaster, content coordinator and producer, copywriter, corporate affairs
consultant, corporate communications specialist, digital campaign executive, digital designer,
digital producer, editor, editorial coordinator, feature writer, film and television producer,
freelance contributor, game developer, journalist, media adviser, media and music producer,
online journalist, promo producer, public relations specialist, radio announcer, social media
manager, speechwriter, video producer/editor, website designer/editor.
KEY FEATURES:
• Learn in a custom-designed building with professional studio spaces, industry-standard digital
workstations, a specially equipped theatre for screenings, and digital production tools.
• Teaching staff are widely published academics and award-winning media producers with
industry experience in their area of expertise.
• Strong industry ties and a growing internship program enable you to spend a session in a
relevant work placement.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: documentary theory and technique, media theory, music and sound,
professional writing, radio production, screen production, video games, web design.

AWARD-WINNING MENTORS

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MCrIndustries
CRICOS CODE
077335G
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Creative Industries
This course prepares you for a career in both media and creative industries by teaching you a
range of practical knowledge and skills such as creative entrepreneurship and arts management,
media and audience engagement strategies, digital, music, sound, performance to screen, and
media production. You will develop the management and entrepreneurial skills to produce,
publish, distribute and promote media and creative projects in a real-world context.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers across the music and screen industries – in broadcast,
community media, cross-platform production, documentary production, film and television,
independent film, online production, radio, record production, sound design.
KEY FEATURES:
• You will be mentored and taught by award-winning academics and experts from the music,
media, screen and performance industries.
• Gives you the skills to produce, release and promote your projects.
• Develops your entrepreneurial skills and understanding of the online environment.
• Work on practical projects in world-class production facilities.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: art of recording, arts criticism, creative entrepreneurship,
digital audio/radio production, digital media strategies, independent cinema, interactive
communication, law and ethics, inter-cultural communication, non-fiction screen media, social
media, music production, screen aesthetics.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in relevant field.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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CREATING JOURNALISTIC LEADERS OF TOMORROW

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$35,616
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MFJ
CRICOS CODE
081910B
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of Future Journalism
Designed in consultation with industry and international partners, this course offers aspiring
and experienced journalists the opportunity to develop expertise in the skills required to expand
their careers. The course will enhance your knowledge, understanding and skills to practise
professional journalism in a digital environment.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: roles in online and print media organisations, radio and television.
You will also be positioned to use your knowledge of journalism, online and social media practices
in communications roles across the private, public and community sectors.
KEY FEATURES:
• Access to state-of-the-art media and production facilities, including a digital newsroom
designed specifically for this course.
• Create a range of audio, visual, textual and social media content and broadcast it online,
allowing you to gain practical experience.
• Possibility for international study tours and/or exchange.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: data journalism; digital audio/radio production; digital media
strategies; interactive communication; leadership and management; media law and culture;
media writing and research; social media, law and ethics.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in relevant field.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntComm
CRICOS CODE
083794G

Master of International Communication
Develop the media communication, international relations and cultural studies skills you need for
an international communication career. This course examines the evolution of communication
theories and strategies in response to modernisation and social changes.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: development specialist, diplomat, international business person,
international civil servant, international journalist, policymaker, project manager.
KEY FEATURES:
• Gain practical experience through an optional internship.
• Have access to the research strengths of our academic staff.
• Examine current problems and situations in international communications.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: communication for social change; corporate writing; inter-cultural
communication; issues in contemporary global media; public diplomacy and international
relations; social media, law and ethics.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in relevant field.

INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

PHOTO: EFFY ALEXAKIS, PHOTOWRITE
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Science
We’re renowned for our expertise in science across fields such as astronomy, biology,
chemistry, microbiology and physics. Our highly regarded science graduates benefit
from our interdisciplinary approach and forge successful, productive careers across
a broad range of scientific disciplines. Our science staff are recognised for their
excellence in teaching and many are known internationally for their research, which
ensures you are taught the most up-to-date scientific knowledge.

WHY STUDY SCIENCE AT MACQUARIE?

TOP IN
REGION
Our science laboratories and teaching facilities
are considered among the best in the Asia-Pacific region

AWARD-WINNING
SCIENTISTS
Learn from award-winning scientists
and internationally recognised researchers

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 300 in the world for physics and astronomy
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

SCIENCE
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

96

Feb

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

75

Feb
Aug

4 years

$29,680

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

5 years

$34,980

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

75

Feb
Aug

3 years

$29,680

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Actuarial Studies with Bachelor of Science
With a major in either Statistics or Mathematics, this double degree gives you
enhanced career options and allows you to complete all of the units required
for exemption from Parts 1 and 2 of the Actuaries Institute’s professional
exams, while gaining a competitive set of specialist skills.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BActStudBSc

CRICOS CODE 067842D

Bachelor of Advanced Science
Designed for gifted and talented students, this is an elite program with a
strong research focus. It combines the flexibility of the Bachelor of Science
with additional research-focused, small group units, and is designed to foster
problem-solving skills and independent, critical thinking.
MAJORS: Astronomy and Astrophysics, Biology, Biomolecular Sciences,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Palaeobiology, Physics, Software Technology.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAdvSc

CRICOS CODE 067843C

Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Science
Allows you to combine your interest in science with the creative and
communication skills of arts.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABSc

CRICOS CODE 067847K

Bachelor of Commerce with Bachelor of Science
Provides enhanced career options and allows you to understand the
intersection between technology industries and the fast-paced world of
business and finance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComBSc

CRICOS CODE 067856J

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) with Bachelor of Science
Enables you to broaden the scope of your technical studies and have that
knowledge recognised by employers.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBSc

CRICOS CODE 087879C

Bachelor of Science
Offers you the flexibility to construct a specific program of study tailored to
your intended professional career. This course is suitable if you are interested
in science and seeking a degree with flexibility, or if you are interested in
combining the study of science with commerce, law or another field.
MAJORS: Astronomy and Astrophysics, Biology, Biomolecular Sciences,
Business Information Systems, Chemistry, Climate Science, Cognitive and
Brain Sciences, Computing, Data Science, Decision Science, Development
Studies and Culture Change, Electronics, Environmental Earth Science,
Environmental Geology, Environmental Management, Geography, Geology,
Geophysics, Human Biology, Human Geography, Information Systems
and Business Analysis, Mathematics, Palaeobiology, Photonics, Physics,
Psychological Science, Software Technology, Spatial Information Science,
Statistics, Web Design and Development.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSc

FEATURED ON PAGE 92

CRICOS CODE 001365G

Bachelor of Science with Bachelor of Education (Secondary)
This double degree prepares you to become a qualified secondary
teacher specialising in a science-related discipline area, including
mathematics. You will study with science academics, giving you expert
knowledge. Your education studies focus on developing your knowledge
of teaching and learning methodologies as well as giving you extensive
professional experience.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BScBEdSec

75

Feb

4 years

$29,680

7.0 overall
6.5 in Reading
6.5 in Writing
7.5 in Listening
7.5 in Speaking

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

CRICOS CODE 081340J

Bachelor of Science with Bachelor of Laws
Equips you with knowledge of scientific and legal principles while building
problem-solving and critical thinking skills.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BScLLB

CRICOS CODE 001372G
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

SCIENCE
Postgraduate course

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

N/A

Feb
Aug

2 years
part-time

$15,370

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

N/A

Feb
Aug

3 years
part-time

$15,370

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.7

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.7

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

GPA*

Start
date

2.5

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Graduate Diploma of Applied Statistics
Designed to train you for employment as a statistician in a range of industries.
Specialised study is also available in various areas including biostatistics,
epidemiological methods, generalised linear models, time series and
stochastic finance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipAppStat

CRICOS CODE 083759K

Graduate Diploma of Biostatistics D
Introduces you to epidemiological study design and the theory
and application of the major areas of biostatistics relevant to
professional practice.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipBiostat

DISTANCE ONLY

Graduate Diploma of Laboratory Quality Analysis
and Management
Designed for students who are increasingly engaged in work related to analytical
chemistry. Satisfactory performance in this diploma can be counted for credit
towards the Master of Laboratory Quality Analysis and Management.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipLabQAMgt

CRICOS CODE 083762D

Master of Applied Statistics
Designed to train you for employment as a statistician. Teaches you the
applications of contemporary statistical methods and the use of the latest
computational techniques; both skills are highly valued by employers.
Specialised study is available in the areas of biostatistics, epidemiological
methods, generalised linear models, time series and stochastic finance.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppStats

CRICOS CODE 083779F

Master of Biostatistics D
Designed to meet the increasing demand for well-trained biostatisticians,
this course offers a sound mathematically based grounding in statistical
methods with a strong emphasis on applications in all areas of health and
medical research.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBioStat

DISTANCE ONLY

Master of Biotechnology
Gives you a core competency in advanced molecular biotechnology
approaches including molecular biology, protein biochemistry,
proteomics and applied microbiology. It also builds advanced skills in
critical thinking, experimental design and writing for peer-reviewed
scientific literature.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBioTech

CRICOS CODE 084698K

Master of Biotechnology and Business
Provides both an understanding of a multidisciplinary approach to
biotechnology as well as the opportunity to acquire functional business
skills. This course includes an opportunity to participate in a biotechnology
industry internship.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBioBus

CRICOS CODE 083780B

Master of Laboratory Quality Analysis and Management
Equips you with the familiarity and understanding of the increasingly stringent
rules and requirements in advanced chemical laboratory quality assurance
and management.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MLabQAMgt

CRICOS CODE 083799B

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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WORLD-LEADING TEACHERS

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

75
ATAR

$29,680
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSc
CRICOS CODE
001365G
UAC CODE
300517
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Bachelor of Science
A Bachelor of Science from Macquarie offers you the flexibility to construct a specific program of
study tailored to your intended professional career. This course is suitable if you are interested
in science and seeking a degree with flexibility, or if you are interested in combining the study of
science with commerce, law or another field.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: astronomical researcher, biomedical scientist, climate consultant,
computing and modelling technician, environmental scientist, exploration geologist, forensic
scientist, genetic counsellor, inventory manager, market researcher, meteorologist, national
parks manager, networking and communications specialist, pharmaceutical researcher, soil
surveyor, system designer, teacher (with further study).
MAJORS: Astronomy and Astrophysics, Biology, Biomolecular Sciences, Business Information
Systems, Chemistry, Climate Science, Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Computing, Data Science,
Decision Science, Development Studies and Culture Change, Electronics, Environmental Earth
Science, Environmental Geology, Environmental Management, Geography, Geology, Geophysics,
Human Biology, Human Geography, Information Systems and Business Analysis, Mathematics,
Palaeobiology, Photonics, Physics, Psychological Science, Software Technology, Spatial
Information Science, Statistics, Web Design and Development.
KEY FEATURES:
• Enhance your skills and problem-solving abilities through a strong focus on practical work in
the field and in our laboratories.
• Modern laboratories offer exposure to the latest instrumentation and tools.
• Teaching by internationally recognised researchers ensures up-to-date scientific knowledge.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: advanced astronomy, applied statistics, behavioural genomics,
chemical analysis, circuits and devices, computer simulation, ecology, electric and magnetic
interactions, evolution and biodiversity, mathematics, molecular and medical biotechnology,
organic and biological chemistry, physical and environmental chemistry, probability,
programmable logic design, statistical data analysis.
#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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“I chose Macquarie because they
collaborate with world-class
organisations in measurement science;
the National Association of Testing
Authorities, Australia; and National
Measurement Institute. The teaching
is very high-tech here, and allows for
easy communication with my lecturers
and tutors.”
Ernest Velemu
Master of Laboratory Quality Analysis and
Management student from Papua New Guinea
Australia Award scholarship recipient

94 GUIDE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS SOCIETY, HISTORY AND LANGUAGES

“Studying translating and interpreting
at Macquarie, and participating in
the University’s Global Leadership
Program, gave me the opportunity to
learn from experts across many sectors
and network with people with diverse
backgrounds. After achieving my masters,
I have been building a career as an
international affairs specialist and have
had the opportunity to translate for many
influential figures such as mayors and
council chairmen. With growing bilateral
ties between Australia and South Korea,
I think there will be increasing benefits of
having an Australian degree.”
Minjong Yu
Master of Translating and Interpreting
graduate from South Korea
Manager, Inheon International Relations Foundation
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Society, history
and languages
Let your studies take you into a world beyond academia. We’re the only university
in Australia to offer a full study of Egyptology, and our professionally accredited
Bachelor of Planning is the Sydney region’s first such degree with a strong social and
environmental focus.
Our world-leading linguistics department and innovative human sciences program will
help you make a difference in people’s lives. We also offer the widest range of European
languages in New South Wales, along with comprehensive Asian language options.
You’ll see the bigger picture with our world-class courses in politics, history, cultural
studies, philosophy, sociology, geography, planning, English, international studies,
anthropology, Indigenous studies, translating and interpreting, or languages.

WHY STUDY SOCIETY, HISTORY
AND LANGUAGES AT MACQUARIE?

INTERNATIONAL
CAREERS
Our international studies program prepares you to work for
organisations such as the UN, UNESCO and the World Health Organization

LONGESTRUNNING
Our ancient history program is
the longest-running of its kind in Australia

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 100 in the world for English, geography,
linguistics and philosophy; top 150 in the world for history
(QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2015)
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

SOCIETY, HISTORY AND LANGUAGES
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

92

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

88

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.5 in each band

83

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

75

Feb

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.5 in each band

80

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

80

Feb

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

78

Feb
Aug

4 years

$33,390

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Ancient History D
The longest-running program of its kind in Australia, this course is
world-leading and broader in scope than any similar university degree.
It incorporates Egyptology; ancient Near Eastern, early Christian and Jewish
studies; as well as studies of the Graeco-Roman world. It includes unique
opportunities to study artefacts and undertake field experience on campus
and at overseas archaeological sites.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAncHist

CRICOS CODE 079891G

Bachelor of Archaeology
This multidisciplinary course crosses the traditional arts/science divide by
integrating core archaeology and ancient history units with a broad selection
of science units. This course has a strong practical focus. Opportunities are
provided through a number of field and laboratory activities that complement
your theoretical training.
MAJORS: Anthropology, Biology, Biomolecular Sciences, Chemistry,
Climate Science, Environmental Earth Science, Environmental Geology,
Geography, Geology, Geophysics, Human Biology, Interactivity and Games,
Palaeobiology, Software Technology, Spatial Information Science, Statistics,
Web Design and Development.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BArch

CRICOS CODE 083740K

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology with Bachelor of Human Sciences
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
human psychological process and community services, public health and allied
health. It also provides the academic background for postgraduate study in
physiotherapy and audiology.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-PsychBHumanSc

CRICOS CODE 083741J

Bachelor of Hellenic Studies
Offers an interdisciplinary study of Greek culture, society and language
throughout history. You will explore the role of Greek language in its cultural and
sociohistorical setting, allowing you to develop proficiency in Modern Greek.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BHelStud

CRICOS CODE 083742G

Bachelor of Human Sciences
Prepares you for employment in areas where skills in public health policy,
promotion and education, community-based care and disability services
are in high demand. Employment in the community services sector is
growing rapidly, and you will learn how to integrate knowledge from biology,
psychology, linguistics, sociology, education and health to improve the
lives of others.
MAJORS: Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Communication Disorders,
Community Services, Human Movement, Language and Professional
Communication, Public Health: Policy and Promotion.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BHumanSc

CRICOS CODE 080285G

Bachelor of International Studies
Combining the study of cultures and global society with the opportunity to
learn a foreign language and study overseas, this degree opens the door to
the languages and societies of a variety of countries across Asia, the Americas
and Europe. It offers an opportunity for high-quality international experiences,
with an in-depth experience of your target culture during a compulsory
session abroad.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIntStud

CRICOS CODE 054336G

Bachelor of International Studies with Bachelor of Laws
Allows you to combine your study of languages, as well as European and Asian
cultures, with your interest in law.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIntStudLLB

CRICOS CODE 059055J

Bachelor of Planning
The Sydney region’s first undergraduate planning degree, this course has a
strong interdisciplinary social and environmental focus, giving Macquarie
graduates a distinctive edge compared to those from more traditional courses
that focus on urban design and architecture. You will explore planning issues
and practices in Australia and beyond. This degree is accredited by the
Planning Institute of Australia (PIA).

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPlan

CRICOS CODE 060724M
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

SOCIETY, HISTORY AND LANGUAGES
Undergraduate course

ATAR

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

94

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

77

Feb
Aug

3 years

$31,270

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

96

Feb
Aug

5 years

$33,390

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

GPA*

Start
date

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

2.5

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.2

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.4

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

0.5 – 1
year#

$26,500

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
with Bachelor of Human Sciences
Gives you enhanced career options and equips you with an understanding of
human psychological processes and community services, public health and
allied health. Continuation with the psychology honours program is subject to
meeting entry criteria. This degree may also enable you to progress towards
registration as a psychologist.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPsychHonsBHumanSc

CRICOS CODE 083743G

Bachelor of Social Science
Gain insights into the science of people, places and social problems,
and develop skills in social research and applied social science. There is a
strong emphasis on social research design, methods, practice and application
across a range of data analysis techniques and technologies. This provides
you with a flexible set of vocational skills and capabilities, offering an
understanding of issues in culturally diverse social environments and in
local and global contexts.
MAJORS: Anthropology; Criminology; Development Studies and Culture
Change; Gender Studies; Human Geography; Indigenous Studies; International
Relations; Philosophy; Political Economy and Social Policy; Politics;
Psychological Science; Public Policy, Law and Governance; Social Justice;
Sociolinguistics; Sociology; Statistics.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSocSci

CRICOS CODE 027337G

Bachelor of Social Science with Bachelor of Laws
Allows you to study the fundamentals of the legal system and gain skills in
social research and applied social science.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSocScLLB

CRICOS CODE 040598M

SOCIETY, HISTORY AND LANGUAGES
Postgraduate course
Graduate Diploma of International Relations D
Examines the power–political, economic, cultural, legal and institutional forces
that influence relations between the major actors in the international system.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipIntRel

(AUD)

CRICOS CODE 084529E

Graduate Diploma of Policy and Applied Social Research
Develops your skills in applied social research and the analysis of policy in
social and environmental contexts.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipPASR

CRICOS CODE 084530A

Graduate Diploma of Social Impact Assessment D
Offers you skills development, research training and theoretical concept
introduction within the field of social impact assessment.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipSIA

(or equivalent)

CRICOS CODE 083767K

Graduate Diploma of Translating and Interpreting
Designed to meet the needs of proficient bilinguals who aim to work as
professional translators and interpreters. Acquire the skills and knowledge
to perform translating and interpreting in a range of institutional settings
common to community and commercial translating and interpreting
practice in Australia and overseas. For eligible students, this is a pathway
to the Master of Advanced Translation and Interpreting Studies, Master of
Conference Interpreting, and Master of Translation and Interpreting Studies.
Note: August intake is for Chinese language only.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipTransInter

CRICOS CODE 083771C

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

SOCIETY, HISTORY AND LANGUAGES
Postgraduate course

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

Feb

1 year

$26,500

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$26,500

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

GPA*

Start
date

N/A

2.5

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of Advanced Conference Interpreting
Study conference interpreting in the largest and oldest course in the
Asia-Pacific region. Develop skills and strategies for both specialised consecutive
and simultaneous interpreting. Secure a career as a high-level professional
interpreter for international and bilateral conferences. Learn in the largest
conference interpreting course in an Australian university with a purpose-built
conference interpreting laboratory, and receive regular self and peer analysis of
your interpreting work.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MConfInt

CRICOS CODE 083776J

Master of Advanced Translation and Interpreting Studies
Proficient bilinguals will develop the skills and knowledge to work as a
professional translator and interpreter in specialised contexts. The course
focuses on theoretical knowledge relevant to translating and interpreting
practice and its application in professional practice. Included is the design
and implementation of an extensive research project and practicum projects
with our industry partners in a variety of settings.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAdvTransInterStud

FEATURED ON PAGE 100

CRICOS CODE 085029F

Master of Ancient History
Gain an in-depth understanding of the ancient world and cultures, along
with hands-on experience through our on-campus museum and
archaeological excavations overseas. Units are offered in a wide range
of ancient cultures including Greece, Rome, Egypt, Israel, Early Christianity,
Late Antiquity and Coptic Studies.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAncHist

N/A

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1–2
years #

$26,500

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 084544F

Master of Applied Linguistics and TESOL
Study with one of the world’s most highly regarded linguistics departments,
which features four research centres. This degree is recognised and endorsed
by leading employment-related bodies including National ELT Accreditation
Scheme (NEAS); Board of Studies, Teaching and Educational Standards NSW
(BOSTES); and the Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP), and is designed to
provide a strong theoretical and practical foundation in the field of teaching
English as a second or foreign language. Much of the content of the course
is also relevant to teachers of other languages and covers theoretical and
methodological issues relevant to applied language study.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppLing

FEATURED ON PAGE 41

CRICOS CODE 083778G

Master of Development Studies and Global Health
Provides you with a unique opportunity to gain valuable skills and training
in development studies and global health, bringing together anthropology,
development studies, human geography and global health. You will be
trained and equipped with the knowledge and skills you need to address
development- and health-related issues in our globalised world.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MDevStudGlobalHlth

2.7

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.7

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$35,616

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083789D

Master of International Business
with Master of International Relations
Gives you enhanced career options and helps you pursue an international
career in diplomacy, in the NGO sector or in multinational corporations with
international operations. Gain work experience through an internship in an
approved institution (embassy, NGO or an international organisation) and
gain academic credits towards your degree.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntBusMIntRel

CRICOS CODE 083793G

Master of International Communication
with Master of International Relations
Learn the essentials of media communication, cultural studies and policy
development required in an increasingly globalised world. The strong
international focus combined with international internship opportunities
will give you a truly global perspective.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntComMIntRel

CRICOS CODE 083795F

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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# You may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

SOCIETY, HISTORY AND LANGUAGES
Postgraduate course

GPA*

Start
date

2.25

Feb
Aug

Course
duration

Indicative
annual fee

IELTS
minimum score

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

(min-max)

(AUD)

(or equivalent)

Master of International Public Diplomacy D
This innovative course is the first of its kind offered in Australia and prepares
you for a career in public service, international development or corporate
international relations. You will network and learn from serving and retired
diplomats through workshops. You will also have the option to do an
internship in your chosen field or an independent research project in the
context of international public diplomacy.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntPubDip

FEATURED ON PAGE 100

CRICOS CODE 079199E

Master of International Relations D
This flexible and real-world-focused course examines the power–political,
economic, cultural, legal and institutional forces that influence relations
between the major actors in the international system. You will explore
fundamental issues such as the causes of war and peace, global poverty
and uneven development, environmental degradation, the development
of institutions of global and regional governance, and international law
in particular regions and trouble spots such as the Middle East, Asia,
Europe and Africa.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntRel

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

FEATURED ON PAGE 101

CRICOS CODE 083797D

Master of Policy and Applied Social Research
Learn how to design, conduct and evaluate applied research and analyse
social, environmental and human services policy. This course will train you in
both quantitative and qualitative methodologies including analysing statistical
data, running focus groups, conducting surveys and analysing survey data.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPASR

2.5

Feb
Aug

1 – 1.5
years #

$30,740

6.5 overall
6.0 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

1.5 years

$26,500

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

3 years #

$26,500

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

2.5

Feb
Aug

2.5
years #

$26,500

7.0 overall
6.5 in each band

CRICOS CODE 083805J

Master of Translation and Interpreting Studies
Designed to meet the needs of proficient bilinguals to work as professional
translators and interpreters. You will acquire the skills and knowledge
required to execute practicum projects in translating and interpreting with
our industry partners in a range of translating and interpreting settings. It is
a National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters (NAATI)
approved course for accreditation at professional translator and interpreter
level and study. Note: August intake is for Chinese language only.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTransInter

CRICOS CODE 083811M

Master of Translation and Interpreting Studies
with Master of Applied Linguistics and TESOL
Designed to develop your existing linguistics skills and to help you develop
as a translator or interpreter. Well suited to language professionals working
in the area of language teaching, curriculum development, education
assessment and program evaluation, teacher training, policy development,
management or community services where language and communication
are critical issues.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTransInterMAppLing

CRICOS CODE 083812K

Master of Translation and Interpreting Studies
with Master of International Relations
Designed to meet the needs of proficient bilinguals who aim to work as
professional translators and interpreters, and also have professional and
academic knowledge and skills as well as advocacy skills for international
relations. Develop practical skills through independent research and practicum
projects with our industry partners in a variety of settings.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTransInterMIntRel

CRICOS CODE 083813J

D = You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country. Check the course link for details.

* The GPA listed must be from a recognised bachelor degree, and other entry requirements may apply. Check the course link for details.
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PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION

1–2

Master of Advanced Translation
and Interpreting Studies

2.5

Proficient bilinguals will develop the skills and knowledge to work as a professional translator
and interpreter in specialised contexts. The course focuses on theoretical knowledge relevant
to translating and interpreting practice and its application in professional practice. Included is
the design and implementation of an extensive research project and practicum projects with our
industry partners in a variety of settings. Open to all language combinations with English.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: translator and interpreter for agencies, business and media,
courts, governments, international conferences and events, police or hospitals, as well as
entrepreneurial opportunities.
KEY FEATURES:
• This is a National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters (NAATI) approved
course for accreditation at professional translator and interpreter level.
• Execute practicum projects with our industry partners and conduct independent research
in a variety of settings.
• Strong emphasis on technological skills to prepare you for a fast-changing marketplace.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: audiovisual translation, communication skills for translators and
interpreters, content management for print and online delivery, interpreting practice, languages
and cultures in contact, literary translation, professional practice in translating and interpreting,
research methods in language study, technology for translating and interpreting.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in a language or
communication-related field or related discipline.
• Proficiency in one of the available languages.

YEARS FULL-TIME #

GPA

$26,500
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MAdvTransInterStud
CRICOS CODE
085029F
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band

FIRST OF ITS KIND

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.25
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntPubDip
CRICOS CODE
079199E
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Master of International Public Diplomacy
This innovative degree is the first of its kind offered in Australia and prepares you for a career
in public service, international development or corporate international relations. This degree
has a multidisciplinary focus, helping you gain an in-depth understanding of strategy and
policy development, public diplomacy practice, international law and security, inter-cultural
communications and international relations.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: adviser, corporate international relations specialist, international
image analyst, public diplomat, strategist.
KEY FEATURES:
• Network and learn from serving and retired diplomats through workshops.
• Choose to do an internship in your chosen field or an independent research project
in the context of international public diplomacy.
• You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: evaluation and the policy process, globalisation and security,
inter-cultural communication, international marketing, methods of research and writing,
politics of international human rights law, public diplomacy and international public
relations, social survey research.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in anthropology, cultural
studies, diplomacy, media and communication, modern history, international relations,
politics, international studies, law, psychology, security studies, sociology, linguistics,
marketing, or a related discipline, or Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised
equivalent with relevant and significant work experience in a relevant field.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERNSHIPS

Master of International Relations
This flexible and real-world-focused course examines the political, economic, cultural, legal and
institutional forces that influence relations between the major actors in the international system:
states, international organisations and NGOs. You will explore fundamental issues such as the
causes of war and peace, global poverty and uneven development, environmental degradation,
and the development of institutions of global and regional governance, and international law in
particular regions and trouble spots such as the Middle East, Asia, Europe and Africa.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: careers in the civil service, consulting, defence, diplomacy,
foreign affairs, foreign aid and intelligence, international organisations such as United Nations,
journalism, multinational corporations, NGOs, trade-focused businesses.
KEY FEATURES:
• Eligible students have an opportunity to gain work experience through an internship in
an approved institution and to credit this to their degree.
• Learn from experts in the fields of Asian, European, American, African, Australian and
Middle Eastern studies.
• Includes a strong component of research study under specialised individual supervision.
• Get a leading edge by taking advantage of our double degrees with international business,
translating and interpreting, and international communication.
• You may be able to study this course by distance in your home country.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY: international law and institutions, international political economy,
international relations, international security, research methods in politics.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Australian level 7 bachelor qualification or recognised equivalent in social sciences, or
Australian level 7 bachelor qualification with relevant work experience.

#

Y ou may be eligible for Recognition of Prior Learning credits to reduce your course duration – mq.edu.au/international-RPL
You might be able to reduce your tuition fee by applying for one of our scholarships – mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

1 – 1.5

YEARS FULL-TIME #

2.5
GPA

$30,740
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntRel
CRICOS CODE
083797D
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)
IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
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MOST FLEXIBLE

Bachelor of Arts
This is the only course at Macquarie to offer such flexibility and as wide a range of subjects. You
will have the opportunity to explore your interests in depth and participate in internships and
workplace experience. Expert teachers and researchers are available to provide guidance on how
to best tailor your course so you can develop the knowledge and skills needed to transform your
passions into a career.
Graduates with a Bachelor of Arts are sought after by employers, as the course ensures you
develop strong capabilities in a range of areas such as problem solving, research skills, creative
thinking and communication – skills essential for success in the 21st century workplace.
CAREER OPTIONS INCLUDE: advocacy officer, choreographer, communications officer,
historian, intelligence officer, international development adviser, journalist, multimedia
specialist, policy adviser, politician, radio producer, social change activist, social/market
researcher, teacher (with further study), television/film production assistant, translator and
interpreter (with further study), web/game developer, writer.
MAJORS
Business
• Business Information
Systems
• Economics
• Entrepreneurship
• Human Resources
• International Business
• Marketing
Education
• Early Childhood
• Education
Engineering and IT
• Computing
• Data Science
• Information Systems
and Business Analysis
• Software Technology
• Web Design
and Development
Environment
• Environmental Management
Health and medical sciences
• Cognitive and Brain Sciences
• Human Biology
• Psychological Science

Law, security
and intelligence
• Criminology
• Environmental Law
and Management
• International Law
and Global Governance
• Media, Technology
and the Law
• Public Policy, Law
and Governance
• Social Justice
Media, creative arts
and communication
• Arts Industries
and Management
• Creative Writing
• Dance and Performance
• Interactivity and Games
• International
Communication
• Media, Culture
and Communication
• Music
Science
• Decision Science
• Mathematics
• Statistics

Society, history
and languages
• Ancient History –
Ancient Languages
• Ancient History –
Egypt and Near East
• Ancient History – Greece,
Rome and Late Antiquity
• Anthropology
• Chinese Studies
• Chinese-English Translation
and Interpreting
• Croatian Studies
• Development Studies and
Culture Change
• English
• French and
Francophone Studies
• Gender Studies
• Geography
• German Studies
• Human Geography
• Indigenous Studies
• International Relations
• Italian Studies
• Japanese Studies
• Language and Professional
Communication
• Linguistics
• Modern Greek Studies
• Modern History
• Philosophy
• Polish Studies
• Political Economy
and Social Policy
• Politics
• Russian Studies
• Society and Culture
• Sociology
• Spanish and Latin
American Studies

GRADUATE DESTINATIONS
Macquarie’s Bachelor of Arts
graduates have forged exciting
careers in many leading
organisations including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ABC Commercial
Allens
Arts NSW
Channel V
Coca-Cola South Pacific
Cochlear
Deloitte
Department of Attorney
General and Justice
Department of Defence
Department of Education
and Training
Department of Family
and Community Services
EMI Music
Fairfax Media
Foxtel
Hudson
IBM
KPMG
Legal Aid
Lend Lease
LexisNexis
Network Ten
New South Wales
Bar Association
Nine Network
NSW Health
NSW Police Force
Pacific Magazines
Parliament of
New South Wales
Primary schools, high schools
and universities
Saatchi & Saatchi
Sky News
Sydney Living Museums
Telstra
Thomson Reuters
Time magazine
Toshiba
UNESCO
United Nations
Virgin Australia
Westpac
Woolworths
World Bank
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KEY FEATURES:
• Our flexible course structure allows you to explore your interests across many disciplines.
• You will be taught by active researchers, published academics, and award-winning teachers
and industry professionals.
• You will have the opportunity to connect with employers and communities via internships,
work-integrated learning opportunities and study abroad experiences.
WHAT YOU CAN STUDY
Macquarie’s Bachelor of Arts allows you to choose a major from more than 60 available. In your
major, you will build particular skills and knowledge in a focus area. You can combine this with
a second major, a minor or a selection of units (electives) from an area of interest. You can tailor
any combination of interests to fit your desired career path.

3
YEARS FULL-TIME

75
ATAR

$29,680
INDICATIVE ANNUAL FEE (AUD)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA
CRICOS CODE
001357G
UAC CODE
300107
INTAKES FOR 2016
Session 1 (February)
Session 2 (August)

MAJOR 1

MAJOR 2

Electives

OR

OR

MINOR
and
Electives

IELTS MINIMUM SCORE
(OR EQUIVALENT)
6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

MINOR
(can do up to
2 Minors)

Electives

NOTE: After choosing your major 1, you can also study electives instead of choosing a second major or
minor. Electives are units that you can enrol in if you have the appropriate prerequisite knowledge.
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Study Abroad
and Exchange
programs
Discover more about the world – and yourself – by spending a semester or two at
Macquarie University. Get a taste of studying in Australia with easy access to more
than 100 beaches and the Sydney CBD in close proximity. Choose one of our two
options to make your dream of studying overseas a reality.

STUDY
ABROAD FEES
AU$8500*

per semester (4 units)

AU$6450*

per semester (3 units)
*Tuition does not include
accommodation, books
and other costs.

STUDY ABROAD
Study Abroad is the perfect way to spend one or two semesters at one of Australia’s
leading universities – and you don’t have to be enrolled in university. We offer a diverse
and flexible Study Abroad program with a range of courses in many different subject
areas. Many of our units include a significant practical or hands-on component, so your
learning isn’t restricted to the classroom or even our campus. You can choose to study a
specialised certificate or mix and match from available units to suit your interest.
Certificate options include:
THE AUSTRALIAN CONTEXT
BUSINESS IN A GLOBALISED WORLD
CRIME AND COUNTER TERRORISM
GATEWAY TO ASIA
THE MEANING OF LIFE
MECHATRONIC ENGINEERING
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Check the website for a complete list of available certificates.
mq.edu.au/study-abroad
EXCHANGE
If you’re studying at one of our partner universities, you can choose to spend one or two
semesters experiencing a world-class education on our beautiful campus, with support
from your home university and Macquarie. We offer a diverse and flexible study program
with many different subject areas to choose from. The Macquarie Abroad team are ready
to support you throughout your experience so you can be sure you’re getting the most out
of your time in Sydney.
Exchange students from Macquarie University’s exchange partners do not need to pay
tuition fees to Macquarie as you will pay the standard fees at your home institution.
mq.edu.au/exchange
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“Being a PhD candidate at Macquarie
gave me a golden opportunity to improve
my academic career in such a highquality and multicultural atmosphere.
Working under supervision of an
experienced supervisor and networking
and collaborating with other researchers
helped me to broaden my horizons and
gain valuable experience in my research.”
Ehsan Saeedi-Shahri
PhD candidate in Electrical
and Electronics Engineering from Iran
International Macquarie University Research
Excellence Scholarship recipient
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Higher degree
research
Macquarie is bold and innovative. At 50 years of age, the University already has an
enviable reputation for research excellence. Our researchers address many of the
important questions facing the world, and do so with enthusiasm and excellence that is
recognised nationally and internationally.
As a higher degree research candidate at Macquarie, you will have the opportunity to
make an important contribution to the development of new knowledge in society, work
alongside some of the world’s leading researchers, and access some of the region’s most
outstanding facilities.

WHY UNDERTAKE HIGHER DEGREE RESEARCH
AT MACQUARIE?

INTERNATIONAL
RECOGNITION
Macquarie was the first Australian university to align
with international research training qualifications

WORK WITH
THE BEST
120 of our researchers are ranked in the top 1 per cent in the world

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION
Top 5 in Australia for international research collaborations
(Thomson Reuters Web of Science, 2008–2012)
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Pathway to a PhD
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
(PHD)
MASTER OF RESEARCH
BACHELOR
DEGREE

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY

MASTER BY COURSEWORK

Master of Research
Provides you with intensive research preparation before you begin doctoral study. Consistent with the internationally recognised
Bologna model, this program prepares you to complete a PhD in three years – well short of the national average.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The two-year course is available in all of Macquarie’s research areas, allowing you access to a variety of disciplines so you can
construct a course relevant to your specific interests, subject to academic approval.
In the first year, you’ll undertake advanced coursework units. If you successfully complete Year 1 and decide not to continue,
you can exit with a Bachelor of Philosophy.
The second year is a masters-level postgraduate research training course. You’ll specialise in research preparation and focus on
a specific research topic. You are required to submit a thesis of 20,000 words for completion.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
A bachelor degree from a recognised institution, at a specified level of performance – usually the equivalent of a credit average
(65 per cent) in your final year (or 300-level). Some disciplines have extra admission requirements. If you hold an honours degree
or a masters degree, you may apply for recognition of prior learning of up to 32 credit points (Year 1). This may allow you to
complete the Master of Research in less than two years. Upon successful completion, you may be eligible for progression to one of
Macquarie’s research courses (see below).
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MRes

Master of Philosophy

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The period of candidature is two years, full-time
equivalent. You are required to submit a thesis of
50,000 words for completion.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The period of candidature is three years, full-time equivalent.
You are required to submit a thesis of 75,000 to 100,000
words for completion, depending on the discipline.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
• Completed Macquarie’s Master of Research with at least
65 per cent in Year 2 OR

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
• Completed Macquarie’s Master of Research with at least
75 per cent in Year 2 OR

• completed a masters (at least two years) from
another institution with a major research component
(around 50 per cent thesis, approximately 20,000 words)
at credit level (65 per cent or greater).

• completed a Master of Philosophy OR

hdr.mq.edu.au/master-of-philosophy

• completed a masters (at least two years) from
another institution with a major research component
(around 50 per cent thesis, approximately 20,000 words)
at distinction level (75 per cent or greater).
hdr.mq.edu.au/doctor-of-philosophy

For direct entry to a Master of Philosophy or PhD program at Macquarie, all peer-reviewed research output will be taken into
consideration under Rule 7 (10) of Macquarie’s higher degree research rules.
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UPGRADING TO A PHD
In certain cases as a Master of Philosophy candidate, you may be
able to upgrade your research project to a PhD.
Normally at the end of the first year of your degree, you would
apply for the upgrade to the department, which will consider
whether your work and ability show sufficient value and potential
to be worthy of this change.
If your request is granted, the time you have spent on your Master
of Philosophy will count towards the total candidature of the PhD.

JOINTLY SUPERVISED PHD PROGRAMS
Macquarie’s global perspective is at the heart of everything
we do and is embedded in our Strategic Research Framework
2015–2024. We prioritise deep, continuing relationships with
international universities through joint research candidate
supervision. Macquarie is proud to have high-quality research
training partnerships with universities in Asia, the UK, Europe,
and North and South America. Since 2007, we have hosted more
than 210 cotutelle and joint PhD candidates from more than 110
universities in 30 countries.
hdr.mq.edu.au/cotutelle-and-joint-phd

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Macquarie provides a wide range of generous higher
degree research scholarships to support domestic and
international candidates with a proven capacity for
research. Scholarships vary in value and duration and
may include a stipend to assist with living costs, tuition
fee costs, overseas health cover, travel allowances or other
research costs.
hdr.mq.edu.au/scholarships

SUPERVISION AND RULES
The research interests of potential supervisors for higher degree
research programs can be found on the Supervisor Register.
mq.edu.au/mqsr
Rules for research degrees may be found in the Calendar
of Governance, Legislation and Rules.
universitycouncil.mq.edu.au/legislation.html
Check our website for the most recent updates.
hdr.mq.edu.au

HIGHER DEGREE RESEARCH
CRICOS code

Indicative
annual fee
(AUD)*

Estimated
total fee
(AUD)

Master of Research (Arts)

087959C

$28,302

$56,605

Master of Research (Business and Economics)

087960K

$28,302

$56,605

Master of Research (Graduate School of Management)

087962G

$28,302

$56,605

Master of Research (Human Sciences)

087961J

$32,255

$64,509

Program

Master of Research (Medicine and Health Sciences)

087964F

$36,211

$72,422

Master of Research (Science and Engineering)

087963G

$36,211

$72,422

Master of Philosophy (Arts)

056667E

$29,698

$59,396

Master of Philosophy (Business and Economics)

056664G

$29,698

$59,396

Master of Philosophy (Graduate School of Management)

056665G

$37,475

$74,950

Master of Philosophy (Human Sciences)
- low cost including education and early childhood
- mid cost including linguistics
- high cost including human cognition and brain science, and psychology

064240K
070064D
064241J

$29,698
$33,844
$37,997

$59,396
$67,688
$75,994

Master of Philosophy (Medicine and Health Sciences)

085031A

$37,997

$75,994

Master of Philosophy (Science and Engineering)

056670K

$37,997

$75,994

Doctor of Philosophy (Arts)

001403F

$29,698

$89,094

Doctor of Philosophy (Business and Economics)

021502D

$29,698

$89,094

Doctor of Philosophy (Graduate School of Management)

037298E

$37,475

$112,425

Doctor of Philosophy (Human Sciences)
- low cost including education and early childhood
- high cost including human cognition and brain science,
linguistics, and psychology

064238D
064239C

$29,698
$37,997

$89,094
$113,991

Doctor of Philosophy (Medicine and Health Sciences)

085032M

$37,997

$113,991

Doctor of Philosophy (Science and Engineering)

001404E

$37,997

$113,991

*Total annual cost is based on 32 credit points for a full-time study load.
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“Macquarie University International
College utilises the world’s best practice
in the design of its teaching and learning
framework for our foundation and
diploma programs. The academic content
is engaging and highly accessible to
students while supporting continuous
English language development to
provide our students with a high-quality
educational experience.”
Professor Jim Lee
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, International
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Macquarie
University
International
College
Developed specifically to meet our entry requirements, Macquarie University
International College can bridge the gap between your secondary school education
and university studies. The College comprises two foundation programs and four
diplomas, and is supported by the Macquarie University English Language Centre and
the Macquarie University IELTS Test Centre. English language studies are integrated
into the units in each of our programs to ensure you develop the language skills and
competencies you need to be successful at university and in your career.

WHY STUDY AT
MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE?

SEAMLESS
PROGRESSION
Go straight from your pathway studies into your chosen
Macquarie University undergraduate degree

PACKAGED
PROGRAMS
Combine your foundation or diploma program with the Macquarie University
degree you intend to study as well as English language study, if required

PERSONAL
ATTENTION
Our small class sizes ensure you get personalised support
from our highly qualified and experienced teachers
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Pathways to a Macquarie degree
As a Macquarie University International College student, you can complete your foundation
program or diploma and undertake English language studies, then continue straight into an
undergraduate course on the same familiar campus.
mq.edu.au/college

YOUR PATHWAY PROGRAM SELECTION IS DEPENDENT ON YOUR ENGLISH AND ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS

HIGH
SCHOOL

YEAR 11
EQUIVALENT
IELTS 5.5

YEAR 12
EQUIVALENT
IELTS 6.0

ENGLISH
PROGRAM

MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
STANDARD FOUNDATION PROGRAM
(4 X 7-WEEK TERMS)

ENGLISH*

(IF REQUIRED)

This program is designed for international students who have completed
at least a Year 11 equivalent and require additional academic support and
upgraded English skills to reach university entry level. You will study 6 core
units covering academic English, mathematics, IT and research skills, as well
as 2 units chosen to align with your future degree.

INTENSIVE FOUNDATION PROGRAM
(2 X 7-WEEK TERMS)
ENGLISH*

(IF REQUIRED)

This program is suitable for international students who have completed
a Year 12 equivalent education and have almost reached university entry
requirements but still need to improve their English language skills. You will
study 3 core units covering academic English, mathematics and research
skills, as well as 1 unit chosen to align with your future degree.

MACQUARIE
UNIVERSITY
YEAR 1
SELECTED
UNDERGRADUATE
COURSES†
FACULTIES OF
• ARTS
• BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS
• HUMAN SCIENCES
• SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

DIPLOMA OF ACCOUNTING, COMMERCE
AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(4 X 7-WEEK TERMS)
This program is tailored for international students who have completed a Year
12 equivalent education and whose English language skills are close to those
required for university entry. You will study 6 core units covering business,
economics, finance, management, marketing and academic communication,
as well as 2 elective units selected from accounting, business information
systems or mathematics. Successful diploma students can move straight into
the second year of selected Macquarie University undergraduate courses in
business, accounting or commerce.

DIPLOMA OF ENGINEERING
(4 X 7-WEEK TERMS)

YEAR 12
EQUIVALENT
IELTS 6.0

ENGLISH*

(IF REQUIRED)

This program is tailored for international students who have completed a
Year 12 equivalent education and whose English language skills are close to
those required for university entry. You will study units covering academic
communication, general engineering and computer science, as well as units
selected from mathematics, physics, database design or electromechanics,
depending on the course you choose. Successful diploma students can move
straight into the second year of selected Macquarie University undergraduate
degrees in engineering.

DIPLOMA OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(4 X 7-WEEK TERMS)
This program is tailored for international students who have completed a Year
12 equivalent education and whose English language skills are close to those
required for university entry. You will study 4 core units covering academic
communication, computer science, digital media and database design, as
well as 4 elective units selected from information systems, engineering,
mathematics or video game design. Successful diploma students can move
straight into the second year of selected Macquarie University undergraduate
courses in information technology.

YEAR 2
SELECTED
UNDERGRADUATE
COURSES†
FACULTIES OF
• ARTS
• BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS
• SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

DIPLOMA OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION
(4 X 7-WEEK TERMS)
This program is tailored for international students who have completed a Year
12 equivalent education and whose English language skills are close to those
required for university entry. You will study 7 core units covering academic
communication, culture, digital media and politics, as well as 1 elective unit
selected from global politics or video game design. Successful diploma
students can move straight into the second year of selected Macquarie
University undergraduate courses in media, international communication or
international relations.

*Preliminary English language study is required only if you do not meet the minimum English language requirements of a program
(mq.edu.au/english-requirements). †For a list of specific degrees available, check mq.edu.au/college
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MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
Start date

Estimated
total
tuition fee
(AUD)

IELTS minimum
score (or
equivalent)#

Entry requirements

085296J

June
October

$23,000

5.5 overall
5.0 in each band

17 years old*
completed Year 11 high school#

Intensive Foundation Program
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/FoundInt

085297G

February
September

$16,000

6.0 overall
5.5 in each band

17 years old*
completed Year 12 high school#

Diploma of Accounting, Commerce
and Business Administration
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DipAccg

085299F

February
July
October

$27,000

6.0 overall
5.5 in each band

17 years old*
completed Year 12 high school#

Diploma of Engineering
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DipEng

085639B

February
July
October

$27,000

6.0 overall
5.5 in each band

17 years old*
completed Year 12 high school#

Diploma of Information Technology
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DipIT

085640J

February
July
October

$27,000

6.0 overall
5.5 in each band

17 years old*
completed Year 12 high school#

Diploma of Media and Communication
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DipMedia

085638C

February
July
October

$27,000

6.0 overall
5.5 in each band

17 years old*
completed Year 12 high school#

Program

CRICOS
code

Standard Foundation Program
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/FoundStd

*You can be 16 at the time you apply but must be 17 at the time of commencing the pathway program.
#For full details of English and academic entry requirements, check mq.edu.au/college
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English language
requirements
WHAT LEVEL OF ENGLISH DO I NEED?
The standard English language proficiency required for entry into most Macquarie University degrees is IELTS 6.5 (or equivalent).
Some courses (including education, law, and translating and interpreting) have higher requirements – you will find the required scores
listed in the course tables in this guide.
There are several ways you can meet the English language requirements. The most frequently used methods are:
• passing an approved English test at the required level
• being a citizen of, or holding a qualification in English from, an approved country
• completing an English subject as part of selected secondary school education.
The information listed below is based only on the standard English language requirements. For full details, check the website.
mq.edu.au/english-requirements
DO MY TEST RESULTS MEET ENTRY REQUIREMENTS?

You have completed an approved English language test and have achieved the scores listed below.

TEST

You meet the standard English
proficiency requirements

OVERALL

LISTENING

READING

WRITING

SPEAKING

IELTS Academic English

6.5

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

P-TOEFL (paper based)

570

53

52

59
Structure/Written Expression

4.5
TWE

I-TOEFL (internet based)

83

12

13

21

18

Pearson Test of English (PTE) Academic General

64

57

57

57

57

Cambridge English

Overall score of 176 with section minimum of 169

CET General

Minimum overall score of C+ grade in Advanced English

Occupational English Test (OET)

Grade B or above for all components (Listening, Reading, Writing, Speaking)

Minimum scores apply. For details, check mq.edu.au/english-requirements

IELTS TESTING ON CAMPUS
The Macquarie University IELTS Test Centre is one of the largest in Australia, offering the IELTS test as well as a range of
IELTS preparation courses and IELTS practice material.
Conveniently located at Macquarie University’s North Ryde campus, the IELTS Test Centre offers IELTS tests approximately
twice per month. More than 15,000 students pass through our doors annually.
Designed by experienced IELTS teachers and examiners, the interactive IELTS online and face-to-face IELTS intensive
preparation courses will help you succeed in the IELTS Test. The centre’s friendly staff will help you choose the best test
preparation option for you.
ielts.mq.edu.au
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DO I ALREADY MEET THE REQUIREMENTS WITHOUT SITTING FOR A TEST?
ENGLISH-SPEAKING COUNTRY
You are a citizen of, or hold a qualification in English from, one of the following countries:
American Samoa, Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Botswana,
Canada, Cameroon, Cook Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Grenada, Ghana,
Guyana, Ireland, Jamaica, Kenya, Kiribati, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Maldives, Mauritius, Namibia, Nauru,
New Zealand, Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Philippines, Samoa,
Seychelles, South Africa, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, Tanzania, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda,
United Kingdom (including Northern Ireland), United States of America, Vanuatu, Zambia, Zimbabwe
AND
You have completed senior secondary study or at least one year of full-time tertiary study in this country
AND
The language in which you undertook the qualification was in English
AND
You completed this study within five years of your commencement at Macquarie (some exceptions apply
for students who have gone on to reside in an English-speaking country).

You meet the standard English
proficiency requirements

APPROVED QUALIFICATION
You have completed an English subject as part of one of the qualifications listed below
AND
You achieved the required scores as listed at mq.edu.au/english-requirements
AND
You completed this qualification within two years of your commencement at Macquarie (some exceptions
apply for students who have gone on to reside in an English-speaking country).

You meet the standard English
proficiency requirements

SECONDARY SCHOOL
International International Baccalaureate (IB)
Austria Maturity Certificate (Reifexeugnis)/Reifeprufungszeugnis/Matura/Maturazeugnis Austrian High School Diploma
Denmark Upper Secondary School
Finland Completion of High School
Germany Minimum English score in Abitur (high school/two years) and DAAD
Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education
Iceland Studentsprof
India CBSE Senior secondary qualifications/CISE/National Open School
Malaysia STPM1119/Cambridge English Language/Malaysian Independent Chinese Secondary Schools Unified Examination Certificate
Netherlands VWO (pre-university education)/HAVO
Norway Upper Secondary School
Singapore Cambridge GCE A Level
Sweden Upper Secondary School
United Kingdom GCE Advanced Level/GCE AS Level/GCSE

Minimum scores apply. For details, check mq.edu.au/english-requirements
DON’T MEET THE REQUIREMENTS?
Take the most direct route with the Macquarie University English Language Centre.
If you don’t meet the English language requirements for entry to Macquarie, you can request an offer of study that includes an English
preparation program at the Macquarie University English Language Centre.
You’ll receive the best-quality language tuition, tailored to the degree you’ll be studying at Macquarie. And because you’ll be studying on
the main Macquarie campus, you’ll only have to apply for one student visa and enjoy life as a Macquarie student from the very beginning.
See page 116 for more information.
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Strong English language skills will help you succeed in your academic studies
as well as in your future career. The Macquarie University English Language
Centre has helped students improve their English skills for more than 25 years.

English language
programs
ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTRE
If you have not met the English language requirements for your chosen program
at Macquarie University or Macquarie University International College,
the English Language Centre (ELC) is here to help. We can recommend the
appropriate program and length of study you will need based on your current
English language level.
You can apply to have your English program, pathway program and degree
included in one packaged offer with competitive pricing. This gives you the benefit
of a reserved place at the College and in a Macquarie University course.
PREPARE FOR YOUR STUDIES
The ELC is designed to help you improve more than just your English.
We also help with the skills you need to succeed at university as well as
in your career. We offer many options including:
• University Entry English Preparation Program
Introduces you to Macquarie University courses through a 5-week or 10-week
program that will help you get used to the cultural and academic environment
as well as develop many of the academic skills you will need in your studies.
• Academic English
Equips you with the English language and study skills you need for successful
academic study (four levels available).
• General English
Helps you develop your confidence in communicating effectively with other
English speakers, and gives you an introduction to modern Australian society,
culture and people (five levels available).
elc.mq.edu.au

DID YOU KNOW?
Our students do better:
• 96 per cent succeed in
continuing to their chosen
Macquarie course

PHOTO: JEREMY PIPER

• once they reach university,
their average GPA is 2.64/4.0,
compared with 2.34/4.0 from
other pathways
• they achieve not only
academic success but also
career success.
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English language preparation for a Macquarie degree
Get a head start on your studies with discipline-specific preparation programs. You will improve your English skills, learn how to
effectively interact with your peers and academics, prepare for the assignments you will encounter in your studies, and learn vocabulary
specific to your degree. After successfully completing one of our courses, you’ll be able to go straight into your Macquarie University
course confident in your abilities – without taking the IELTS test.

I WANT TO STUDY
ENGINEERING AND IT
(see page 42)

ENVIRONMENT
(see page 50)

HEALTH AND MEDICAL
SCIENCES
(see page 58)

BUSINESS

(see page 16)

LAW, SECURITY AND
INTELLIGENCE
(see page 70)

MEDIA, CREATIVE ARTS
AND COMMUNICATION
(see page 80)

EDUCATION
(see page 36)

SOCIETY, HISTORY
AND LANGUAGES

(TRANSLATION AND
INTERPRETING COURSES)

(see page 94)

SCIENCE

(see page 88)

SOCIETY, HISTORY
AND LANGUAGES
(see page 94)

I WILL TAKE
University Entry
English Preparation
Program in Business,
Accounting and
Economics (BAE)

University Entry
English Preparation
Program in Human
Sciences, Arts and
Science (HAS)

University Entry
English Preparation
Program in Education,
Translating and
Interpreting (ED/TIPP)

IELTS 6.0
(or equivalent)

IELTS 6.0
(or equivalent)

IELTS 6.5
(or equivalent)

I WILL LEARN TO

• write a business report,
essay and case study
• understand university
lectures and take notes
• participate actively in
academic discussions

• write academic essays

• write a research paper

• follow academic and
tutorial discussions

• understand short and long texts,
including university lectures

• participate in collaborative
group learning and
assessment activities

• become confident and
competent in online learning
and communication
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A Macquarie degree is about far more than helping to advance
your career. It also encourages and supports you to make a genuine
difference in the world.

Transform yourself
BECOME A GLOBAL CITIZEN
“I learned to be a better communicator, a
team player and a more responsible person.
These attributes are important for me to
work well with people in my future career.”
Jia Tian Teo
Bachelor of Actuarial Studies student from Malaysia

Determined to stand out in the job market
after graduation, Jia Tian has seized as many
opportunities as possible during her study
at Macquarie.
She has applied her degree knowledge to
volunteer roles with the Malaysian Students
Council of Australia and Mini Money
Matters, an Enactus Macquarie program that
teaches financial literacy skills to children.
Like many international students at
Macquarie, Jia Tian speaks highly of the
University’s Global Leadership Program
(GLP), through which she gained crosscultural understanding and leadership skills.
“Through the GLP, I gained knowledge on
company cultures, presentation skills and how
to be more confident when I speak,” she says.
Thanks to the skills she gained through the
GLP, Jia Tian got the opportunity to put her
actuarial skills into practice during a threemonth internship at Asia Capital.
But above all, Jia Tian says it was the
opportunity to volunteer in Vietnam that

has brought her the most benefits both
professionally and personally.
Supported financially by the University’s
generous travel grants, Jia Tian spent
four weeks in Hanoi working with Know
One, Teach One (KOTO) – one of the many
international experiences available to
Macquarie students through the PACE
(Professional and Community Engagement)
program. KOTO empowers disadvantaged
youths aged 16 to 24, with volunteers like
Jia Tian helping to train them in life skills,
communication and practical skills that
open up employment opportunities in the
hospitality sector.
Jia Tian says working with KOTO broadened
her views and gave her practical skills that
will benefit her in her career.
“There’s only so much that you can gain out of
a classroom, and so little of the world that can
be learned through a textbook,” she says.
Attributing much of her success so far to the
skills she has acquired both in and out of the
classroom at Macquarie, Jia Tian strongly
recommends that students make the most of
the opportunities available to them.
“Go for it,” she says. “Join an organisation,
volunteer, be part of a PACE project; the
opportunities at Macquarie are limitless.”

PHOTO: SUPPLIED

“Employers today really value well-rounded
individuals,” says Malaysian Bachelor of
Actuarial Studies student Jia Tian Teo.
“I wasn’t involved in any extracurricular
activities before university, but my
experience at Macquarie has taught me it’s
never too late to start.”
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH PACE
Macquarie University’s unique PACE
(Professional and Community Engagement)
program gives you practical experience
while you’re still a student so you can get that
all-important head start on your career.
With PACE you could see yourself:
• interning at international corporations like
Microsoft, EY or GlaxoSmithKline
• working with Indigenous tourism operators
in northern Australia
• helping develop school and community
health campaigns in Peru
• assisting with a land rights claim in the
jungles of Borneo.
mq.edu.au/pace
GIVE YOURSELF A REAL ADVANTAGE
Stand up for global issues and stand out
from the crowd with Macquarie’s Global
Leadership Program (GLP). An extracurricular
program that can be undertaken alongside
any course at Macquarie, the GLP provides
you with outstanding opportunities to
enhance your study experience by developing
important leadership and cross-cultural skills.
You’ll forge lasting relationships to grow your
future network, and GLP is the first and only
extracurricular program that will appear on
your transcript, the document that details
your university achievements.
mq.edu.au/glp
EXPLORE THE WORLD
As an international student at Macquarie,
you’ll have the opportunity to become even
more of a world citizen as part of your degree
through our Student Exchange program.
You can choose to study overseas for just a
couple of weeks, a whole session or even a
year at more than 150 partner universities in
more than 40 countries. We make it a priority
to support your globe-trekking ambitions by
having one of the most generous travel grant
schemes of any university in Australia.

PHOTO: SUPPLIED

students.mq.edu.au/exchange
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Macquarie University has one of the most generous scholarship programs
in Australia. Around $6.7 million is awarded to students each year between
domestic, international and Australian Government scholarships.

Explore your
opportunities
SUPPORT THROUGH SCHOLARSHIPS
“My scholarship definitely helped me both
financially and professionally.”
Adele Jin
Master of Environmental Planning and Postgraduate Diploma of Sustainable Development
graduate from China
Environmental Reporting Coordinator at DTZ
Macquarie University International Scholarship recipient
For graduate Adele Jin, Macquarie’s range of
international student scholarships was the
‘cherry on top’ of the University’s excellent
academic courses.
“I still vividly remember how excited I
was when I got my scholarship offer from
Macquarie,” Adele says. “I was one of four
Chinese students to receive it that year, so
it was a real honour.”
Having always been passionate about the
environment, Adele chose postgraduate study
at Macquarie to build specialist knowledge on
top on her Chinese bachelor degree.
“Macquarie offers a lot of professional
streams, and I found the environment
courses were more tailored than at other
universities,” she says. “The lecturers I had
were very knowledgeable, and I got to go

on some amazing field trips to explore the
Australian flora and fauna.”
“I also met a lot of friends at Macquarie who
shared the same interest in the environment,”
she adds. “They helped broaden my mindset
about working in this field.”
Now an environmental reporting
coordinator for one of the world’s largest
real estate services companies, Adele is
turning her passion for the environment
into a successful career.
She says that the scholarship was not only an
excellent addition to her CV, but also a great
motivator for working hard in her studies.
“The scholarship really motivated me to
keep up the good work at uni,” she says.
“It definitely helped me both financially
and professionally.”
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SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
In 2015, Macquarie University awarded
around $2.5 million and the Australian
Government invested around $1.7 million in
scholarships for commencing international
students who chose to study at Macquarie.
There’s a wide range of scholarships for
students from all backgrounds, so be sure to
check out what’s on offer – a small selection is
below. Check the website for regular updates,
as well as eligibility and application details.
mq.edu.au/international-scholarships
MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS
• Vice-Chancellor’s
International Scholarships
• Macquarie University
Study Abroad Scholarships
• Partner scholarships
• Country-specific scholarships for students
from many countries including:
• Botswana

• Nigeria

• Brazil

• Pakistan

• Chile

• Peru

• Colombia

• Rwanda

• Egypt

• Seychelles

• Ethiopia

• South Africa

• Ghana

• Sri Lanka

• India

• Tanzania

• Japan

• Thailand

• Kenya

• Uganda

• Mauritius

• Vietnam

• Mexico

• Zambia

• Mozambique

• Zimbabwe

• Nepal
AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT
SCHOLARSHIPS
• Australia Awards

PHOTO: PAUL WRIGHT

• Endeavour Scholarships and Fellowships
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Knowing you’re safe and supported lets you
focus on your studies. At Macquarie, we offer
a diverse range of accommodation options to
suit every need, as well as dedicated staff to
help you transition to university life.

Welcome to
your new home
STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
Safe, supportive and fun accommodation makes all the
difference to your university experience. The friendly team
at Macquarie Accommodation Services can help you find
the best housing options for you, including female-only or
male-only accommodation.
If you need a temporary place to stay when you first arrive,
we can help you with that as well. We’ll even pick you up
from the airport in Sydney – for free.

PHOTO: SHU YEUNG

accommodation.mq.edu.au

PHOTO: DEAN MACKENZIE
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Located within walking distance to campus, Dayman
Apartments offer modern facilities and a secure, quiet and
supportive environment in which to live and study.

Macquarie University Village combines independent, apartmentstyle living with a busy social events calendar and a 24-hour support
network. Enjoy living just minutes from class.

Dunmore Lang College is an all-inclusive college with a strong
focus on artistic, recreational and educational pursuits. Full
board options, gym membership and tutoring are included.
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PRIVATE ACCOMMODATION
If you prefer to find your own accommodation,
we have an online database that provides details of
many properties currently available for rent near
campus. It’s best to visit any private accommodation
in person to make sure it suits your needs before
signing a rental agreement.
HOMESTAY
Stay with a friendly Australian family and get to know
how locals live. The host Australian family will provide
you with your own fully furnished bedroom, a quiet place
to study and cooked meals. Homestays are provided
through three University-approved agencies that
carefully select suitable hosts.
UNDER 18?
If you’re under 18 years of age when you start your
studies, you have three options for accommodation:
• live in Australia with your parent or legal guardian
• live in Australia with a suitable relative over 21
years of age who is nominated by your parent or
legal guardian
• live in an approved Homestay and have your welfare
arranged by the University.

PHOTO: DAVID ROUSE,
THE PHOTOGRAPHY BUSINESS

Robert Menzies College offers both self-catered and fully
catered accommodation in private, fully furnished study
bedrooms with shared bathrooms or private ensuites.

Featuring 22 self-catered, fully furnished, two-storey
townhouses, Herring Road Apartments are situated on campus
directly across the road from Macquarie Shopping Centre.

PHOTO: SUPPLIED

mq.edu.au/under18

Situated adjacent to campus, Macquarie Parklands provides
fully furnished apartments, accommodating up to four
students in a social atmosphere.

PHOTO: BRETT BOARDMAN
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Your parent or legal guardian will need to provide
information to the University, and we will issue a
Confirmation of Appropriate Accommodation and
Welfare (CAAW) letter so you can obtain a student visa.

Iglu offers modern student accommodation right next to
Chatswood Station, a 10-minute train ride to Macquarie
University and only 20 minutes to central Sydney.
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Macquarie’s park-like campus is home to some of the best facilities
in the world to help you study and learn even more effectively.
We’ve invested more than $1 billion in facilities in recent years,
with more to come.

Space to explore
WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES
MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Macquarie University library features
high-tech robotic cranes that deliver
your books in minutes. As a Macquarie
student you’ll receive access to more than
1.8 million print and electronic resources;
group and quiet study areas; presentation
practice pods; as well as a café.
mq.edu.au/library
MUSE
MUSE – Macquarie University Spatial
Experience – is a new social learning
space. Supporting students who learn in
many different ways, it allows individual
study to coexist with group work.
mq.edu.au/muse
MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
As Australia’s only not-for-profit private
teaching hospital on a university campus,
this high-tech facility is setting new
benchmarks in health care. A world leader
in neurosurgery, it houses the country’s first
and only operational gamma knife, as well
as other state-of-the-art equipment. The
hospital also includes a clinic, so you’ll have
access to high-quality health care without
leaving campus.

SPORT AND AQUATIC CENTRE
Macquarie’s sport facilities are some of the
best university facilities in the country,
offering a state-of-the-art health club;
heated 50m outdoor and 25m indoor
swimming pools; football and soccer
fields; tennis, basketball and squash
courts; a martial arts area; a gymnastics
hall; and more.
mq.edu.au/sport-and-aquatic-centre
CAMPUS SUSTAINABILITY
Macquarie’s vision for sustainability is to
be ecologically sound, socially just and
economically viable in all of our activities.
We encourage responsible consumption
of energy, water, food and transport.
Sustainability is a guiding theme for our
learning and teaching, energy efficiency
and waste management practices.
mq.edu.au/sustainability
STUDY IN THE CITY
In addition to our main campus in
North Ryde, we will also offer a selection
of world-class programs in the city.

muh.org.au

GETTING TO MACQUARIE
More than 4000 parking spaces are
available on campus, and an annual
parking sticker entitles you to unlimited
use of the parking facilities. Otherwise,
you can pay casual parking rates each
time you enter. Several roads with
dedicated bike lanes allow you to enjoy
a relaxed ride to campus. And when you
arrive, you can take advantage of our free,
secure and undercover BikeHubs located
all over campus.
mq.edu.au/transport

PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPTIONS
The Macquarie University train station is
located on the North Shore and Northern
Line, just 30 minutes away from the
Sydney CBD by train – giving you plenty
of uninterrupted study time to and from
campus. Buses also travel to Macquarie
from many areas of Sydney.
transportnsw.info
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University is about more than just academic study. Macquarie is a
vibrant community, allowing you to connect with like-minded people
and discover alternative perspectives.

Experience life
at Macquarie
STUDENT LIFE

checkin.mq.edu.au
SPORT CLUBS
If fitness and team sport are your kind
of thing, join one of our many sport
clubs. We offer a range of competitive
and casual sporting programs including
cheerleading, cricket, fencing, hockey,
quidditch, rowing, rugby union, scuba
diving, soccer (football), squash,
swimming, table tennis and water polo.
We even offer surfing lessons!
campuslife.mq.edu.au/clubsport
DIVERSITY ON CAMPUS
Macquarie is an inclusive campus with
students from more than 100 countries. We
offer specific support services to students
from culturally diverse backgrounds,
students with disability, Indigenous
Australians and GLBTIQ students.
mq.edu.au/diversity-and-inclusion
CULTURAL EVENTS
You’ll always find something of interest
at Macquarie, whether it’s our weekly
farmers’ market, movie screenings,
exhibits at our own Art Gallery or an array
of events taking place on campus each
week. We also host specialty lectures,
theatre performances and cultural festivals
on and off campus.
mq.edu.au/about/events

CAMPUS HUB
With a wonderful small village feel,
Macquarie has just about everything you
need right on campus. We offer a variety
of eating options in our food court, as
well as a bookshop, a convenience store, a
postal service, travel agents, a hair salon
and a bar. Across the street you’ll find even
more options at Macquarie Centre – which
includes more than 250 shops, food courts,
grocery stores, a movie theatre, a bowling
alley and even an ice rink.
mq.edu.au/campus-hub
RELIGIOUS AND FAITH SUPPORT
Australia is a multicultural society where
you’re free to practise any religion you
want. Most of the world’s religions are
represented in Sydney, and you’ll find
many places of worship near the Macquarie
campus. As a Macquarie student, you’ll be
supported in your faith through a number
of religious clubs and societies, as well as a
multi-faith prayer room.
mq.edu.au/religion
CAREER ADVICE
It’s never too early to start thinking
about career options. We hold careers
fairs on campus twice a year to help
you explore your career options, build
industry contacts and talk directly to a
wide selection of employers. The Career
and Employment Service can also help you
prepare a résumé, identify career options
and the skills necessary for your chosen
career, and connect you with employers
and industry bodies.
careers.mq.edu.au
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STUDENT GROUPS
Student life isn’t all about classrooms and
exams. It’s also about making new friends,
enjoying new experiences and learning
about diverse cultures. With more than 170
student groups and sport clubs, Macquarie
offers ample opportunity to meet new
people, develop personal skills such as
communication and teamwork, test ideas,
and experience other cultures.
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SUPPORT IS ALWAYS ON HAND

Starting university is an exciting time, and adjusting to university life can
sometimes be challenging. To help out, Macquarie offers a range of resources and
support programs that you can access throughout your time on campus.
• Your safety is our number-one priority. Help points are available across campus
with a direct line to our security service, and we offer a free night-time shuttle
bus while classes are in session. We take care of you 24 hours a day.
mq.edu.au/international-safety
• Mentors@Macquarie, one of Australia’s longest-running peer support
programs, helps you adjust to university life, find your way around the campus
and improve your skills.
mq.edu.au/transition
• Campus Wellbeing facilitates or offers a range of support services – including
counselling, disability, welfare and advocacy – that you can call on at any time
during your studies.
campuslife.mq.edu.au/campuswellbeing
• The Learning Skills service offers free workshops, drop-ins and online
resources on academic writing, referencing, exam strategies and more.
mq.edu.au/learningskills
• The Numeracy Centre offers assistance with mathematics and statistics. You
can choose from a free drop-in service, weekly workshops for some first-year
courses, bridging programs, preparatory courses and some online resources.
maths.mq.edu.au/numeracy
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Complete list of courses
COURSE NAME

WEB URL

Bachelor of Actuarial Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BActStud

PAGE

18

Bachelor of Actuarial Studies
with Bachelor of Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BActStudBSc

18

Bachelor of Advanced Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAdvSc

90

Bachelor of Ancient History

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAncHist

96

COURSE NAME

WEB URL

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
with Bachelor of Commerce

PAGE

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBCom

44

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
with Bachelor of Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBSc

44

Bachelor of Environment

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEnv

52

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEnvLLB

72

Bachelor of Applied Finance

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFin

24

Bachelor of Applied Finance
with Bachelor of Actuarial Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BAppFinBActStud

Bachelor of Environment
with Bachelor of Laws

18

Bachelor of Global Business

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BGlobalBus

27

Bachelor of Applied Finance with Bachelor
of Commerce – Professional Accounting

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BAppFinBCom-ProfAccg

18

Bachelor of Hellenic Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BHelStud

96

Bachelor of Human Sciences

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BHumanSc

96

Bachelor of Applied Finance
with Bachelor of Economics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFinBEc

18

Bachelor of Information Technology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIT

46

Bachelor of Applied Finance
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BAppFinLLB

72

Bachelor of Information Technology
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BITLLB

72

Bachelor of Archaeology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BArch

96

Bachelor of Information Technology –
Games Design and Development

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIT-GDD

44

Bachelor of Arts

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA

102

Bachelor of International Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIntStud

96

19

Bachelor of International Studies
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BIntStudLLB

72

Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/LLB

76

Bachelor of Marine Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BMarSc

52

Bachelor of Marketing and Media

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BMktgMedia

21

Bachelor of Medical Sciences

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BMedScs

61

Bachelor of Planning

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPlan

96

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BPsychHons

66
61

Bachelor of Arts
with Bachelor of Commerce

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABCom

Bachelor of Arts
with Bachelor of Education (Primary)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABEdPrim

38

Bachelor of Arts with
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABEdSec

38

Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BALLB

72

Bachelor of Arts with Bachelor of Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BABSc

90

Bachelor of Arts – Media

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-Media

84

Bachelor of Arts – Media
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-MediaLLB

72

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
with Bachelor of Human Sciences

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BPsychHonsBHumanSc

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-Psych

60

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BA-PsychBEdPrim

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BPsychHonsLLB

73

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
with Bachelor of Education (Primary)

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
with Bachelor of Laws

38

Bachelor of Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSc

92

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
with Bachelor of Human Sciences

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BA-PsychBHumanSc

60

Bachelor of Science with Bachelor of
Education (Secondary)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BScBEdSec

38

Bachelor of Arts – Psychology
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BA-PsychLLB

72

Bachelor of Science with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BScLLB

73

Bachelor of Science – Psychology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSc-Psych

61

Bachelor of Biodiversity and Conservation

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBioCons

52

Bachelor of Security Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSecStud

76

Bachelor of Business Administration

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBA

24

Bachelor of Social Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSocSci

97

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Arts

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABA

19

Bachelor of Social Science
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSocScLLB

73

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Arts – Psychology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBABA-Psych

19

Bachelor of Speech, Hearing
and Language Sciences

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BSpHLSc

61

Bachelor of Teaching
(Early Childhood Education)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BTeach-ECE

40

Graduate Certificate of Ancient History

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertAncHist

WEB

Graduate Certificate of Biostatistics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertBiostat

WEB

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Commerce –
Professional Accounting

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BBABCom-ProfAccg

19

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBALLB

72

Bachelor of Business Administration
with Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BBABPsychHons

19

Bachelor of Business Analytics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBusAnalytics

25

Graduate Certificate of
Conservation Biology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertConsBio

WEB

Graduate Certificate of Development
Studies and Global Health

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertDevStudGlobalHlth

WEB

Graduate Certificate of Early Childhood

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertEChild

WEB

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertEditElecPub

WEB

Bachelor of Business Leadership
and Commerce

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BBusLeadCom

25

Bachelor of Chiropractic Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BChiroSc

60

Bachelor of Clinical Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BClinSc

66

Bachelor of Commerce

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BCom

26

Bachelor of Commerce
with Bachelor of Arts – Psychology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BComBA-Psych

Graduate Certificate of Editing and
Electronic Publishing

20

Graduate Certificate of Environment

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertEnv

WEB

Bachelor of Commerce
with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComLLB

72

Graduate Certificate of Finance

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertFin

WEB

Graduate Certificate of Intelligence

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertIntell WEB

Bachelor of Commerce
with Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BComBPsychHons

20

Graduate Certificate of
International Relations

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertIntRel

WEB

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertIntSecStud

WEB

Bachelor of Commerce
with Bachelor of Science

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BComBSc

20

Graduate Certificate of International
Security Studies

Bachelor of Commerce –
Professional Accounting

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BCom-ProfAccg

26

Graduate Certificate of Laboratory Quality
Analysis and Management

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertLabQAMgt

WEB

Bachelor of Commerce – Professional
Accounting with Bachelor of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
BCom-ProfAccgLLB

72

Graduate Certificate of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertLaw

WEB

Bachelor of e-Business

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BeBus

44

Graduate Certificate of Management

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertMgt

WEB

Bachelor of Economics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEc

21

Graduate Certificate of Policing,
Intelligence and Counter Terrorism

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertPICT

WEB

Bachelor of Education (Primary)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEdPrim

38

Bachelor of Education (Secondary)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEdSec

38

Graduate Certificate of Policy
and Applied Social Research

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertPASR WEB

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHons

46

Graduate Certificate of Politics
and Public Policy

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertPP

WEB

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
with Bachelor of Arts

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/BEHonsBA

44

Graduate Certificate of Social Impact
Assessment

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradCertSIA

WEB

Information is correct at time of publication but is subject to change without notice. The University reserves the right to alter the content or impose terms and conditions in relation to
a program at any time. For the latest information, visit courses.mq.edu.au
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COURSE NAME

WEB URL

Graduate Certificate of TESOL

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradCertTESOL

PAGE

COURSE NAME

WEB URL

Master of Conservation Biology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MConsBio

WEB

Graduate Diploma of Applied Statistics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipAppStat

Graduate Diploma of Biostatistics
Graduate Diploma of Children’s Literature

PAGE

53

Master of Creative Industries

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MCrIndustries

84

91

Master of Creative Writing

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MCrWrit

83

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipBiostat

91

Master of Development Studies
and Global Health

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MDevStudGlobalHlth

98

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipChildLit

83

Master of Early Childhood

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEChild

39

Master of Economics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEc

23

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEd

41

Graduate Diploma of Conservation Biology courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipConsBiol

53

Master of Education

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipCrWrit

Master of Educational Leadership

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEdLead

39

83

Master of Engineering

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEng

48

53

Master of Environment

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnv

54

Master of Environmental Planning

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnvPlan

53

Master of Future Journalism

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MFJ

86

Master of Geoscience

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MGeosc

53

Master of Information Technology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIT

48
30

Graduate Diploma of Creative Writing
Graduate Diploma of Environment

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipEnv

Graduate Diploma of
International Relations

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipIntRel

97

Graduate Diploma of International
Security Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipIntSecStud

74

Graduate Diploma of Laboratory Quality
Analysis and Management

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipLabQAMgt

91

Master of International Accounting

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntAccg

Graduate Diploma of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipLaw

74

Master of International Business

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntBus

31

Graduate Diploma of Management

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipMgt

34

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntBusMIntComm

23

Graduate Diploma of Policing, Intelligence
and Counter Terrorism

Master of International Business with
Master of International Communication

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipPICT

74

Master of International Business
with Master of International Relations

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntBusMIntRel

23

Graduate Diploma of Policy and Applied
Social Research

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipPASR

97

Master of International Communication

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntComm

86

Graduate Diploma of Politics
and Public Policy

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipPP

74

Master of International Communication
with Master of International Relations

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntComMIntRel

83

Master of International Law, Governance
and Public Policy

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntLawGovPP

74

Master of International Public Diplomacy

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntPubDip

100

Master of International Relations

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntRel

101

Graduate Diploma of Social
Impact Assessment

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/GradDipSIA

97

Graduate Diploma of Special Education

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipSpecEd

39

Graduate Diploma of Specialised Medicine

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipSpMed

62

Master of International Security Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntSecStud

75

Graduate Diploma of Specialised Surgery

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipSpSurg

62

Master of International Trade and
Commerce Law

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MIntTrdeComLaw

77

Graduate Diploma of
Sustainable Development

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipSusDev

53

Master of Laboratory Quality Analysis
and Management

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MLabQAMgt

91

Graduate Diploma of Translating
and Interpreting

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
GradDipTransInter

97

Master of Laws

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/LLM

78

Master of Management

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMgt

35

Juris Doctor

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/JD

77

Master of Accounting (CPA Extension)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAcctCPA

28

Master of Marine Science
and Management

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMarSciMgt

54

Master of Accounting (Professional)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAccProf

28

Master of Medicine

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMed

63

Master of Accounting (Professional)
with Master of Commerce

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MAccProfMCom

22

Master of Organisational Psychology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MOrgPsych

64

Master of Actuarial Practice

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MActPrac

22

Master of Policing, Intelligence and
Counter Terrorism

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPICT

78

Master of Advanced
Conference Interpreting

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MConfInt

98

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MPICTMIntSecStud

75

Master of Advanced Medicine

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAMed

Master of Policing, Intelligence and
Counter Terrorism with Master of
International Security Studies

62

Master of Advanced
Professional Accounting

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAdvProfAcc

Master of Policy and Applied
Social Research

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPASR

99

22

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MASurg

Master of Politics and Public Policy

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPP

75

Master of Advanced Surgery

62

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MProfPsych

64

Master of Advanced Translation
and Interpreting Studies

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MAdvTransInterStud

Master of Professional Psychology

100

Master of Radiopharmaceutical Science

68

Master of Ancient History

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAncHist

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MRadiopharmSc

98

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppFin

Master of Research

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MRes

108

Master of Applied Finance

29

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSocEnt

34

Master of Applied Linguistics and TESOL

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppLing

Master of Social Entrepreneurship

41

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSpecEd

39

Master of Applied Statistics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppStats

Master of Special Education

91

Master of Banking and Finance

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBkgFin

29

Master of Speech and Language Pathology courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MSpchLngPath
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSurg

64
56

68

Master of Biostatistics

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBioStat

91

Master of Surgery

Master of Biotechnology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBioTech

91

Master of Sustainable Development

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSusDev

Master of Biotechnology and Business

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBioBus

91

Master of Teaching (Birth to Five Years)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTeachBFY

39

Master of Business Administration

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBA

35

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTransInter

99

Master of Children’s Literature

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MChildLit

83

Master of Translation
and Interpreting Studies

Master of Chiropractic

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MChiro

62

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MTransInterMAppLing

39

Master of Clinical Audiology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MClinAudiology

67

Master of Translation and Interpreting
Studies with Master of Applied Linguistics
and TESOL

Master of Clinical Neuropsychology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MClinNeuroPsych

63

Master of Translation and
Interpreting Studies with Master
of International Relations

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/
MTransInterMIntRel

99

Master of Clinical Psychology

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinPsych

63

Doctor of Advanced Medicine

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DAdvMed

65

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DAdvSurg

65

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/DrPhysio

65

Master of Clinical Sciences

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinSci

67

Doctor of Advanced Surgery

Master of Commerce

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MCom

30

Doctor of Physiotherapy

Information is correct at time of publication but is subject to change without notice. The University reserves the right to alter the content or impose terms and conditions in relation to
a program at any time. For the latest information, visit courses.mq.edu.au
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University language can sometimes be difficult to understand. Here’s a quick guide to help you
make sense of what we’re saying.

What does it all mean?
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ATAR: An Australian Tertiary Admission
Rank (ATAR) is the primary ranking
used to determine admission of students
to Australian universities. It ranks the
overall academic achievement of a student
in the final year of high school against
other students. You can find a table with
equivalent ranks from selected countries
on page 14.
BACHELOR DEGREE: The award issued
by higher education institutions to
candidates on successful completion of a
set program of undergraduate units.
COURSE: A course is your roadmap
towards a degree. Your course will include
a minimum number of credit points and
required units. Some courses, such as the
Bachelor of Applied Finance, are made up
of a specific sequence of units that must
be completed in order to graduate. Other
courses, such as the Bachelor of Science,
allow you to choose from a wide range
of majors.
CREDIT POINT: In order to graduate,
you need to have completed the specified
number of credit points for your degree.
Each credit point equals about three hours
of work per week including class time.
CRICOS: The Commonwealth Register
of Institutions and Courses for Overseas
Students (CRICOS) lists all Australian
education providers offering courses to
people studying in Australia on student
visas as well as the courses offered.
International students may only enrol in
courses registered on CRICOS.
DEGREE: A degree is the award you
receive when you successfully complete
a specified number of credit points as
determined by the University.
DOUBLE DEGREE: A double degree
allows you to study two complementary,
or completely different, courses. Double
degrees increase your career flexibility,
and can be completed faster than two
single degrees.

FACULTY: An administrative grouping of
research, academic and professional staff
and students based on the area they teach,
support and study.
GPA: A grade point average (GPA) is a
calculation reflecting the overall grade of
a student. Based on units completed at
Macquarie, it does not take into account
recognition of prior learning.
GRADUATION: A formal ceremony where
you receive your degree.
IELTS: The International English Language
Testing System (IELTS) is an English
language test. IELTS test scores are one
form of evidence of English language
proficiency accepted by Macquarie
University. You can find a table with
equivalent test scores on page 114.
MAJOR: A major is a particular area
of study that you focus on within your
course. For example, in the Bachelor of
Arts you can choose from more than
50 majors including English, Marketing,
Music or Politics. Majors are made up of
a structured sequence of units. If you’re
having trouble choosing between two
areas of interest, you have the option of
completing a double major.
MINOR: Minors are made up of fewer
credit points than a major. They allow you
to study two complementary, or different,
areas that interest you.
PACE: PACE (Professional and Community
Engagement) units are designed to deepen
knowledge and broaden experience by
applying academic study to real life. These
are exclusive to Macquarie and can include
internships, special projects and domestic
or overseas travel experiences.
PARTNER UNIVERSITY: An institution
that has entered into a formal written
agreement with Macquarie University to
facilitate higher degree research programs
or exchanges.

POSTGRADUATE: A course of academic
study higher than a bachelor degree.
RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
(RPL): General recognition, given in
the form of Macquarie credit points,
for accredited tertiary-level studies
undertaken at other institutions. In some
cases, informal learning experiences can
also be used for credit points.
SESSION: A session is a period of study,
which some universities call semesters.
At Macquarie, we have three sessions:
Session 1 runs between February and June,
and Session 2 runs between August and
November. Session 3 is intensive and runs
between December and February.
SPECIALISATION: A specialisation is a
particular area of study that you focus
on within your postgraduate course. For
example, in the Master of Information
Technology you can choose to specialise
in Internetworking and Cybersecurity, or
Management. Specialisations are made up
of a structured sequence of units which are
set by the University.
STUDENT VISA: An authorisation
permitting people who are not Australian
citizens or permanent residents to come
to Australia for the primary purpose of
studying, as defined by Migration Act 1958.
UNDERGRADUATE: A course of academic
study for a bachelor degree is regarded as
an undergraduate course.
UNITS: Units are subjects that you
study. Most full-time students take four
units – each worth a fixed number of credit
points – per session.
mq.edu.au/glossary
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What you need to know
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
HOW MUCH WILL MY INVESTMENT COST?
In most cases, you will pay a commencement fee for your first academic session when you accept your offer of
study. You will need to pay tuition fees for subsequent academic sessions by the due date in each session. Estimated
annual tuition fees are listed throughout this guide, based on the number of credit points required for full-time
study. For a quick list of all courses, see page 128.
We review and may increase our per-credit-point fees each year. It is important to realise you need to pay the fee for
your academic year and you may be subject to other fees and charges. Visit our website for up-to-date information.
mq.edu.au/international-fees
WHAT IS THE AUSTRALIAN COST OF LIVING?
Your cost of living and studying in Australia will depend on the lifestyle you choose to lead. Visit our website
for cost estimates including accommodation, food, gas and electricity, phone and internet, public transport,
entertainment and insurance.
mq.edu.au/cost-of-living
HOW DO I ARRANGE MY TRAVEL?
You will need a student visa and Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) to be able to study in Australia.
We’ve prepared a handy guide to answer all your questions on our website.
mq.edu.au/travel-planning
WHEN DO CLASSES START?
SESSION 1 2016

SESSION 2 2016

SESSION 3 2016–17

Compulsory orientation
and enrolment for new
international students

22–26 February 2016

25–29 July 2016

28 November –
2 December 2016

Classes commence

29 February 2016

1 August 2016

5 December 2016

Mid-session break

11–22 April 2016

19–30 September 2016

19 December 2016 –
2 January 2017

Exam period

13 June – 1 July 2016

14 November –
2 December 2016

23 January –
3 February 2017

mq.edu.au/international-dates
HOW CAN I GET IN TOUCH?
We’re always on hand to answer your questions.
E: iso@mq.edu.au
T: +61 2 9850 7346
mq.edu.au
ONLINE ENQUIRY: mq.edu.au/international-enquiry

PHOTOS: All photos by Chris Stacey unless otherwise noted.
This document has been prepared by the Marketing Unit, Macquarie University.
The information in this document is correct as at the date of publication but the University reserves
the right to vary or withdraw any general information; any course(s) and/or unit(s); its fees and/
or the mode or time of offering its course(s) and unit(s) without notice. Prospective students are
advised to check whether there has been any variation or withdrawal affecting any course(s) in which
they wish to enrol with Student Connect at ask.mq.edu.au or +61 2 9850 7346 prior to proceeding.
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